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Alte iS one of the oldest suburbs .:g a barge
midwestern city, but has developed an impressive
commercial trade center in recent decades and'has
a very substantial tax base. Containing some of
the most beautiful residential sections in the
midwest, it is an attractive magnet for pro-

- fessional and executive families% Among the major
attractions, the Alte Public Schools are certain-
ly-to be counted. The high school studied'is
reputed to bg one of the best preparatory school,:

in the larger metropolitan area; it has a number
"c2f tuition-paying students from other communi-
ties, as do the junior high and elementary
schools.

The resources of money, high educational level
of the population, an experienced and well-trained
teaching ibaff,. and extremely competent profes-
sidnal leadership cold make it the envy of many
another district. Y..t it is very interesting to

discover, as Lou Smith's case study shows, that
some teachers complain of the problemsof
student motivation, of poor articulation be-
tween levels of school curriculum, and of in-
adequate reading and arithmetical abilities by
the time students reach the secondary schools.
Pupil and par,Int concerns have resulted in

the formation of an alternative high school
whose enrollment is limited to approximately
forty-five pupils. Thus, one lesson-'to be
learned from the case study of Alte is that the
resources educators clamor for do not, in them-
selves, directly solve all the problems teachers,
pupils, and parents perceive.

Substantively, Lou Smith has another pdint
to communicate. That is, the development of a
district throbgh its history is not lost in its c
present form and organization. The conseraincs
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of gradual developme-nt'are real ones, for as
school system can may progresscsby small in-crementsin the general directionin which the

'school and community leaders'would like to see
it o. Through a process which is essentially
political, in the best sense of that wand, the
leaders discover the support that is or is not
available for different climes, directions, and
goals.

Smith's second major point, however, is both -
methodological and theoretical in nature. The
,problem.of discovering what makes a school dis-
trict a district, i.e.,-a functional social

organization with a common'sense of direction
and plofe'ssional ethic, is a new focus for a
curriculum- oriented case study. Though
this torus promises tQ provide a cleaF picture
of the science, math, anti social, science pro-
grams, how it is to be researched, especially
in the time of ones semester, is the problem'
with which Smith struggles. He finds an
essential and - continuing tension between

leadership functions among school personnel°
and parents and the Child-f6cused teacher-
parent relation. Most parents perceive the
district science program as the individual
teachers who teach their children, and theiz
feelings may be-positive or negative: But
for some parents,.who might be classified as
activists or regulars in school affairs,
there are more. general issues. Some of the
faculty and some of the parents lave direct

'access to official decision makers, while
others work directly with teachers or prin-
cipals. Another related methodological pro-
1-1em is that many teachers implicitly take
for granted t' social structure of the dis-
trict; they G,n't explicate it and make it
problematic for,themselves.

The progress Smith makes methodologically
on studying a district qua district i$.an im-
portant indicator of what case study research

capable of and a strong guide for future
.tudies of school curricula.

o
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THE PERPLEXITIES AS PROLOGUE,

In the last decades of the nineteenth century a small group of
individuals in the town of Alt-ea gathered towther and decided
that their community-needed a school. Notices were distributed
to taxpayeri, a town meeting was called. This spring meeting
elected the first school board and voted money for a school build-
ing. By that September a one-room frame school with forty-eight children
and a teacher was in operation. Twenty-filie years later, 1907-08, 4,1

the highschool program began in one roppt- and the upstairs corridors
of the new -brick grammar school building. The curriculum was
algebrA, Latin, and English Today there are a dozen buildings,
several hundred teachers and professional.personnel, and several

o thousand pupil studying literally dozens of "courses."

In 191'7, alldosta hundred yea-rs later, NSF approached the
Alte.District to do a case study Of- s'cience education: natural

'.science social.science, and MathematicS in grades K-12. Further,
NSF wanted policy- recommendations. Immediately, the analyst with
such an agenda' is faced with a series of questions:' What is the
status of science education today? How is dt to be conceptualized;,
that is, 'what are the rubrics, Xne categories, that denote the
regularities? Arethere differOnces in the way partici-pants in
the system construe. these regularities? Is there some JYetter,
mure ultimate, way they can be conceived? Once these accurate
descriptions and categarizations'are in hand,khow does one explain
the tiansformaticin of a one-room school house as a district into
the contemporary district? Orin more partiCular form, at the
highschool, how dries a three-course cprriculum, only'one of which

. is "science;" evolve into a curriculum of twelve science courses,
eleven mathematics courses, and nine social science courses (one
of which has five alternative components)? What seems a simple
uestion soon becomes intriguing and a bit ironic; given-NSF's
broad definitidn of science education, is natural science explana-
tion the same as social science explanation? ,Philosophers such
as Hempel argue yes;. but others, Toulmin and Peters for instance,
say no. And tten, as 'we have come to find, social science in
Alte High School Is moltly history. Is, historical explanation
the same as natural science or empirical social scientific explanar
tion? Hempelkcontinues to argue yes while Scriven and Dray, among
others, say no. To whom do we turn to providedk metatheoretical
context on to which we can frame, our comments?,

4

6

'All proper names of places and people have been coded for anomymity.
-In addition, slight changes ,in "nonesseRtiar elements have bedn
made to disguise the district and its personnel. It goes without
saying that our indebtedness to the Alte District is great. We
were perRitted free access to.classes, perionnel and public
documents.

.o
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. If that were not_enough of a set of .probl ems, perplexities
arise concerning the nature of educational theory: Is it a form
of scientific theory...or a form of practical theory;.that is, where
do values fit? Is educational theory mostly one or the other, or
is it best conceived as a little of both? Hexe again, the
philosophical experts seem to disagree--O'Connor argues for mostly
science ("Do your ethics independently," he argues) and Hirst and
Peters. ( and some others) argue the irrevocable integration in the
key concepts--education,'curriculuw., teaching. On the American Scene.,
at the level of 1:urriaulum, Schwab and Walker Argue for educational
theory as practical and deliberative. Interestingly, both were
erairied as 'natural scientists and have taught science. In m) own
view, when NSF asks for recommendations it is implicitly asking
for a mix of ethical and scielltific thought.

A final personal note: ,in the'course of explaining to teachers
the nature of the project, as part of the informed consent proce-i
dures, the Observer found himself offering a.Rersonal rationale as
part 90f-his involvement in the project. went like thiso "In
the past I have been intInsely involved in study.ing classrooms and
individual school buildings. 'I've never tackled a school district.
I don't even know how to think about one. To me this is the most .

exciting intellectual issue in the project." Mostly the teachers
responded with wry or armed smifes arid grins. The social studies
teachers thought the observer was but of his mind (and his depth!)
and spent an hour telling him so as they quizzed him about the
project. The utter wag" to the point o42 a comment a few days ,later
from an adRinistrator friend, "I hear the social,studies teachers
gave you a bad time the other day." In his own perception the
observer felt as though, "I'gave as good as got," and felt
pleased with the initial observations of the quality of mind of the,
social-Studies faculty.

The6major methodological procedure used to attack these problems
was participant observation. ' This is a, collection of techniques
with a long historyjh anthropolo'gy and sociology and a shorter
history in education. Psychology'has traditionally phrased some
similar research styles as case study inquiry or clinical method

v.and has had an ambivalent and troubled relationship with it over
the years. In our use of participant Observation we mean essentially

- that the researcher participates in the ongoing events of the sys-
tem--classrooms, schools, committees and individual lives. In part,
he is stranger and friend. During this, he observes, talks,to
people, takes notes, collects documents and,most of all, attempts to
understand what is happening. While we have tried to capture the
methodology in numerous formal accounts, for-procedural purposes a

brief listing 'of "Data Sources" is presented in Figure.l. This was

Insert Figure i about 'here

c'ompi'led while an early draft of some of the ideas was being prepared'
on 'a sunny afternoon in early March. It is only ,a partial listing
for illustrative purposes. It does indicate, early on, the varied
.settings, people, and events we'triecrto sample.

. 9
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Administrative invrviews: superintendent,principars ,
2 Extended teacher interviews with several former students

and colleagues
3. Beginning'observations of classes and teacher interviews
4. Instructional TV--program on Atomic Safety
'S. Junior High Assembly--Rural Highlands as, an

Cultural, and commercial region

tz-2

6. Meeting of sixth grade parents and junior and senior
high staff in Math and English

7. Open Houie at the Alternative High School
8. Meetings of the steering commitiee for Northcentral

visitation
9. Luncheon conversations at several schools

10. Before school coffee- klatches at several schools
11. Extended interactions witti the research,,coordinator:_l

shared interviews, shared observations, long substantive
and methodological discussions

*

Figure 1. Illustrative DataSources: Settings, People
and Events (as of 3/16)

11,

10
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Fromvsuch initial queseions,-fpreshadoved ploblems,to use
Melenowski'S-term--and from such "observations" 4f the school and
from the cdmulati4g records, we have tried to' develop W descriptive

. and ,linalyticaccount of-science education in the Alte School District.
The several- sections are o9e,anized into these, themes:

. ,
.

'l. The Perplexiti.es as Prologue
2i. The Transformati9.4 of the Alte District
3. Conceptualizing a District-Wide Science" Education

Program
4. _Aras of'ContFbver-sy. .

S. Conclusion -'

6. Methodological Appendix
7. References
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ALTE DISTRICT

An Overview

While we have not done a formal history of the Alte District,
it seems helpful to-sketch a few items on a time line over ,the last
hundred years.2 Such a chronicle will facilitate thinking in
several ways; by prOviding':

1. an account.of the lay language of the items considered
important by general historians of 'the Alte- community;

2. some points of comparison and contrast to highlight the
current program of the district;

3. some of -the, factual data from which we can build a more
analytical and interpretive account of science education;
and

4, a framework of th "longer'term large changes" into which
we can incorporate some of the more recent smaller changes
in science education.

.In part-we are trying t' move toward policy issues by explicating
"naturalistic /historic, processes of'change.. Most of the data
come \from-several key'z,nrces. A general account of Alte City
was written by a local newspaperman and published in 1976 as part
of Alte's Centennial and the nation's. Bicentenni'a1.3" Two other

are secondary Sources in the sense they are histories of
the community, but they are also primary sources in that they were
written by seventh and eighth-grade pupils and fo., .ally published,
one in the early 1930s .and one in L976. More wkll a said F,f the
latter, as fa part of the s.ociai science program. .In addition,
high` school annuals, cUrriculum.guides, and several reports have
been utilized as primary sources. Finally the Alte'SchJol News
in existence a dozen and a half years, published by the district
:tor the patrons, has been consulted.

The Community and the Schools

The .historical accounts'.are ess'entially in everyday lay
langnage. In- Figure'2 a one hundred.year time line has been pro-
duced. The categories -of events, strands, if yc.0 will, ha.%'e been0

2The ideas for incorporating this approach to the case study were
cstimulated, in part, by McKinney and Westbury's (1975) essay.

r.

3We have coded these documents as well; neither the prbblems hor
. th'e strategies and tactics re anonymity in a mixed historical/
contemporaneous account have been spelled out in the literatur-7.
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indicated cn the ordinate. As the vignette in the prologue indicates,
concerned citizens of the community met in 1880, picked a school

board, assessed taxes, contracted for a building, hired a teacher,

and began 'an educational program for some four dozen children. The

Insert Figure,2 about here

story is an intriguing one, representing a mix'1Of buildings, personnel,

pupils, programs and community. In many ways it parallels the devel-
opment of much of America.'

The community changed. from a small town, almost rural, s_to a

major suburban community with a strong commercial tax base and a

citizenry of middle. to upper social classes. However, the dominant or
model group is upper middle class-, "executive city" as some writers

label it. With the first private subdivisions, zoned in 1910 into
one7and-a-half-acre lots, much of what now exists seems to have been

determined. This coalescing into a community carries with it the

development of a perspective, a point of view, about what is expected
in the education of the children of the community. This perspective

'schools,
jelled into a demand for.!'academic e_cellence." In the elementary

schools, "excellence" is defined in terms of attitude (development
of a desire to learn) as well as achievement (especially in reading

and mathematics). The junior high is to provide a transition into
the disciplinary studies of the high school. There, a program of
knowledge and skills productive of learning, high college board

test scores, and entrance to colleges and universities in general
and Ivy League schools in particular (for the "best" students) is

demanded. In addition, the community had/has the economic resources'
and the political power to implement its point of view.`` In effect

the community perspective had become a mandate.

Within the last year, the school board hired an outside educa-
tional, consultant to conduct an intensive pubjc opinion study, "Howc,

, citizens in Alte view their schools." While 'the report contains a num-
ber of items relevant to our later specific interests, the overall

reaction is appropriate here. The question: "On the whole, would
you rate the_pi _cs_phools in Alte as &Pcellent, good, fair or poor?"

'The respOnses %, ,re 68% excellent, ,27% good, 2% fair, 6% poor, 3% no
opinion (these latter responses came from citizens who had no children

in school). According to reports from the interviewer, he had not
surveyed a district with a higher'rating of satisfaction with the

schools. At a general level, a congruence exists between what the

Community wants and what the-school system does. Positive sentiments

are' the outcome. It is important to note,' however, that 4 vocal

4Cons'istently, the Alte School District per pupil eXpenditures are
in the highest ten percent of the metr-Jpolitan area.
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minority opinion does exist in the community. One of the issues

on the recent television news and in brief accounts in the local
newspapers is, the concern about the adoption of "untested innova-

. t'ons" and the children being "guinea pigs" in the process.

Such an illustration makes an important but simple point, an
oft neglected truism, releViant to NSF's interest in science educa-

tion. Any kind of change in curriculum and teaching will produce

positive and negative reactions in individual parents and citizens.

Those reactions, as they aggregate, become direct political forces
in school board .elections and indirect forces iD the day to day
workggs of the schools: Analyses, scientific, theoretical, or
practical,,which i0 ore the latent meaning in a simple illustration
such as this do an injustice to the complexity of the reality itself,
and to the actors who live and work in the system.

A final word about the social structure of the community seems

necessary. Religiou'Sly the community-con,tains a mix of Protestants,
Catholics, and JeWs. Pre-World War II, it had a "Jewish problem,"
e.g., neighborhoods with restrictive-housing covenants. Those
covenants and practices are gone now. Racially, the,commumity is
almost all White. As yet, there' is no,"racial problem.''' A story,
going back a hundred years, does exist, i.e., when the original
1880 frame school was no longer,large enough, a new brick school

was built'. The frame building was moved to anew lotation; it
became the "colored school" for a number of years. After World' WarII,
though, the Black community disappeared as property was bought
for commercial development. Economically, our earlier account indicated no

"social class problems"; the community is basically homogeneous,
upper middle class with a strong tax base financially supporting
the schools. For this report these conditions are givens, a context

for consideration of a particular science education program. For
the social an4lyst and critic of American society who is concerned
with broader issues of social conflict, pluralism, equality; and
"success" in the American Dream, these conditions could be taken
as problematic.'

The Alte Schools
Tp

During the first ,twenty -five years at the turn of the century,
the school district--that is, the one-room school -- was r. sonably

stable. In the years around 1910, a series of interrelated events
occurred.

1. The population of the town-of Alte increased.
2. Parents at the end oT the district farthest from the

school wanted a school 'closer to home for th:s.ir children.
A second elementary school was built.

, 'Once again, the key role of values in a general theory of education
seems evident.

O
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3. The old frame bpilding of the first school had been
replaced with a larger brick building.

4. The high School projram was begun.
5. The first,suurintendent was hired,

Later, concomitant vith the community Fonsolidation in the
twenties, thirties, forties, and fifties, the school district's
administration enjoyed tne long-term tenure of its third superin-
tendert. He led the district-- carefully, shrewdly, some say benev-
olently but autoctatically, and with some professional, notoriety- -
for over thirty. years. He built the elementary schools, the junior

and'a new senior high school. The program expanded and be--
came more complex'and more specialized. He himself was one of:the

W first national'ly recognized small city superintendents. Through
most of his three, decades he both knew what the.community.wanted
and helped shape concretely those expectations.

For illustrative purposes, the,..changes.in the general school
curriculum can be evidenced in the growth of the high school curri-

- culum.6 Before .1907-0g those youngsters who wanted a secondary .

education enrolled in one of the nearby City high schools. As the
program began for the ninth graders, English, Latin, -and algebra

. were the first subjects. The program grew in size and complexity
and through a series of temporary quarters. After WorLd War I, the
first high school building was built and staffed, by a dozen teachers.
The first high school annual indirectly;describes the program by
listing the subjects taught by the teachers. Currently in 1977,the
program includes a dozen courses each in language arts (English,
journalism, theatre), social science, science, math'ematics, fine

.arts (art and music), practical arts (industrial, commercial, and
homemaking).,, foreign language (French, Spanish, Latin, and German),,
andamiscellaneous (physical education, driver education, psychology,
etc.). Figure 3 presents these in graphic form.

Insert Figure ,3 about here

Now, in the late 1970s, the environment is shifting once .

again. Alte, like many school districts, is faced with declining
enrollme\nts-. The most deep rooted general concern of all the
teachers\in Alte, including the science teachers, is this spectre
of declining enrollments. When the few non-tenured teachers in
the faculty are gone, and the district is highly tenured, what
'happens to the tenured faculty. What will lie the rol of excellence
and competence, the role of age and seniority? Most certainly one
of the hoped-for consequences by the administration, board, and
citizenry is toning up the system, self-development:by staff in

t.
o

6 Once again, theneed fcr a thorough historical 'analysis is quite
clear.
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overcoming "softness and flabiness," energizing some of the,
teaching core whit has gone^stale. -Another outcome feared by
many of the teachers is the [chance or] occasional negative phone
call of a parent to a board member, or the fawning by fellow teachers
to administrators or board members. In part, administrators may
be faced with hard choices; in part, that's what they are paid to .

do and expected to do. ov

In brief, a variety of planned actions are underway as the
. district tries to cope with these changes. Most of them are outside

the scope of this analysis. But the issue becomes a part of every
individual's perceptions, thinking, and acting. The implications
for an organization such as NSF seem both obvious and obscure. The
expansionist excitement, the unlimited opportunities, the predoti-
nance of hope of the late ifties and early sixties is gone. If
broad scale curriculum development and implementatiOn was difficult
then, it will seem like a teaparty compared to the present and
immediate future. Risktaking is precarious at best, foolhardy or
dangerous at worst in such an environment. Introspection, reflec-0%
tion, :,eeking an idenp.ty,'cautious and more cai.efuljy and specifically
aimed change seems to be the atmosphere in Alte. Aspects of these
items will be elaborated upon later at several points.

Initial Implications

Overall, several interesting aspects appear to be generalizable.
In looking, at such a brief chronicle there seetn to hasve been impli4,
cit in this several theoretical elements:

1. Contextually, similar events had been and were going an in
small communities all over America; models, legal require-
ments and procedures were present.

2. Citizens, acting individually and together, were defining .

goals, designing means, and actualizing those events.

3, In what .seems to be an incredible kind of social stability,
a hundred years later citizens are still expressing opinions
'(now with the help of ,public opinion"surveys, as well' as

, face to face comment, criticism, and support) and .ti.-11
acting thr6ugh a local board of education.'

4

4. The educational sysrem which was established--governing
- board, curriculum, teacher, pupils, and a specified time
and place--is systedic. It contains tlie-tajor interdependent
elements in a simplified microcosm! Those basic elements
persist even in the midst of overt change.

7A similar, but more philosophically grounded view is presented by
Gowin (1976). He speaks 'of these elements as "educational common-
places."
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S. In 1907-08 increasing population and a concomitant increase
-in complexity of the organization (three 'elementary schools,
and the beginnings of the high school) seemed to.raisc
problems of coordination-and responsibility; -the first
superintendent was hired, - thereby makidg for further com-

plexity ,of the organliation.

6. ,ComplRxity is an intriguing concept. So far, increasing
co,mple-icity refers to at least these phenomena.

6.1 Additional numbers of the same units--more elementary
°buildings, more teachers, more pulls

6.2 New kinds of units--a high school, later a junior
high 5

6.3 Increasing specialization of positiOns-=individuals
who don't teach but administer and coordinate;
principOsand the superintendent, special-kinds
of teachers

6.4 Increasing hierarchy of- governance and control; what

qiginally was: citizenry-board-teacher-pupils
becomes: citizenry- board - superintendent- principal -
teacher and pupils. Later, assistant superintendent
positions and assistant principalships at the high
school were created,.

7. Finaljy, as the..present social environment of the schools
changes--in this case, declining enrollments--major changes
begin to occur at all levels and in all parts of the system.
Individuals 'perceive the changes as a "new ball game";
they conceptualize events differently: "a new set of rules,"

new interpersonal relationships, "teams," are 'formed.
.

In short, even a brief historical overview gives an obser,ver

a context of stability and change in the community and in the schools.

An Analysisof Recent Change: IPI and the LRC's
4

As has been indicated, developing a.i understanding and
°explanation of the large scale transformation of the d'istrict's
educational program ovel one hundred year would require the efforts

of an )iis/orian. We have made some tenative allusions VOkhe
shaping of the community as upper middle class with the co.xrelated
expectations'for an academic college preparhtory prograi' in the

schools. For a more de.tailed analysis of-within-school changes, it

seems instructive to take an instance-or two of recent changes and
chart them in more detail. The situation's are the correlat -ed devel-

opment of the elementary school Learning Resouice Centers (LRC's)
and the modifi,cation of the elementary mathematics program through
the introduction of IN math, Individually Prescribed Instruction

in mathematics.

J
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The Context, Beliefs, Interactions, Sentiments

,As one talks with principals and teachers in the Alte Elementary
Schoolso the term "individualizing instruction" appears and reap-
pears in discussions, interview!, and in classroom action. The cote .

meaning seems to to "What. can I do with/to/for each individual pupil
to help him/he,. 1-2arn," There is high congruence between espoused
theory and theory 4.11 use in most classrooms. If individualizing
instruction is the intermediate goal, teacher autonomy on how to
get there is ,a major means. Few beginning teachers have entered
the system'in recent years. Most have gone through a ,hree-tiered
hiring 'process- -paper credentials, intensive interviews, and obser-
vations of teaching. Teachers were/are hired because they have a
point of View and demonstrated skill with children.

A second belief which appears in the discussions with many of
the staff is that of professional responSibility. The core meaning
is wanting to be judged for actions which s/he took based upon his/
her analysis of an educational problem and situation, and in which
s/he Made hit /her best decision. The clearest accounts of this
position cave in discussions with teachersas they talked of the
reasons they elected to teach in the district. Usually they. coh
trasted Alte with the larger, multi-leveled, bureauoratic systems
from which they had come. Usually also they commented about inter=
personal 'contacts in P.T.A. meetings and parent conferences 'as test
cases'for accountability in this kind of professional responsibility.
From an administrative perspective this phenomenon is usually voiced
as, "'District policy' has been to hire the 'best' teacher!, and
give their freedom to develop their programs."

A third related, and more implicit factor, at least in
conversations and interviews, is the "friendly competition" among
the elementary schools::that is, within the small group bf elementary
principals, and, in turn, between.the staffs of the elementary
school's.' The competition seems related to the devplopment of e
"building identity" and a'favorable reputation among the immediate
patrons and abross the small district itself. The summary observa-
tion notes picked ,this up in an early discussion:

As they talk it seemed to come out that different
schools haedifferent things going for them(as I'd
heard preyiously). For example--onetbas a big
education program, second grade and up, overnig t camping,
etc, Another is trying out some of the new CEMREL'math
materials in the primary grades, and so forth..

Immediately; upon these notes came the interpretive aside:'

( Obs - All this suggests aspects of the old elementary
principajs, competition, identity, and place ia the sun

a major issue in the dynamics of a district and efforts
in curriculum, teaching, parents, etc.

The identities engage the parents and children and are manifested
in such diverse phenomena as spring festivals, flower and garden
sales, and picnics. Woe to the principal and teachers who fail to

,
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perceive, to'involve themselves, and to support such functions

Within the buildings, the competition and identity issues flow into
such diverse avenues as open space (!'the big room" where a wail has

been torn down),tcam teaching, reifi ation of self-contained class-
rooms, elaboration of an outdoor education program, or,for our.
purposes, cdrricular and organizational change in the form of 1PI

and an LRC.

The Story of IPI and LRC's

The story 1,131- and the LRC's is really a story of the
,confluence of several interrelated strands of development. First
and foremost, some'ten years ago; in one of the elementary schools,
the principal and several of his teachers remained dissatisfied with
hat was being accomplished in mathematics 'instruction. The dis-
trict program was.a mix of innovative projects--Madison math,
University,of Illinois math, and SRA; the mathematics curriculum
committee was moving toward adoption of the Addison'Wesley texts.
Their own concern.was on problems of "individualizing instruction."
As class size in their school was declining, the individual non-
achieving pupils were less likely to "get los.s.:" in the crowd. The

staff, :n coping with this, tried several appri aches.

A modified "Joplin plan," shuffling the kids from all the
primary grades into ability groups, for part of the day, was
It fbupdered in par.t on the mix of dull third'graders and bright
first graders at the "same" level of achievement. Later, the

iteachers moved toward developing individualized teaching' materials
by cutting up old work books by topic and process, collecting ,

scattered materials from their individual files, and gathering
games and manipulative materials. The need arose for some kind
of centralized,space and storage.

. Meanwhile, attempts were underway to develop a central library
in the school. Initial stepswere to open a ..00m at noon. This
raised problems with,lunch duty, resources, and staff. "A lousy
way to run a library," as one staff member commented. 'Proposals
were made to the superintendent for onVof, the teachers to take
on the task full time ,(in several school-s), fora kindergarten room
to be converted, and for parent volunteers to solicited.

About this time a new assistant superintendent for curriculum
was hired:9 His charge was K-12. He ,vas looking for points of
entry into the isystbm. He fodnd th'is element-ary staff congenial
and joined Corces.. He brdught knowledge of the activities at _he

8A number of"stories exist of the politics of the individual schools
and the district, but they are beyond our interest here.

9Again, our data are limited; the reason ing of/the then ericpmbent
superintendent, now gone, is not known.

'22
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Pittsburgh R-& D Center and the Philadelphia Lab, RBS (Research
for Better Schools). One of their major programs was an instruc- -

ttonal system in mathematics-entitled IPI, Individually.Prescribed
Instruction: Several, teachers and the principal visiteil'the
demonstration school in Pennsylvania. They were struck with the
similarities between ,what they saw and what they were trying to
do. They argued for giving it a try in their school. The board
agreed.

To work well, the IPI system requires something akin to a
learning resource center. The Alte Elementary School LRC evolved
Several steps farther. In time it became a facility close to that

ti -in Figure 4. Briefly, we would note the LRC contains: a,:storage

Insert Figure '4 about here

area for the hundreds of work sheets in the IPI program; instructional
aides who check materials done by pupils, keep records, and dispense
materials prescribed by the teachers; school-wide library re.souxce
(5,000-10,000 books in each elementary school library);10 and aides

and volunteers who help out in this part ofthe center. In visits
to the LRC's, it was not uncommon to find a half dozen adults busy
with children at any one time. The facility seemed to take on a
life of its own;. 'that is, itfs existence and the presence of crea-
tive teachers and district resources provoked a series of altera-
tions., additions, and elaborations. As audic-visual equipment was
centralized, new programs in literature, e.g., tapes of stories,
were developed. Listening and study carrels were added with tape
players and, earphongs. Possibilities in spilling were seen and the
Alte individualized-spelling program was developed. Special read-

., ing teachers, working with individuals and small groups, found a
home-and 'became an active part of the LRC. As several staff members
commented:

Housing is a very limited concept and many-LRC's are
not functional bedause they become central locations
for materials when they should become central lOcation
for learning activities.

The IPI prop-am is well described elsewhere inmultiple books,
brochures and research reports emaqating from the Pittsburgh Learn-
ing Research and Development Center, the Regional Laboratory,
Research for Better Schools, Inc. (both funded by the National
In'stitute for Education) and Appletod Century Croft2, Inc., they
private publisher of the materials. Consequently, only a few
brief remarks will be made here; mostly they ar- excerpts from
several hours spent one morning in the LRC with the IPI program.

"Later we will raise the issue of resources, a key aspect of the
Alte School District.

23
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Figure 4. Alte Elementary School LRC.
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8:47 Am in the 1RC. Fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, in.turn,
this a.t: Two aides handle kids, grading and dis=
persing work sheets in LPL Children in-"Pand out- -

four (4. five so far. Each has a bright blue folder
with materials. The aide, at my request, explains
the system roughly:

e

1. a yellow sheet of Areas (nuleration, add/subt,
mult, etc.) and Levels A-G (roughly grades 1-6);
Figure 5. reproduces this.

Insert Figure 5 about here .

2. Initial placement tests
3.,.tExercises
4. CET's (Curriculum Embedded Tests)
5..r4astery fasts

The, flow of traffic is slow enough that' hu one
stands, long in line waiting. Kids bring foluers
to whichever of two teachers is -ree. Gals grade
while kids wait. Show them if there are errors.
Kids correct. With current boy at least two majox,
hints.

(Obs- Through all this L'm reminded of Brueckners
Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic.. The system seems
a logical outgrowth of that point of view. Need
.to rookiat old NSS.E Yearbook from 1934 (7) and
the Bond and Brueckner Dia nosis_and Treatment of

%.1.,,arning Difficulties. Nee to check manuals. Seems
like a teaching and organizational system (aides,

'storate and LRC) building upon that. Need'to look
at IPI manuals and reference literature.)

I go through Facenlent Test C. There are two or three pages
on. each area: It does look like Brueckner writ
large.

1

9:33 The'aido asks if I can follow. I take that as an
invitation and go over as sbe corrects a couple of
papers.

1. They score and record; she handles mostly
exercises; the other'aide the tests.,

2. Have booklets of answers (keys).
3. Kids must correct and seeirteachers for help

and clearance. .

.4. If kids ask re their mistake they will indicate--
especially re s lly mistakes. "Teachers don't
mind. We're Lot supposed to teach the children."
(Obs - Apparently thy handle the issues in a
commonsense, reas,onably deferent manner. These
two gals seem bright and knowledgeable.) ."Feel
stupid if you don't answer a child's qUestion.
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.
A formal explication of the more generalized LRC procedures is
reproduced as Figure 6.

Insert Figure 6 about here

This figure is used by the staff to explain the general teaching
strategv.of the LRC, a part of which is the IPI program.

The field notes of the morning continue. They capture more
of the flavor of the system and the possible slippage between the
ideal and the real.

10:00 The flow cintinues in and_out. I talk some more
with the aide.

1. The individuality of kids-=attitudes, temperament,
"con games" (Can myiteacher ok thisflcontinues.

2. 'Most of the grade X,, kit1s, as I look at a room-
ful of summary sheets,are in Level X materials.
A few scattered down and up. One'kid tested out
of all Level X materials ad has done only, two
booklets all year. To my incredulous response,
the aide indicates that the youngster works very
slowly, the section she's on is difficult," lots
Of problenis and,kias getiiung up, teacher would
never let her just s'it." Finally she agreed it
seems strange. ,

3. Kids are only on IPI three days-a week.
4. I haven't seen any great antipathy to the materials.

Kids seem to enjoy walking and moving around.
tome clowning of kids with each dther--swatting
and brushing-each other with the bright blue
folders. Seem to enjoy the aide's who are calm,
im,good spirits, helpful, quick and efficient.
Kids lean on the aides' desks, sit on a nearby
table, chat One they wait, etc. (Obs - somehow
the personality, the approach and the skill of
the' aides seems very critical.)

5. Kids are in and out of the shelves, and in some
instances the file cabinets, for materials'.

6. The file cabinets contain, affiong other things,
partial booklets- -left over pages for kids who

a only need a sect on or two.

Later in the same morning, the notes picked up another strand
of data, doc m nts about the Trogramt and initial interpretations
by 'the observer. These, too,,arepresented verbatim:

-Once again, the coding is for anonymity.



TEACHER PRESCRIBES
LESSON

(Dates and Clips Page).
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ABOUT LRC OFFERINGS
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Figure 6. OrganizaVional and -instructional strategies in using
IPI and LRC
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11:13 I'm now working my way through

1. IPI Continuum Chart
2. 'Vol. I Diagnosing and Prescribing for

Individual'ized Instruction
3. Vol. II Managing Individualized Instruction

The IPI Mathematics Continuum is a scope and
sequence chart. The aide read the early editions
when she first started but not the mast recent ,

[third ?] revis,ion. She doesn't.know hetheit the,
kids finishing it should be ready for algebra.'
The strands seem a hodge-podge'of traditional
arithmetiZ skills, comp knowledge (money and
time), systems of measurements (English and
metric), geometry '(angles, cylinders and circles),
word problems (reasoning ?) . On the surface I
don't see any "ultimate logic or structure, of
math" but then I might not recognize it even if. .

it werethere-

This'sTeview then triggered sn even broader set of speculations by
the ob,server.

'(Obs - Am struck with the general developmental
issue .of all kinds of knowledge, much reinforced
in the home -- cups /pints /quarts /gallons; etc. which
bile would also-get in reading recipes., and other/
hobby type activities.

quiz her (the aide) about homework. No IPI
'work goes home.. It's all done at school. She
assumes it's school policy. Any homework, would
be other activities.

(Obs - Wonder how concerned,parents monitor the
system and' insure kids'. success? That would be
another latent function of text, homework assign-u
ments, and monitoring, helping, encouraging, punish-
ing, controlling kids' behavior. Part of socioeconomic status
correlates in conjunction with general ability
difference. Contrast with Washington School.
Best local evidence on the sixth grade parents,reac-
tions at the meeting on transition to junior high
is the P,T.A. meeting at the Washington School.
The Alte parents are more knowledgeable, more
education oriented, more sophisticated re education
[Ph.D.'s,.H.D.'s, college education] and channels

12 Scattered through this rep6rt are references to our earlier study
of an urban slum school (Smith and Geoffrey 1968). Perplexities
from there'have:been with us for a decade. New data and images
are constantly being compared 'and,contra§ted.

9:Q
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for achievement and "getting ahead," more
demanding for school performance besides "be
there, on time, do work."

I think what I'm reaching for is a set of
reasonably simple. hypotheses [mechanisms] on
the antecedents, nature and-conception of
schoollearning with particular emphasis on
explaining the high achievement levels of
upper middle class kids, e.g., the two grade
levels-and/or 1+ SD-above the mean on test
scores.

11:47 I'm running out of,time. Quickly scan, IPI books
Ad manuals. .

1. No reference to any professional literature
in them

"2. As though it sprang up new out of only very
general tradition

3. (Obs - even "how to" books, which these are,
should have some sources skeptical people
can go to.)

4. BoOks are quite clear re steps, procedures,
mechanics

5. Several spots have been red inked (for and by'
aides?) re flow of materials

And just before leaving, the observer made a final concluding
interpretation.

I'm.amaied/struck by the seemingly flawless
aspect of the system here. The aide has_ been
with the program several years. She has no
problem,works very rapidly, etc. At this end,
the personnel,.the facilities, the storage of
materials, the plenitudes (nothing looks like
it's even close to being out), the routines are
all running- Smoothly. Need to look at other end.

Over coffee, the observer talked independently' with several
teachers. The notes contain several diverse but relevant pieces
for the analysis.

1. She's pro IPI, relieves the teacher of
'routine work, time to do more. interesting
,things with the kids.

2. Most of this school are pro, most at school B
are anti, others up and down.
(Ops - There's a funny quality re schools- -
principals, teachers, relationships. Don't
really know as yet.)

3. She says she tends to spend remaining time
followihg along (loosely?) a text with
supplemental materials.

A IN
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(Obs - I get the feeling of multiple ways to
skin the proverbial educational cat. Aite has
huge array of.resources, experienced teachers,
able kids, low teacher-pupil ratios. Groups
[schools] develop norms re hoir things should be
done, what is good and bad, important an.d not,
and are able to argue quite tenaciously.)

And, inregard,,to another teacher conversation:

She has some reservations. Most of the teachers
are'sUppprtive of the program. Her reservations
include:A(1) need group activities;(2) need t3-
getfierndsS-,versus going in fifty directions;-
(3) need-more problems and practice than booklets
provide.
(Obs - Very-complitated mix of values (togetherness)
beliefs: ways of organizing the class (grouping)
and what it takes to learn certain things.)

The Epilogue,

The IPI program remains as one of the most controversial
programs in the district. The essence of the epilogue is that the
story isn't finished. Several items might be mentioned. The pro-
gram did not spring into full bloom in the form we have redounted.
It was tried for a year or two in the initial school. Presenta-
tions were made to the board, discussions were entertained, and
the decision was made .to implement it in all of Alte's elementary
schools. From that point on, the Toad has been more stormy. In
the eyes of one teacher, "It was forced on the rest of the district
by the assistant superintendent."

The program has b..en in considerable contention since then.
Some parents have been very'dissatisfied. Local test scores in
math were reported to be lower. Several years ago an independent
assessment of the curriculum was commissioned by the board and
carried out by a local firm of evaluation consultants. They re-
ported favorably on the program and recommended that IPI be retained
L19, the core of the mathematics program.

Math teachers at the junio'r and senior high school in general
look with disfavor upon the program. _When the board moved recently
to have the elementary math program to be half IPI and half tea her
developed curriculum, one of the teachers commented, "We've got v
the battle half won. It'll be totally won when IPI is completely
gone."

The LRC's have fared better, in the sense of less conflict,.
They've developed somewhat differently in each school, but each
provides a wealth of -resources and activities to supplement the.
teacher in her classroom.

Q1
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As an illustration of curriculum change and transformation in
Alte,the IPI and LRC stories present several lessons: teacher

autonomy and professionalism, administrative influence, competing
group, conflicting points of views, multiple kinds of evidence,
and a never-ending process with moments of quasi-statidhary equili-

bria. That this is'not atypical of the district can be seen in our

current observation, e.g., the beginnings of the CEMREL's
new math with its "mini-computers" in the primary grades of one of
the.Alte Elementary Schools. Our'interviews and observations of
outdoor education,.of which we'll say more later, present another
instance. And' so on.

To determine how similar or different Alte is from other diStricts

requires other data. Presumably other case studies will illuminate these

comparisons and contrasts. Analytically, syntheses of antecedents
and consequence in additional cases and from historical and con-
temporaneous accounts will move toward more general models, para-
digms, and theories. That is not our task here.

Organizational Structures for Coping with Curriculum:
A Final Observation and Comment

Tire, discussion of the 'history of the district and the items
of recent, change provide one perspective on science education in
the Alte Schools. Another point of,yiew arises in considering
organizational structures for "coping with curriculum." The verb
"cope" is deliberately chosen as a label for a broad set of issues
(e.g., develop change, implement, integrate) involving "struggling
or contending with some success." Alte has these mechanisms an
place.

1 The school board reserves one meeting per month for
discussion and review of curriculum. Areas are taken
in rotation and/or as need arises.

2 Each major elementary curriculum area (language arts,
math, science and social studies) is represented by a
committee of teachers, chaired by an elementary
principal. Chairmanships are rotated and allocated
by, choice, interest, and competence.

3. Each area of the grade 7-12 program is headed by a
curriculum co-ordinator, often, but not always the
chairman of the relevant high school department. The
co- ordinators teach a full Toad during the year and,
work the equivalent of an extra month in the summer
and weekends.

4. The curriculum chairman and co- ordinators meet once
a month.
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5. Over the years, resources have been available for
. summer curriculum work by teams'of teachers and

administrators.

6. Each principal is responsible for the program in-
his/her building.

7. Each teacher is responsible, for the program in
his/her classroom.

-What the structures were., in the past is not- clear. Each
superintendent seems to haie developed his own arrangements.
District files of curriculum committee reports'go back only to .

the late 1950s. Whether this is a function of .no earlier
curricul'uth work or lack of historical data is not clear. Other
records and interviews indicate that in the recent past there
have been assistant superintendents for curriculum and "these
individuals played influential but controversial roles in the
district.

A further aspect of the system's organizational structure is
the rotational review of principals. One or two are "up" each
year which means the district review cycles,everyone every four
or fife years This has botn a formative and summative aspect.13
In regard to the former, 'discussions are held, mutual agreements
are reached on self-improvement goals--for instance, science or
social studies curriculum . improvement in the school. Procedural
steps are'laid out in terms of introduction of ideas and materials,
andPvidualized work with specific teachers, and so forth.. Early
on in the course of one such discussion the observer made a brief
interpretive aside:

(Obs - Again a possible point of departure for analysis.
How does a school bootstrap itself?)

With the accumulation of further data, such formative evaluation
procedures seem to elaborate aspects of the district's coping
with curriculum.

Several important, generalizations seem to stand out from this
analysis. First and perhaps foremost is the tension or dilemma
between the bureaucratic/organizational tendencies and the individual/
professional tendericies. On the one hand the organization is con-
tinually striving for rationality -- agreed upon goals and priorities,
clarity of procedures and organizational mechanisms, responsible
supervision. That is there are committees with domains of activity

"We obtained little data on the summative evaluation aspects, an
issue ,beyond the scope of this investigation. Suffice it to say
there has been considerable turnover of principals in the district
over the last dozeh years.'
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and chairmen responsible for their functioning. On the other hand,
as we will present in detail later, there are highly trained, com-
petent professionals in schools and classrooms who are selected,
hired, and expe-cted to know what to do in their own.domains, to
choose and decide intelligently and responsibly, and who exer-le
and enjoy their autonomy. As we have indicated, the dilemma is
really a "tri-lemma" in that political forces operating through
citizen accolades and complaints to the board are, part and parcel
of the,overall coping' process.

If all this be true, and our data and analysis would so argue,
then an agency such as NSF, or a national curriculum project, or'
a university department or school of education engaged in teacher
education is faced with a'kind of reality not usually described
in the educational change and innovation literature. The local
district arrangements in curriculum and teaching--science education,
if you like -- are, not happenstance, not chance, nor accidents, but
the resolutions of individual choices,, contending points of view,
and differentkal power. NSF (and the other outside groups) becomes
a fourth category of contestants with its own resources and rewards,
its own point of view with all the internal consistencies and
inconsistencies, its own skill in pe'rsuasion and influence. The
social processes continue.

(1 A
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CONCEPTUALIZING A DISTRICT WIDE SCIPNCE CURRICULUM

Introduction

Initially, and tentatively, we can define curriculum as
"...a programme or course of activities which-is explicitly or-
ganized as'the means whereby pupils may obtain the desired objec-
tive..." (Hirst and Peters 1970, p. 60) . Even a superfcial
unpacking of such a definition indicates the theoretical com-
plexities and the empirical quagmire in the conception. The
essential difficulties lie in the constraints piovoked by inten-
tions and plans of some agent implied in the phrase "explicitly
organized" and in the constraints provoked by the pupil rearning
outcomes implied "desired obectivie," In effect, curriculum,
by definition contains a three stew proposition:

intentions activities .411. attaining desired outcome

Further complications arise, as our preceding analysis t,f the
Transformation of the Alte School District suggested, for there
are several clusters of actors with intentions -- board, administra-
tion, teachers, children, and parents. In general in Alte, the
intentions of these groups are "congruent,

There are a number of ways one might cut into thephenomenon
of curriculum. As one teacher said, "Science education may be
defined by NSF as math, science, and socia,1 studies, but no one in
the Alte Schools sees it that way." In Alte High School, for
instance, the administration, the teache rs, and the students see
three separate departments - -math, science, and hist)ry. That
separation exists. The departmentsmeet as departments, plan

. curriculum, decide (in part) who teaches what courses, what n-aw
offerings might be tried and so on. The courses tend nct t be
interdepeddent across disciplines . This is what we' have come to
speak of as "formal curriculum." Beyond an analysis into these

'domains of math,science, and social studies, the overall program
seems amenable to an analysis in terms of dimensios, as-ects that
cut through the program. The most significant of these will be
sketched out in some detail.

Formal curriculum reflects oily a part of what is happening
in the Alte ScLools in science ed cation. °We.kept !'bumping into"
a number of "Special event which, were occurring during-the
semester, which were referred to, or which had left products from
the past. They consumed considerable amounts of time and energy
of staff and.stUdents..' They seemed relevant to important educa-:
tronal goals. They tended to cut across disciplines. This we have
called "informal curriculum: degree of enrichment." The two major
instances which will by analyzed are a community history project
carried out by the junior high pupils and the outdoor education
program implemented *e all ilevels of the district. ....- , .

.
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Finally, a category of events, almost a latent cur.riculuman

itself, is what we haVe called "curriculum or what is taught:

vignettes of teaching.," In effect the,rubrics of formal and infor-

malmal curriculum miss a major element of'tlie Alte District's program,
the "individual teacher with his idiosyncratic style." Alte prides

itself on its "good" orl"strong" teachers. "Diving legends" might

be an even more apt title. To miss this is to miss what many would

see as the core element of science education.lin the district, or
educatiomore generally in the distiict.

In addition, the fact that there. are separate elementary,
junior, and Senior high schools creates some obvious but nonethe-

less important distinctions. The buildings are geographically
separate. By law, the eleMentary and secondary training programs

in which the teachers have been educated are different. The organi-

zational arrangements, depastmentalization vs. self"contained
classes, vs. open spate and some teaming, are different. Such

environmental events lead,quite naturally, to ear building (and a

each department in the iligh school) developing its own social
system--activities, patterh of interactions, beliefs, sentiments,
points of view and norms. To a degree, there is diffetentiation
within the overall district.

Formal Curriculum: Science, Math, Social Studies

The unit of analysis of the curriculum in the day to day
functioning of pupils, teachers, administrators, and accrediting
agencies is "the course." The day of a pupil and the career of a
pupil can be tracked through the courses s/he takes. Similarly,
teacher work loads, daily schedules, and responsibilities are tied

intimately with "the courses" s/h teaches% Consequently, we
present, initially, the patterns of courses offered in math, science,
and social studies. Then we will look to regularties and aspects
of the course structui . by which we Can talk Of differences across
districts. Later we will raise complicAtioni arising from an
analysis of science education based solely on course labels and
desbriptions.

° El mentary School

In the elementary school, particularly in the primary grades,
everyone we talked to accented the fact that reading was the sub-

ject taught and. learned. Time, effort, and much of the extra
resources (reading teachers, libraries, and materials centers)
focused on reading. Parent expectations, elementary teachers'
backgrounds and crpdentials, pupil activities are congruent. Ad-
ministrators commented softly--"The reading problem is.licked.
There aren't a half dozen children in the eighth grade in the
junior high who read at less than sixth grade level:"

With that as backdrop, the most important fact about science,
math, and social studies in thb elementary schools is that the
program is "half discretionary" wiN1 the individual teacher. In

q-G
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science the ESS experiments ark half,.#e program and a variety of
activities make up the other half, /in math, the program is half
IPI. 'Social studies is the mast varied and has been changing with-
in the last few years. PreviOusly, a list of concepts, ordered by
grade level, made up half the program. Recently, the Databank
program has been selected as the major curriculum.vehicle. Con-
siderable variability exists across schools. Figure 7 presents
the range of activities.

Insert Figure 7 about here

In the last few years, various committees and subcommittees
of teachers have been working towardla perspective on social
studies curriculum. In one of these:reports, a committee of teachers
representing each of the elementary schools in the district made a
series of recommendations. In their prefatory remarks they stated

The members of the Social Studies Committee agree
that the following compbnents and teachi4 strategies

.listed here are desirable inoa social atUdies program.

In Figure 8, we present the items from that report. As we reid it
the content is a mix of knowledge, intellectual skills, value learn-
ing and social development. Social studies is seen as a vehicle

Inset Figure 8 about here

for more general development of the classroom as a uhit into a
cooperative working group. Further, in the report, each of the
curriculum possibilities listed in Figure 7 was cross referenced
by number and letter as the components and teaching strategies were
involved.

In a later report, authored by an administrator/chairman, the
Databank system is described ( along with several other curricula)
in some detail.

At each level the Holt Databank System is made up .".of
three basic components.

A textbook focuse3 the problem for study with data
which include a full range of visuals: museum repro-
ductions, cartoons, maps, line drawings, and paintings.

The information storage-retrieval unit, the databank,,
houses-,a complex media mix of both print and nor print
materials (called a Data box at K-2 levels). Filmstrips
data cards, LP recordings, data foldouts, data packs,
games, simulations, and data masters are included.

f1P--/
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ESS (50% .of program).
Science Projects

Science Sixth Grade Camp
Texts A
Other Experiences

, Holt Databank (56% of program)
MACOS ,

Social Science
Allyn and Bacon:Condepts and Inquiry,
Iaidlaw Social Science
DUSO: Developing Understanding Of

Self and Others
Human Development Program'
Other Experiences

't

IPI
fo

(50% of prOgram)
Mathematics CSMP

-Textbooks
Other Experiences

Figure 7. Elementary Program (1977): Science, Math, and Social Studies
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ESSENTIAL. COMPONENTS: FLEMENTS TH SHOULD BE PRESENT
IN ALL SO I L STUDIES PROGRAMS.

Concept-oriented rather than fact memorization.
Multi - disciplinary, multi-media approach.

.13. Geographic concepts and skills included at all levels.
4. Research and data processing ski/li included at all levels

j Development of critical thinking included at all levels.
I 6. Value identification and clarification (personal and social).

7. Includes learning how" to liveand operate as an individual
and'with a group.

8. Content proyides opportunities for the application of,knowledge,
skills, values.

TEACHING STRATEGIES.

A. Social Studies should often be the unifying theme for class

B. Emphasis should be on inquiry, discovery, inductive pro-
cedures rather than expository methods.

C. There should be an elbment of novelty or vividness.
D. In-depth studies rather than survey studies are preferable.
.E. Varied activities and resources should be used.
F. The emfhasis should be on group activities with some provision

for individual interests. 0

G. Sometimes goals established through teacher-pupilfplanriing
are preferable to teacher selected goals/.

a

/

Figure '8. Social Studies Principles: Curriculum Committee
Perspective

39.
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A telcher's guide explains how the-entire Holt

Databank System works, provides background material,

gives unit-by-unit objectives, and provides day-by-

day lesson plans.

The textbooks differ from the textbooks with which

most teachers'are familiar. They do not function

as "close-ended" terminal resources--used solely

for their own sake. Instead, they are created to

function cooperatively within the Databank System..

Finally, the program in each of the elementary schoOls is

described.' The within school variations (from grade level to grade

level) and the betwec' school variations suggest the complexity

of,Alte's social studies program. In the committee chairman's

words:

As can be seen by comparison of the Social Studies

Committee's Chart and School' A's Chart', that school

is using throughout, one-of the recommended programs

at every grade level [Allyn and Bacon: Kgn, 1; Holt

2, 3, 4, 6; MACOS;5]. There appears to be no problem

in organization or sequencing,

And

School B uses four sets of materials. Kindergarteners

start with Holt Databank." First traders use the Laidlaw

social science progrza.. Allyn and Bdcon is used in 2nd,

and-3rd gradeS. Fourth grade is a return .*.:o Databank,

MACOS is used in the 5th gr'ade, and Databank again

reappears in the 6th grade.

While the approach is eclectic, the topics which appear

.in the various programs are similar to what would occur

as the child proceeded through school were a single

program being used K-6.

The later report comments on the earlier committee's work:

At no point in their deliberations did the members of

the Elementary Social Studies Committee attend to the

concept of statistical data gs having relevance in
determining what the Alte District's social studies

curriculum should be.

The question of how students Score n standardized

tests cannot, however,4be ignored, and the foll'wing

pages contain information on that count.

There follow. ea half dozen.pages'of data from the Stanford

Achievemefit Test. One statistic summarizes the results- -the median of

pupil scoresisinthe interval between the 81st and 85th percentile

on national norms.
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Among the report's conclusions, two bear upon the issues of
curriculum.

Elementary social studies continues to be an area in
which we find the least agreement on w4at we should be

- doing and the most difficulty in fully implementing.

In general, however, the record of what is being done
is dramatically improved over last year's assesiment.
Then, recommended programs could be found in abfout oe-
third of the classrooms in the district. Now, at least
one of the recommended programs can be found in three
out of every four classrooms. Of course, how well .they
are being used is a judgment the Principal must make.
And it cannot be denied that some teachers may be doing
an excellent job with other than the recommended pro-
grams. It would seem, however, thWilmost every teacher
needs a good suet of materials from which to-start social
studies instruction and it also seems that she should
feel-free to take off from these materials whenever
appropriate.

Careful reading of those.paragraphs suggests a number'of potent
but implicit aspects of_curriculum in Alte.

The formal curriculum at the elementary school 'illustrates
vividly one of the most central problems in a theory of education
as a theory of action--dilemmas, trade' offs, and cycisions. In

this instance, one might draw extreme cases of a prescribed cur-
riculum for all schools and classes in science, math, and social
science on the one hand, and a curriculum totally'left to each
individual teacner on the other hand.14 In between steps on such
a continuum might be the introduction of some commonality within each
indiVidual building, which does occur presently in Alte. Another
variation between the AXtremes is to provide a prescription, as is
also now in place in Alte, that half of the ath time is IPI and
half the science time i)s ESS.

The logic,of)the alternatives teems to be an accent on
motivation, creativity, and interest on the one hand;anCorderly,
organized, and sequencedteaching,And learning on the otter hand.
At its best, one' is back with the-former to theprojectuand
"activityucurriculumsof Kilpatrick and perhaps Bruner. With,the
latter, at its best, one is'back to Herbert:and perhaps more
recently to Ausubel. Complex aptitudextreatment interactions exist
at.the teacher level: that is, who can do what with each orientation.

14 An even mr,..e extreme possibility would be to have the curriculum
determined by the.children. See Anatomy of Educational Innovation
(Smith and Keith' 1971) for an account ofiattempts in this
direction.
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(Similarly, one assumes broad pupil aptitude X treatment inte'ractions

at the pupil level.) The complications that exist (slith smaller ele-

ments in the program (e.g., having a library program or involving
the children in special events) and with independent parental con-

cerns and initiatives make the experimental testing of such ideas

extremely difficult.15

To presage one of °Lir later arguments, and a majorlooition
in this mo raph, the resolution of curriculum and teaching issue

"-is a complex valuational/theoretical/empirical judgment." These .

judgments awe determined by individuals and groups in contention.
Similarly, the mechanisms,_the means, the structures, whether they
be tex3books, particular kinds of projects, modes of presentation
and interaction, are also in contention. The fabric of debate and
influence is complicated by ideas, skills, personalities, and
reputations of individual teachers, by precedent, by group norms
of departments, faculties, P.T.A. bodies, and'so forth. Even
prkncipals,'superintendents.,and board members (individually and
collectively) seem to have a say:

A market place metaphor fits as one small part of ehiS total

process. Teams of "experts" of what ever kind--disciplinary,
Tedagogica , psychological, organizational, working in National
Labs or R D Centers, or on national or regional curriculum task
Forces, o in commercial publishing companies, or individually
writing, xts or units of material-- produce, make available, pre-

. sent tlAir "wares" to the contending groups for their consi:eration,
purch4e, and adoption. To see one's carefully crafted creations
(MACOS,--DUSO, Databank) as "just another set of ideas or mterials"
may b'e'a blow to one's ego, but it may also be a reality.

Junior High. School

Alte Junior High School presents a strong identity as a
transition poiTt in the educational lives of its pupils. The ob-
vious physical changes in the youngsters are evident as one walks
through the halls. The teachers are different--a minority are
former elementary teachers with a "whole child perspective" and a
majority, are discipline/subject matter-oriented teachers. While
.a few have "come down" from the high s'chool and a few would like'
to "go up" to the high school, most are focused (a few aggressively
so) on the special problems and possibilities in this transition
period. The school organizational structure,is a mix of teams and
disciplines. Each grade, level has two teams comt,osed of four
teachers, one each in math, science, social studies, and English,

,
15 Some of these oroblems in 'research on "effective teaching" are

The degree to which Alte's reality is a national reality is

posed in detail in Smith (1977).

16

another question.

_42
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and approximately eighty students. Classes average about twenty
children. Teach s tseach four fifty-five minute periods and have
varied other responsibilities for the remainder of the day. Most
have just one or two,differentpreperations, e.g., three sections
of,eighth-grade math-and-one of algebra. Except for math, there is
no ability grouping. -Outside the scope of this investigation are
the programs in English, foreign language, P.E., music, art, industrial
and domestic arts.

Figure 9 orders- the science education offerings. In the seventh
grade, life science is taught; and in the eighth grade, physical
science is the curriculum. At each level the courses are a mix of
texts and laboratory experiments. Social science is essentially a

.

Insert .Figure 9 about here

two-year history course labeled American studies. The seventh grade
pursues a broadly based American culture up to the Civil War; the
eighth grade moves from Reconstruction to the present. In science
and social studies the children are grouped heterogeneously (in most
instances within the teams of eighty pupils). Math provides thsc
first elements of chgice among the core subjects. In file seventh
grade the groups split into regular magi and pre-algebra. In the
eighth grade, regular math and algebra are taught.

Alte Senior High School

Alte Senior High School's Curriculum Guide looks like the
catalogue of a small college. Earlier, we reported the overall
array of courses. In Figures 10, 11, and 12 the curriculum of
math, science, and social studies is presented.

Insert Figures 10, 11, 12 about here

Several general comments are in order. In "science education,"
Alte requires,for graivation one unit in math, two units. in science,
and three units in social science. The curriculum guide has a para-
graph 'of advice regarding course planning and college admission,
a statement on "early completion of high school," the "credit/no
credit option," the possibilities of an "independent study con-
tract" and "Graduation with Honors," The latter is split into
"High Honors" and "Honors." No mention is made of the Alternative
High School.

Both math and science seem to break into two levels. One
sequence is for students who will pursue science and professional/
technical studies (engineering, medicine, architecture) in college

43
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Social Science.

Mathematics
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$

Life Science .-------4r-Physical Sciences

American Studies: American Studies:
Pre Civil War Post Civil War

Basic Math Regular Math
w
1

Regular Math....=-_----77"--".-___`._ Algebra
a%.Pre Algebra
w

7th Grade 8th Grade

Figure 9. Junior High Program: Science, Math, Social Studies
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Computer-7----4.-Adv. Computer
Math Math
(10-12) (10-12)

Intermediat ---pAdv. Alg. ---w-Calculus &
Algebra Trig. Analytical
(10-12) (11-12) Geome'try

(12)
Beginning ----4w.Geometry,
Algebras Regular'
(9-12) ic (9T-12)

Math I --.4....Beginninz Algebra--4P-Geometry
(9-12) Basic-1 Low Regular

(9-12) (9-12)

Consumer Math
(11 -12)

Figure 10. '-Alfte High School KMatematics Curriculum

Probability
Statistics
(12)



(Algebra) ----o.Quantitative
Science '(10-12) (11-12)
(9-12)

Science
(9-10)

AP Chemistry,

Chemistry
(10-1,2)

/(11-12)

Biology S--_.Qu litative
(10-12) Ch mistry

(11 -' 2)

Science II
(10-12)

Environmental
Problems

(11-12)

Applied
Chemistry

Figure 11. Alte High School Science Curriculum
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Social Science I
(9)

{

Anthropology
plus
ThesAmerican West

I

'or State History
or Humanities of Three Cities
or Archeology'of W. Civilization

s,

Foundations of
.W. Civilization
(10)

Modern Eurokan History
°(11-12)

- E. Asian Studies
(10-12)

Figure 12. Alte High Schbol Social Science Curriculum

American History
(11-12 req.)

American Legal System
(11-12)

Political Philosophy
(11.-12)

Latin American Studies
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and profession7al and graduate schools.- The other sequence is for

non college-bound"students% It is possible to switch back and

forth. Many college bound students opt out of the more advanced

courses. The social science department is heavily history. Its

classes are more hpterogeneously organized and with folver

prerequisites.

The most important cross- departmental, relationship occurs

iin ninth grade quantitative science, which requires algebra as a

prerequisite (pr concurrent registration). Physics requires
trigonometry which, in turn, has its own prerequisite in geometry

and intermediate algebra. As indicated in the discussion of the

Alte Junior High curriculum,.students have the option of taking
algebra in the eighth grade. This tends to begin tracking those
youngsters who will ultimately do the most advanced work in

science and math.

Dimensions of Formal Curriculum

Early Oh, the general foreshadowed problem of how one "talks
about science education, in a school dist,.:;.ct" began to fracture

into smaller problems. One of hese was he issue of dimensions
or foci which could be used to compare school districts. In the
observer's eyes, one of the prototypes hecame: "if one had fifty
school districts and one yanted to compare and contrast them on
their science education programs what categories, dimensions, or
foci woulds/he select to do this?" In the analysis of the Alte
data, a half doien seemed crit'Ical.

Excellence as a Goil

One cannot be around the Alte District very long without'
running into comments about "academic excellence." As a value,
purpose, goal, objective it provides a perspective on the entire
'ystem, yet, at the same°time, it harbors some interesting
cations. It doesn't sound like, carry the usual connotations of,,

the language of behavior0 objectives that the educational"-psycho-
logists and learning thebrists are fond of citing. Nor does it
convey thib flavor of the MBO, management by objectives, school of
thought in educational administration,. Rather it seems a mix, a
corruption perhaps, of a humanistic stance of "knowledge for its

own sake" and ':learning as a social mechanism."

Excellence'is perhaps most closely defined in science education
as incileasing.specialization of knowledge, a phenomenon we'll at-,
tend to n more detail syo'rtly. In effect, the ,more excellent you
are - -as teacher or pupilc--the more you know about some phenomenon- -
advanced chemistry, histo'ry, history of the British-Empire, ad-

vanced algebra or calculus. The knowledge is increasingly specialized
and technical. It is open ended, a vision of unlimited horizons if
you like, in that there is always more physics, more information about

Western civilization and more advanced math than anyone can absorb
in the first sixteen to eighteen years of one's life.

_ rs,
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This quest is-tied ;Into a competitive system: How is pupil X
don vis-a-vis pupil Y? Places in good colleges Are limited.
Admission is by grades and college board scores. These instruments
are norm refeenc 1; that is, the derived scores are., usually, if
not always, a number indicating how you compare with someone else,
a standardization group. The children of Alte take frequent tests--
and-do "well" on them. Anthropologists speak of finding the "apt
illustrations"--data supporting and illustrating the general point
one wants to make. As the initial draft of this repott Was being
written, the observer received a copy oc the Alte Staff Bulletin

'` prepared in the superinte ent's office. The two lead articles
from late ,May are 'presented as Figure-,13. The statements complement
each-other very well.

Insert Figure 13 about here

qrades and teacher recommendations begin to have real impact
in the seventh grade--who takes pre algebra. The grades are based
on quizies, tests, papers, and lab reports which are given fre-
quehtly and Which are based on assignments,'' reading, and lab
exercises. Most are'recorded--"Does this one count?"--and become
part of the teacher's armentarium when youngsters want to know
what their grades are or parents complain that they think Johnny
or Suzie should be doing better.

Such, competition puts a premium on those who have "natural"
talqnt and ability. And Alte has many youngsters with vary good,
minds, many of whom are in evidence from the beginnings of the
primary grades. The competition.also generates considerable
pressure for achievement.' Some,of.the more interesting aspects of
this appear in the contirt.ing controversy around the Alternative
High School which we examine in more ciotail later. The issue here
is that some of the staff see some o: he students. opting out.
"They can't take the pressure." Others see implications of
the alternative life style as a criticism of the core value of
the system, academic excellence, and of the complex of related
activities, mechanisms, and procedures which enhance that value.

Finally, one might mention the long 'volved faculty discussions,'
report after report of summer curriculum c nmittees, the development
of multiple alternative courses,, e.g., SciL11.4 I as well as quanti-
tative science, basic algebra as well aS.regular algebra, and so
forth,, as the school district wrestled with the problem over the
years. .These courses, in turn, play back into the fadulty social
structure - -who .teaches them? What are the implications for prestige
in the department, in the school, and in the district generally?.

4 ti



ALTE'S As we read in the news-
READING papers about the reading
RESULTS difficulties found in the /

entering college freshman I-
of in school age children, we may wonder
about 'Alte's test results.

The following are the reading re-
sults from the January, 1977 Stanford
Ac ievement-testing:

Qtl. 1 Median Qtl. 3
Grade\l 1.7 2.2 2.8
Grade \ 3.3 4.1 4.9
Grade 3\ 4.6 5.7 7.4
Grade 4 \ 5.7 7.3 8.9
Grade 5 \ 7.0 8.7 10.4
Grade 6 \.9 9.8 10.6*
Grade 7 9.2 11.0 .12.6*

*Top Of Test

I

In first grade an average student
should be raaing at 1.5 compared to the
national norms. Our average student was
seven months ahead of the national average.

Figure 13. Aspects of Excellence

SUMMER
READING
PROGRAM

AttaChed to this issue is
our announcement plugging
the Metropolitan Library's
Summer Reading Program. In

a day or two elementary teachers will
receive one for every student K-6.

Please urge pupils to participate
and to take the sheet home to get.par-
ent participation and encouragement.

We have made a special arrangement
(Alte is the only District doing this)
to start our kids off with their first
Official Metropolitan Library Record
Card for this summer program. We will
have 500 Record Cards, and will get them
to each school within the week. To make
sure it's impre'ssive, tell your pupils
they must ,personally ask for one from
your Reading Teacher or School Librarian
if they wish one.

Get them to read this summer--and
make the job easier for that poor tired-
looking teacher next year. It may be you!

50
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Degree of Advanced Specialization
A

This dimension curriculum refers t9 the depth, level of
difficulty or the degree or amount of advanced specialization pos-
sible in the curriculum. At one time a high school which offered
four years of high school science--general science, biology,
chemistry, and physics or several yearS of math--algebra, geometry,
trigonometry - - had 'Programs of depth or high levels of difficulty'
(Lee 1928). At Alte High School, as the previous figure's indi-
cate, students have options including second year biology (physi-
olOgy) and advanced placement chemistry, aid, in the recent past,
A.P. physics. In math, calculus is.regularly offered;probability
and statistics "is still-on the books" but has ngt been offered
in Several'years In history, the program branches into area
studies, contemporary issues, and political philosophy, each of
which can be takenn the.junior or senior year.

At the .district level the concept of knowledge implied in
"degree of advanced specialization" doesn't seem to fit the'usua/
rubrics of - Bloom's Taxonomy. A history teacher who "takes on"
the youngsters in hard debate wants his/her students to "stand up
and argue him/her (the teacher) -down"; that is, to be assertive,
-critical, knowledgeable about ideas, events, and their intercon-
nections (from the Magna Carta to contemporary student revg,lt).
Similarly, the math teacher who entertains a dpbate among 1) the
advanced algebra problem in the next, 2) the students' problem with -

the problem, 31_the-instructor2s view of the text problem and the
students' 1.roblem, 4) his/her own .view of the problems and finally,
5) the text author's implicit, possible views of the problem is
"presenting;" "struggling viiih," "illustrating" a very.complex
view of mathematical knowledge. Finally,the biology instructor
who is briefly talking to the kids about some preliminary aspect
of meiosis and mitosis and involving them in an extended. exercise
in chromosome and genetic alterations cell division while
demanding that their thinking and ideas get organized into formal
laboratory reports and who, at the same time, is having them
observing and recording the final days of various specimens in
multiple concentrations of DDT, is stressing a furth9 kind of
specialized and technical knowledge.17.

At a simple level, rating or category scales could be developed
to measure the degree of advanced specialization. For instance, in
science a district with a high school offering general 'science and
perhaps biology seems different from one gffering four years of
science, and this, in turn, seems signifipatoptly different from one
offering two years of biology, chemistry/ and physic's. As our
vignettes of teaching will indicate, the relation of these simple
catalogue assessments to the Intellectual realities of the class-
room becomes, in itself, a major problem. Such measures then could

17These illustrations will be pre. vented in greater detail later.
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be related tip. 'a.variety of antIcedents (size of school, socio-

economic status of the community, training of the staff) -and a

,number of consequences (type of college selected, success in

'
college, advanced placement credits, career choices, etc.). And

perhap's most fundamentally to the local district's purpos'es and

goals in.the education of their children.

4

A final comment seems'in order regarding the degree of

advanced specialization. It seems intimately related to the con-1

cept of excellence as a goal and to a major kind of teacher
frustration- -which will be raised in later discussion of teaching-.

Teachers in Alte who have taken advanced work in their ,lisciplines,

MA, MA+; oriPh.D., frequently are caught in a different con?lict.

The more able they are, the better'trained they are, the more they

want to express themselves creatively, the more driventhey
to settings -- advanced placemeDL courses at Alte, evening.anesummer
college and.university appointments where they have contact with more

-advanced (in age and experience) stttdents, Further, they are

drawn to laboratories and sabbaticals where they can'do their on
research and writing. One of the observer's "surprises" was the

number of poignant conversations among individuals he had not

known before, in which the depth of concern',. the fiustration; the

inevitable and unremitting conflict.posed by these elements was

raised.

Breadth of Cur-riculum

Breadth of curriculum referS_to its scope or variety of courses.
At its most primitive level, it can be seen in the initial three .

offerings when Alte High,School began--Latin, English, and algebra.

By 1911 there were twenty-three units offered. Today, Alte High School

is referred to by some of its 'staff as "Alte University" reflecting
tWe breadth and scope of its offeringsl(as well as the degree of

advanced specialization). In the 1976-77 Curriculum Guide, eighty-one

units of credit are offered-( A student taking five units per year
,would require a decade and a half to take the whole high school pro-

gram. As has been indicated, some dozen courses are available in

each of the three areas of science education.

"Breadth of curriculum" has its own'problems as a scale, for

it conceals or at least implies -a fundamental coception of a domain

of Khowledge: This is seen most clearly, perhaps, in social studies.

Consider two definitions--conceptions--of social studies.

111: social studies as his
#2: social studies as

TY+,
irical and historical social science

Iv terms of the first conception, Alte has a high degree of breadth

of curriculum--American civilization (past and present), Western
civilization, Asian studies, Latin American studies. For some stu-

dents, the American West; state history Ad the humanities of three
cities -- Athens, Florence, and New York --his part of the curriculum.

The student who concentrates in social science comes away with a

.
breadth of .knowledge (as well as rlepth) about the history of mankind,

a far cry from a little civics, a little American, history and a
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By the same token, if definition #2 is taken, the youngster
has:little conception of laboratory psychology," quantitative
,sodiology, and economics or conterporary political science. An-
thropology and some archeology are part of Social Science I and

,generally fit an historical perspective.

This is not to argue either conception as "better or poorei,"
nor to examine the tradeoffs, nor even to lodk to the antecedents
(e.g., "We're a small school and can't do everything," versu3 hir-
ing policies in the Fast decade). Rather, it is tq suggest...that
breadth of curriculum seems an important dimension of a. school,
that measuring breadth is not as simple as one might first suppose,
and that underlying sucha dimension are important conceptual and
definitional positions.

Degree of Interrelatedness7Connectedness/Integration19

This dimension is reariy several dimensions. Teasing them
apart has been a difficult,problem. Listing them suggests the.
complexities:

1, articulation--connectedness from elementary to junior
,to senior high,

2. within disciplinary/departmental connectedness, and
3, cross disciplinary departmental connectedness4

Each of these repres ents a story in itself.

The degree of ariculation is a "2 X 3" problem--elemen'tary
to juniorshigh and junior to senior high school on the one hand,
and the three curricula on the other. .Conceptually, math is per-
haps the most logically interrelated. General arithmetic concepts
and processes blend into pre-algebra and algebra in the funior
high, and this leads easily into the varied breadth and more dif-
ficult courses of the senior high school. However, the contro=
versy over IPI, as we have indicated,runs through thP system.
Ldtent in the criticism is more a rejection of the instructional
system than of the content per se--which is reasonably traditional.
The teachers at the junior and senior high do not like the :

individualized workbook, minimization of the teachers' instruc-
tional role, and elimin:tiqn of the class as a working teaching/
learning group. In this s4nse articulation becomes not -aly con-
ceptual/substantive articutlation,but instructional articulation.

18 As indicated elsewhere, psychology is listed in the category of
"Other Courses" along with community service, drivers education,
and a counseling mini course.

19 At one point, Bernstein's (1971) concept of classification
seemed to reflect what we were reaching for. His more taxonomic
and categorical mode of thought seemed to run cross-grain with
ours. An examination ane integration awaits a later essay.

1
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Science, too, has its commonalities and differences. The

"hands on" philosophy runs through eachleliel, although in some

classes more espoused than in use.- The "50-50" program in the
elementary school leads many teachers into broader "unit teaching"

which frequently win combine field trips, reading, projects, and
both science and social studies. The flow of concepts across
levels seems, a major kind of problem. Hierarchical or spiraling

relationships are not clear. As teachers in elementary, junior,
or.senior high school "do their own thing" and haye access to a
wide range of film strips, films, "packaged experiments," and their

own accumulating- files of-materials and ideas, then one can find
electricity in the primary grades, the junior and senior high

schools, or find atomic stories, concepts, and measuring devices_
discussed at multiple levels.

Social studies shifts from more generalized problem solving.

and accumulation of knowledge exemplified in the Data Bank program
at the elementary level to a broad-based historyi.e., American
studies at the junior high level. The senior high program is
mostly history.with some anthropology and contemporary social

problems. The historical approach gives a strongly integrated
perspectiVe to the senior high program. In the eyes of the faculty,
the youngsters "really know some history." The articulation from
junior to senior high and the interrelatedness of the high school

program around the historical perspective has major advantages.
,The losp in, sophistication of other modes of analysis--contemporary
experimental, and qu?ntitative social science- -poses difficult value,
theoretical and evidential problems. For example, is the well-
trained-in-history student now ready for a similarly "serious"
program in contemporary social science and able to profit from it?
Or has he learned a style of thought, more akin to the humanities,
and is "forever lost"? Bringing to bear empirical evidence, if
that's the kind called for, on such a problem in curriculum', teach-
ing, learning and development seems very difficult.2°

6 -

The interrelation among disciplines is intriguing in its
complications. At the elementary level,' the project and unit
activities seemto he toward-the high- end of this dimension. In
the junior high, the teams (science, math, social studies, and

English) are relatively recent in origins and so far seem more
organizationally and administratively convenient for pupils, teachers,
and administrators. The evolution into curricular and instructional
integration seems on the agenda of many of the staff. At the high
school, the science department builds heavily on the developing
mathematical concepts and computational skills of the youngsters.
From the initial quantitative science in the ninth grade on through
the Q biology and Q chemistry into physics (which require advanced
algebra and trigwtometry), the programs are integrated. The math

200ne is reminded of C.P. Snow's Two Cultures (1960) and Liam
Hudson's -studies of clever boys (1966, 1968).
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program builds less this way on science. Although in the math
classroom observations, several referencgs were m..de to "how we do
it in science." History runs pretty much independently, although
we had conversations in which occasional attempts of "history of
science" lectures and teaming were carried out.21

Running through all of the areas (e.g., the IPI controversy)
is minimal teacher first-hand, direct,observational/personal
knowledge of the program at levels other than one's own. This is
true of math, science, and social studies as well. By the simple
fac t- .that -each level is in a separv_e building--and some levels
have multiple buildings--a profound change occurs. In part it is
proximity-=stmple distance from each other which minimizes contact
and interaction. In part, gach building has its own environment,
its own patrons, its own traditions, its own administrators. To
a degree. it evolves its own system, as we have argued at several
points in the report.

Pupil Movement Through the Curriculum

One of the aspects of formal curriculum, which seems to vary
across school districts, is the manner in which the youngsters
move th.rough the curriculum. Against a backdrop of state and
district minimal requirements, and counsel and advice from the
staff, the students in the Alte Schools elect particular courses.
As has been indiCated, the first options occur in thejunior high
school in math.22 In the seventh grade, children (and their parents)
are counseled into regular math or pre algebra. In the eighth
grade the options are regular math and algebra. The decisions are
made by the parentS and children; but the major sources of influence
are teacher judgments of the child's ability, interest, and probable
performance, as well as standardized achievement test scores indicat-
ing levels of attainment against both national and local norms.
Again it should be emphasized that the final decisions are made by
the parents and children. If a parent wants his child in the pre
algebra or the regular math; the placement is so made.

This_is the _first step in- wha-t-will be an increasingly broadened
process of choice and differentiation in what is studied and learned.
Increasingly, youngsters move in terms of interest and experience
(prerequisites). Geometry isn't taken unless one has had algebra;
biology is after one has had Science I or quantitative science (g
Science). The latter presupposes credit (or concurrent enrollment
'algebra. This procedure obtains throughout the math and science
program, less so in social studies. In a fundamental sense there
is homogeneous grouping by choice--based on motivation, interest,
and competence. Competence is defined as experience--satisfactory

21The intent of these comments is to be neither critical nor
laudatory, mostly to reflect curiosity. Perhaps there is an
empirical literature on these aspects of curriculum integration- -
both antecedents and consequences. This observer is not aware
of it, however.

22Also in other domains, e.g., foreign language, but these are
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attainment in a prerequisite course. The motivation criterion was
,icommented upon by several teachers as, "There are several youngsters

in this class who could be in_a more advanced class but they didn't

want to work that hard." The interest criterion appears in a num-
ber of students who opt for advanced work in other departments, e%g.,
English or foreign language rather than math or science. Even

this has its complications, as one girl commented--"I'm really not
interested in science [she was in a senior physics. course], but

this will be the last science I'll probably take. I'm hoping to

major in foreign language in college." She indicated she had
already been accepted in an Eastern school.

In Alte these choices are not complicated by race or socio-

economic factors. The community is homogeneous in these regards.

Sexism, if present, is institutionalized. The choices are possible;
however, fewer girls than boys take advanced science and math. A

number of teachers take strong value positions her,,. One teacher

commented about self images of female students.

The girls say "I'm not good at math" and find excuses

not to continue studying it. But the boys say "I think
I could get it--I just don't study hard enough." I have

been working with the girls, and I might have gotten a
few back on the right road this year.

If these comments are veridical, if one subscribes to the value
position that equal numbers of girls should be moving toward
professions involving science and math and if the youngster's
parents agree, then the attitudinal roots lie, in part, well before
the curricular choices in the high school.

Summary

Over the years, educational psychologists of a measurement
persuasion nave had an ambivalent relationship, with disdain per-
haps the modal sentiment, to 'accrediting agencies such as North
Central and instruments such as the-Evaluative Criteria (NSSEE,

1969). Rating scales havetheir..own intrinsic problems with inter-
observer reliabilities, definitions of end points, and equality of

internals in between. Further, ratings of schools, classroom events, r.
and teaching do not correlate well with results of achievement

tests. In the present discussion of formal curriculum and the

attempt to highlight dimensions, the skeptic might see nothing more
than the rediscovery of the Evaluative Criteria.23 Perhaps that

is so. And maybe it's a good thing as well. As we have looked at
the Alte Schools, from the perspective of a hundred years, they
have charlged..in some,, remarkable mays. This has been an attempt to
talk more precisely about those similarities and differences. Pre-

cision in theory and language may even be a precursor to precision
in measurement and lead to a renewed, but altered, attack on
significant educational problems.

23Our intentions had been to take seriously this doubt, which we
share, and our belief that a major underanalyzed issue lurks

within. That essay must await another occasion.
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Informal Curriculum: Degree of Enrichment

The teachers and the administrators in the Alte District do
a number of "extra," "additional," "enrichment" activities with
the children. Essentially they are components of the curriculum
which occur, outside of the regular .ourse content. It's difficult
to find an appropriate label but "informal curriculum" or "enrich-

,ment curriculum" might qualify. Similarly, it is difficult to
imagine how one might measure this attribute of a district's cur-
riculum effort. Perhaps by presenting two illustrations we can
capture some of the flavor of the phenomenon. The first is the
community history carried out by the junior high pupils and their
social studies teacher. This resulted in the formal publication,,.
Images of Our Community - -Alte. In some ways it paralleled a 1931
document, The Story of Alte, which,was also published. While we
do not have base rate'.data, two published social studies- documents
by junior high pupils seems rare and unusual. The second project
is much larger, more complex, less unified and spreads all through
the digtrict. Roughly, it might be entitled outdoor education.
It includes such varied activities as sixth-grade camp, junior
high school all-day canoe float trip on a nearby river, several
different summer programs in ecology, and environmental studies
with kindergarteners, elementary, and junior and senior high
schoor pupils.

Outdoor Education

From the initial interviews with the principals early in the
semester we began to hear about Alte's Outdoor Education PrograM.
The program, is diverse and extensive in time--fall, winter, spring,,
and summer. Rough categories of activities are listed in Figure 14.

Insert Figure 14 about here

Instead of a detailed account of the total program, brief experiences'in
which the observer participafed will be described.

The Alte School District has had- "sixth grade camps" for
several decades. In recent years it has evolved into a quite com-
plex undertaking. 24 It is planned and run by two district admin-
istrators. It is staffed by all the sixth grade teachers and by
other staff interested in outdoor education who come part time to
the camp from\all levels (elementary, junior, and senior high) and

,

24 The story of this evolution, as we came to hear it, suggests the
generality of most of the theoretical, ideas developed out of the
IPI illustration earlier in the report.
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all areas (industrial arts, mathematics, foreign language, etc.).
In addition, high school yotingsteis are counselor aides. The .

program is structured around four major "days" of activity.

. 1. Potpourri Journey
1) Orienteering
2) Outdoor Project

2. Nature Journey
1) Pond
2) Forest.

3. Cave and Lake_ Journey
4. Bluff and Creek Journey.

rt

An illustrative anecdote or two brings to life a bit of the quality
of the experiencc as the Obsrver participated in a morning's canoe
ing And all' afternoon''t nature journey.", From the' summary observa7-
'tion notes an incident or two' are excerpted. F

There's another long episode that I don't think I got
into these notes yet`. As I glanced over some of the
field notes from yes.-te'rday there was a reference to
the turtles. It's part of the,collecting enterprise.
As we were roaring off in. the van, going, to th'e canoeing
area, we went by a big turtle on the road. The driver '

stepped and one of the teachers got out and brolight it
into the van. It was, going to be added to the collec-
tion., Later we found another. All on the way .to
canoeing. The kids were interested and played with
the animal, watching itas it moved...

While we were on, the lake in the canoes, we spotted a
number of water turtles with a much flatter back and
body, sunning themselves on logs and stumps. In-one
sp'bt there must have been a half dozen. The kids all
paddled over to have,a look. I was surprised that the
turtles were not skrttish. The kids_g_ot up quite-close
before they took off.

We also discovered another box turtle abotpt fifteen or twenty
feet or more out in the lake, swimming in the "wrong"
direction, as it were, toward the other side. We circled
around'as the girls in another canoe made one pass at
it and missed it, then ye picked it up eon a paddle. It
was a small one, and we gave it to one of the girls.
The important point I want to make about this story is0
the tremendous involvement, and interest that the kids
displayed in the animal when they got to the beach where

25 When he arrived early in the AM, the observer was greeted by the
Camp Director with, "How about helping out with the canoeing and
,caving trip?" A month earlier we had been involved together in
a day-long canoe float mini course.

v./
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we 'were to await the others and have lunch. Anywhere

from two to six or seven of the kids, literally played
for half an hour with the turtle. They built a sand

castle and would suspend the turtle on it and then

while the water washed the sand away they would watch
him move to and fro aid about. Similarly they built

runways for him and engaged' him in turtle swimming,
turtle climbing, turtle walking, turtle falling, etc.

Again,, a full half hour. He was brought over to join
us for picnic lunch. All in' all, he became ode of the
major foci of activity...There was a bit of that kind
Of spontaneous activity that seemed to be going on
everywhere.... It got integrated with other activities....
The turtle eventually ended up in the,Nature Lodge
with the frogs and'-toads and tadpdlei and all kinds of
water beetles and diving bugs.

The'story is a small one, and just one of dozens,if not- hundreds,

that: the sixth grade youngsters experienced during the week.

ThelNature,Lo e was developed primarily by staff and students

from the Alternative High School. The notes try to describe it.

The ike.,.ture study center was probably one of the most
creative and biggest hits of the whole week. The

.teacher and a half dozen of his kids brought out a
whole set of equipment and 'materials and set up shop

in one of the out buildings...empty acquariums, work
tools, a library. It was an incredible picture--
And everyone seemed to be working in, working on, and

working about with the materials....

Briefly, they had a microscope that gave two to twenty
magnifications. They had that down at the, pond where
they were collecting specimens. The good microscope,
-tirre-ehuirdred power Ily,,yra -atthe Nature Lodge. The
inside room was set up with a row of cages for animals
they had collected--at least-three kinds of snakes
(black, garter,,e,tc.), a spider with a big
cocoon of eggs, a big black spider, and all kinds
of beetles and bugs. 'Apparently, last night they set
`lip some kind of night light that had an eerie sort of
glow about it, and attracted all kinds of insects which
they caught, and put in test tubes, and are currently
looking at, examining and identifying, etc.... The)

had set up a table with a library of books on trees,
birds; flowers, shrubs, insects and you name it. One
of the high school girls was doing .what she called a
"transect," a kind of census on ,,a strip of land running
through the park. She is trying to identify every liv-
ing thing within one square foot and then another, etc.
I don't know all the-details, but the census seems based
on a reasonably common set of procedures and seems to
have no big difficulties inherent in it. The image she
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conveyed, was that of a busy working scientist. The
job was a real one, the task was difficult in that
the array of insects, wild life, flowers, etc. is
very great....

Outside, in a kind of breezeway, also was, a kids'
wading pool, into which they had put a lot of rocks,
water, and their specimens. They had toads, frogs,
newts, some kind of diving beetles, turtles, and
everything that moves that they.eould get their hands
on....

Inside, a teacher and ,4 e of the high school students
with some occasional he 'p from some sixth graders were
buildipga cage for a new snake they had caught when
they were down at the pond. They some heavy wire
mesh and a glair of wire cutters. They clipped and
bent and shaped the wire mesh as a lid for one pf the
aquariums. They'put leaves, logs, and other stuff
into it for a habitat.

The story goes on-and on.. Tentative generalizations arose and
moved in a myriad of /directions as the observer tried' to come to
gri with the ekperiente as an aspect of science eduCation. For
instance, (and, once again, from the summary notes) :

The contrast of this hind of experience and the ESS
experience and a more textbook expei.:Ience is one that
needs to be lo'oked at and brought Out with intensity
and beauty. . TwO or three dimensions .play back
and forth here: the realism of the problems, the hands
on aspects, the total living experience, the kids'
contributions....

And at another point:

One of,,the bigger generalizations I guess I've made,
about outdoor education as it's practiced in Alte is
that it's really the Boy Scouts come to the public
schools." I can't get over how many experiences I
had in scouting--both in the sense of taking it
seriously as a youngster and doing a lot of things
on our own in conjunction with the program--which are
occurring or happening with the kids here.

There's a very interesting:complex of experience that
really needs to be checked out in 'some ways more fully
and carefully. It blends into the kind of quality of

VA

26 Several staff members took stung exception to this kind of
crass reduction.

61
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Life that people might live, it ties in with rounding

out the more general development of the kids beyond
the sort of-things they get in the high pressure,
academic excellence type of program.

The final notes of the day stated and understated. l!It's been a

profitable day. And a bit of fun, too."

Community History Project

'Serendipity is both a process within, and a joy of participant

observational research. Early Op, the observer was 'hunting for

documents on the'history of the Alte Schools. *A librarian put him

on .to Images of Our-Community" - Alte, a publication "By Members

of the Alte Junior High School," an intriguing document in its own

right. In turn, it became the basis of a number of conversations

and interviews which revealed additional aspects of social science

education in the Alte Schools.

The booklet itself is a sophisticated piece of.work--histori-,

cally and pedagogically. The initial paragraph of the Introduction

is a first instance.

We haven entitled our booklet "Images of Our Community, -

Alte." Perhaps we can never discover the "complete"

history of Alte., Perhaps history is only a collection

of images. We do know that communities have "images,"

but we are more interested in the peopl,e behind the

community images. We have studied the images of our
community here in Alte and have spoken with many people
who gave our community its life and meaning.

The introduction was written by two of the students. Each section
of-onetoseveral pages carries the name of-its student author.

The problems faced in getting themselves organized to do this

were ubiquitous. "What to do? and How to accomplish it?" were the

broad categories of issues. Should it be an in-class or out-of- .

class project? How to foster and handle the emerging leadership

of the youngsters? Relationship with a similar project in the
community--and the not so latent competition for data, for pictures,
for getting finished on schedule were also problems. These issues merged with pro-

blems "in the field." Who to interview? What to ask about? How

to get permission? How to handle the "emperor's new clothes"
phenomenon: the youngsters' unawareness of some of their elders'
'sensitivities and prejudices, growing awareness of the implications
of some of the direct and frank questions, the issues, the problems.

4

27Later comments were made on the difficulties in measuring,
assessing, and testing some of the implications of such hypotheses.
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The methods were a blend of oral history and primary and
secondary sources. Ihe faculty sponsor, a junior high social
studies teLch(r,taught the children how to do oral history--tech-
niques from his own graduate school background. He dittoedka
set of "tips," do's and don't's from Baum's pamphlet on oral
history and 'the interview process. They worked out lists of people
to see and eventually taped over two dozen interviews of present
and former citizens. Several major primary documents, local
newspapers, were available only from the State HistoriCal Society.
Microfilm copies wereDsecured and scanned by pupils who were
"microfilm readers.".

The content carries the stamp of the youngsters' knowledge - -a
dedication to their teacher, a listing of staff, and acknowledge-
ments. The _content breaks out into "The early years," "Alte and
its people," "Alte's curiosities," "Alte's future," and a "Conclu-
sion." It's full of pictures, anecdotes, stories, and descriptions.
The oral histories produced page after page of delightful quotes:

I don't think the roaring twenties changed Alte too
much. I think that everybody that had any "roaring'
to do went out of Alte to do it,

And, it also produced delightful stories of pioneet ancestors, e.g.,
the lady who fell into a cistern with her childand stood neck high
in Water, holding her.four yeaf old on her shou'iders until her
husband came home for lunch five hours later. Nor did,the youngs-
ters shy away. from more controversial issues of race, religion,
and commercial development encroaching on residential neighborhoods.

The origins and consequences of the project are multiple.
Without elaboration these have been sketched in Figure 15.

Insert Figure 15 about here

The story is both richer and more.d,ama&c than our account. The
ccomplications within the school, the larger district, and the
historical conte:zt are part of tgat Story. Suffice it to say, it
was a major educational effort.

Curricular Competition for Time, Energy, and Enthusiasm

In the c.)urse of the semester a number of comments were made
by teachers about the Community Science Fair, a metropolitan ex-
hibition of projects, awarding of ribbons and prizes, and local
hoopla. The teachets in Alte have participated minimally in recent
years. Their feelings were exnessed in such comments: "It's a
parent thing," "rt's a.mess," "Some kids didn't do anything else
all year," "I'm glad;we're out of it," "Don't get us back in that."

While our data aren't extensives'a variety of factors seem to
bd at work. The major one seems to be a waniing of interest and
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enthusiasm over the years. Novelty 'is :obviously, amajor motivator
of teachers and children. Having done i before--a dozen or more
times for an experienced,teacher pr several times as a'pupil--be-
comes a powerful determinant on the "next time around." It has
little to do with the intrinsic merit of the activity itself. In
addition, other activities, with equally good intrinsic merit-

"outdoor education," a, day long bus trip V) Chicago's Museum of
SCignce and Industry for the junior high school pupil, or a special
program such as "Truman Day" or an "Individual Choice--Mini Courses"
set of experiences--arrive on the scene. These capture the attention
and imagination of staff, students, and parentl p.nd bring their on
benefits, problems9, and costs. In Figure 16 a partial listing
occurs of some of those we participated i=nto, or heard
ahout'in conversations. 7-

IF*

. Insert Figure 16 about here

It's difficult to-resist talking about our entering into a
debate with some very talented youngstes on,whether President
Truman should hate dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
and the attempt td sort out issues of fact from issues of value
and the weighting of each into a coherent argument. Similarly,
a day froat on a lovely Ozark river, the excitement and anxiety
in an overturned canoe under a windfall in the main channel, the
lazy picnic-lunch, the cave'.exploration, and the long, paddle to
the take-out point. And the parental comments of the kids',plea-
sure in the activities and in getting to know further dimensions
of their teachers. Or finally, an evening at a metric fair where
we found out how far--in kilometers--it is from Alte to New Zealand
and London, how much we weigh in kilograms, and how complicated
the transl'ation from English- to metric units is when the translaticiii

.are built into puzzles.

Conclusion
------- --

Conceptually, several critical conclusions seem embedded in
the description and analysis. First, the category of events seems
half way, between the formal curriculum and what is generally called
extra curricular activities. The community history project is more
of a-long episodic/one shot phenomenon. The outdoor education
program is more entangled with the regular program--espeCially in
science. It is evolving, changing, shifting about. At this point
it's not clear whether it will eventually be institutionalized as
part of the formal curriculum or separated out as an extra-cur-
ricular activity. As such, its importance conceptually may lie in
its quality as a case study of curriculum change.



1. Outdoor education

2. Commufiity'history project

3. Metric fair

4. .mini course day

S. Metropolitan math competition

6. Science. fair

7. All day trip.to the Chicago Museum

8. Truman Day

7)

Figu4e 16. Enrichment Activities in Science Education
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The illustrations and analyses have 1..aen too' brief. 28 These
instances of informal curriculuM play back through the earlier
dimensions of curriculum, e.g., interrelatedness between ekementaxy
and junior high and '4etween junior and senior high schools and
breadth of curriculum. They also` suggest other dimensions--invo.lie-
ment with community, parents, applications outside the school, and
more general personal development.

Curriculum as What is Taught:
Vignettes of ieachersland Teaching

Very early in a conversation with one of the teachers the
.5conctpt.of formal curriculum came under attack. In his view,
going through course labels missed the point of the quality of
what is taught-af Alte High and its superiority to what is taught
under the same course label at other high schools in the community.
Whether Alte is that much better than other places requires data
beyond what has been gatIvared in this case study. The point, though,
is an important one; it seems to have several aspects. First, what
is taught might be presented best by a careful ...nalysis of_(1) tex-
tual and other instructional materials -- readings, films, laboratory
exercises; (2) in-class reporting of pupil teacher interaction
.(monologues, dialogues, questions, etc.); and(3) student thinking,
writing, and examination respoenses. For purposes of brevity, a
half dozen vignettes--across grade levels, disciplines, and schools-
will be presented.

Beside capturing piedt-s of the ,realities of what is tagght
beyond the course labels, the vignettes raise directly an aspect
of latent curriculum, the idiosyncratic styles of teaching. The
Alte Schools have some "living legends" whose classroom persr-alities
and_aty.les. are important variables. In the research literature
these seldom are described carefully and are nearly impossible to
measure adequately with currently available techniques. Our
hypothesis is that they contribute significantly to pupil person-
ality development--aspects of learning and achievement including
and .beyond what is usually measured in standardized tests.

Quality of Mind: Teacher A

One of the science teachers, a former student and old friend
from years a&o, enjoyed seeing the observer about the building.
We had coffee and conversation on 4 number of occasions. In the
course of the semester and over the half dozen visits he brought
reprints of things he ran into in sci )ce education which might be
pertinent to the investigation and which the observer, as a non

"Once again a major essay lurks within these programs, their
antecedents and consequences. In part, we need more data;
mostly, however, more timeJor analysis and write up.
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science educator, might not run into. Typically, they would be

accompanied by a note or comment.

"For` your NSF program--I don't recommend these
articles--Please eventually return the magazine.
No hurry."

And so it went all semester. A sampling of titles appears in

Figure 17. Most were from Science, the journal of AAAS, from

Insert Figure'17 about here

Science and Children, and from The Science Teacher. A few were

local items.

The point, though, is not one of methodological help, as
impOrtant as that was; the point is the evidence of the quality
of miod possessed by one teacher, idiosyncratic but no atypical

of the staff. Which teachers read? How much? What kinds of

things? How important is it? For what kinds of consequences?
How easy is it to change? By what procedures? All these becoMe
crelevant questions regarding the broader issues of science educa-
tion and the quality of teaching and learning in the schools. They
seem implicit ift.this simple set of events, a science teacher passing
along relevant items to an old friend.

The Other Half of Math: Mrs. B29

Not all math in the elementary schools is IPI nor is it text
book bound. By chance, and unannounced, one morning in the course
of trying to sample broadly, the observer viewed a "math lesson."
Actually, the morning was supposed to be language arts, spelling,,

and art.. But the 'teacher commented, "As long as you're here we
can do some math. I was Planning it for after lunch but we can
try it now." The observer settled in, out of the way, and made a
few preliminary notes.

Ahe has about 25 kids in what is a 2 1/2-3 classroom
space.

Actually the room was constructed from two classrooms. When the
walrls had been taken out the extra part came from a large cloak

room which was now part of the classroom. In addition, since the
area was at the end of one of the legs of a N"-shaped building,
the original hallway became an 'anteroom" with overstuffed chairs,
tables, storage, and spillover for pupil activities. The notes

;continued:

294Jntil this project the obServer had never met Mrs. B.
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1. "Activity Oriented Science, Is It Really That
Gooil?"

2. "National Academy of Sciences: How the Elite
ChoOse Their Peers".

;

3. "Aftermath-of the New Math: Its Originators
Defend It"

/

4. "The Emergence of 'Eology as a New Integrative
Discipline"

5. "Social Anthropoloists Learn to be Scientific"

6. "Farming Communities and the Demands, oflircheology"

7. "Science: Too Much\Accountability"

8. "At.inson to Head NSF ?"

9. "TOTSI Matches Teache \r to Curriculum"

10. "Teachers Who Care"

Figure 17. References thought to be "of interest" to an
NSF investigator of science eduCation

A
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Room looks like something out of Elwyn Richardson or
Ellsworth Collings:(1) variety of mobiles hanging from.
ceiling, (2) plants 'A south window sills, (3) pictures,
photos; maps of science everywhere,(4) at least six

expensive microscopes on side tables.

The references to Richardson (1972j and Collings (1926 are to two

of the clearest and most vivid statements of "activity" or "pioject"

curricula. Richardson writes of his experience in combining,:art

and science in the education of Maori children in rural Mew Zealarid.

The pointof view is part of the elementary curriculum .a teachers

colleges there." The Collings book was an early progressive*
education experiment in rural Missouri carried out some sixty years

ago under the direction of W. H. Kilpatrick. Seeing those ideas°

come alive in a sophisticated, well-to-do upper middle class suburban
community raises a series of provocative questions:

After taking care of attendance and lunch count, the teacher

began. The notes continued with a mix of quotes and summary des-

cription:

"We'll do a little more on measurement. Need paper,
pencils, and pre-tractors."

Kids make mad rush for box in the back of the room.
Several protractors short. Partners.

"Name in upper right hand corner. Title for this
paper 'Indirect Measurement.'"

This was demonstrated using an overhead projector and a method of
printing with a ruler as base for level printing. Concomitantly
a discussion was underway on the.meaning of "indirect measurement."
After a comment or two, one of the pupils suggested "Can't do it
directly, next.to it." She talked as she brew on the overhead
projector. The observer caught a series of phrases in a discussion
which moved too
fast:

18'

"Review ...lying down flat a five foot pole seems
as high as flag pole top...one or two eyes...[one]

...What called? ...[Parallax] ...someone generate
Some numbers...bottom line of small triangle 1(8 feet...

What is unknown? ....[Height of flag pole] ... Instead

3?The observer spent a year at Massey UniverSity in New Zealand on
a Fulbright-Hayes research fellowship. While there, he visited
a number of teachers' colleges, secondary schools, and elementary
schools, some of which were mostly Maori.
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of question mark we call it X... Between you and
me it's like algebra..: Need one more piece of
information...[31 ft] all right length 31 feet...
Can I convince you to make i-t a little bigger.
If this is 18 then, how about 46... What do I
do now...Bunch of show 'Ofs, you, can't do it."

Kids volunteer 5/18
4.

Talks about the "little triangle."
Kids pop it right out "5/18 is likeX/46"
"18 X 5 X 46"
"18 X = 230"
"Here's a tricky one..."
'"Can't throw anything away X = 18T736"
Kids do it
"What if there's a,remainder?"
She divides with their help
X = )e13'
"Since it's so close and since-'guesstimates,' make
it 13'."
She then integrates back to earlier lessons with a
"Who thinks ,they hive it down for last two problems?"
Most say "yes." "Save for your folder."

At this point it was 9:02,=and the rapidly moving lesson
moved on. A couple of comments and everyone was in motion again.
"Need ,scrap paper for newt problem," sent most back to the shelf.
where the one side of used ditto paper is kept. "Where's my
gizmo?" .had a pupil off to her desk for what she calls her "gravity
protractor": that is, a large wooden protractor (nOrmally for drawing
angles on the chalk board) with a hollow tube (from a role of-foil)
taped to the base and4with a piece of coat hanger swiveling loosely
in a hold at the origin. In the next thirty minutes, the pupils,
drew several horizontal lines on their scrap paper, did perpendi-
culars, had a side lessOn on. _the problems of using ink and smearing,
talked about right angle and 90°, and angles that were half that- -
45°. She raised the label "hypotenuse," they got its spelling from
the dictionary; she helped kids who got angles wrong, "challenged
"check angle there; bet you dollars to donuts it's not 45°," and
encouraged "Fantastic, you guys aren't supposed to know so much."
The observer's interpretive aside.

(Obs - She's a real pro at this informal activity-
.

oriented style. Kids busy, interested, full of
relevant -info re geometry, mathdegrees, angles,
hypotenuse, 90° = rt angle, etc.)

She continued checking around the room, commenting, helping, and
having individuals redo if the triangles were to small or if the
angles were not 45°.
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0 She brought the class' attention together with a comment,

"Look...this is im.00rtant...measure the sides opposite the hypote-

nuse." As she drew helpful arrows on one of
her triangles, one of the pupils piped up with
"What system ?" and she replied, "Let's do it

in centimeters." Shortly she asked and com-
mented, "Think there's a relations-hip?" and

"All- right Kr. Pythagoras." Shortly, "these

two are the same," popped,up in several places.
Amongst the questions and comments of "rounding," "sloppiness some

where." She again drew the group's attention:

"Ok, drop everything.... Let's write us a law...

Thursday morninrlaw...other sides, not hypotenuse,

are the same.... How many got the same or nearly?...

Everybody happy?... (yes).:.. If that is true is
there .any way to use it to measure?"

Then she drew a picture on the overhead projector of a flag pole,

with flag flying in the breeze.' "Call it X." A discussion ensues,

a'pupil has a difficult time expressing the 45° angle. "You're all

right, it's hard to put in words." The discussion continues about

different distances and needing some way to measure anae, a giant

protractor. With a flourish, the home-made instrument is intro-

duced--"Level it's 90°. When I tilt what happens? The children

respond, "The needle changes." The action continues:

"Can this help me?"
"Yeah."
"Can you make one 'of\these?"
"Poke a little hole in the protractor."
"String and weight."

The discussion continued to move too swiftly for the observer's

pencil and pad. In the next few minutes questions were raised

regarding the adequacy of the law, "eye level at five feet," and

the need to lie on the ground, more pictures on the overhead

identifying the two 45° angles, a hypothetical ground measure of

thirty feet, and an immediate pupil response that the flag pole

must be thirty feet high.

At 9:38, almost an hour into the lesson, another major shift

occurs. One pupil is sent to the LRC with the message that they

will be down later. As she gets) them ready for making their own

,gravity protractor, she sets-the array of related' and continuing

tasks: 1. draw the 30' flag pole illustration in their notebooks;

2. finish their sun dials;* 12;

3. make gravity protractors.

'31 Methodologically this seemed very critical. Earlier the observer

.
had some concerns that he was being given a "special performance";
the sundials were an even more elab,rate project. In addition,

parents reported on the excitement their children felt in be,ng

in her class. Thee activity was not atypical.
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The.next forty minutes were occupied with construction activities.
An alcohol lamp was brought out to heat a needle for putting a hole
in the plastic protractors. One pupil went for plastic soda straws
for the tube. Multiple ways of attachirkg tubes to protractors were
tried. Freezer tape was the most prevalent. Multiple devices for
the gravity indicator were'treied. Bent paper clips and thread with
a metal washer as weight seemed to vie in popularity. The observer
noted, "Everyone's moving. All busy." Along the way casual com-
ments of the children were noted. They fit a number of categories:

"Straws are here."
"Bill, will ydu bend my paper clip?"
"Are we going to get into X2 and all that stuff?"
"Let's go watch him pyro off!"

Through all this, the teacher moves about, helping, explaining,
giving side lessons (e.g., holy to use a pliers for wide or tight
grip, the hottest part of flame, etc.), and raising related ideas
(e.g., ping pOng ball as possible weight, problems with wind, use
angle to measure wind speed). The observer noted:

(Obs - She'F a proVocative, thoughtful, creative gal.
Seems to have an easy way with kids. Can build on
their ideas. That's .a most important skill, in ele,

, graduate school. Need to work that out concep-
tually).

(Obs - The multiple activities keeps kids on all kinds
of productive work.)

The lesson ends at10:20, as materials are put away, as kids who
have gone outside to try their gravity protractors bare rounded up
and as they get ready for language arts.32

Quantitative Biology: Miss C

The strength of a methodology which combines direcr.,observation,
informal teacher interviews, and a collection of documents seems
well illustrated in Miss C's biology class. The field notes begin
in the morning before class.

Been in a few minutes in Miss C's class. Lab this AM,
a two period module. She's busy with "popping beads";
as we joke, she attributes them to a geneticist working
with BSCS, an NSF project: "Good enough for them;
good enough for us."

32Almost as if to say, "You've hardly started," she commented about
IPI as a teaching tool and liking to teach her own math, of
integrating social studies with mythology, and of her conception,
with diagram and all, of a theory of knowledge for organizing all
of the elementary curricula. That has to await another day--and
another essay.
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As the kids straggle in, I look at Drosophila

manuals: r

Kaufman, R.P. Drosophila Guide (8th ed.) 1969;
Carolina Drosophila Manual, 1973.

Meanwhile, two other -science teachers who share the lab and /or

adjoining office facilities are in and out attending to chores.

When the students are in and attendance taken, the teacher

begins a brief discussion of the experiment of the day. She re-.

lates it to earlier'work on mitosis. She indicates the difficulties

of "doing meiosis experimentally," therefore the popping beads.

In short order, she has a diagram sketch on the board and has

raised the concepts: chromosomes, gene, double chromatid, tetrad,

chiasmata, spindle; an0 metaphase. Shortly, in groups of

four or five at the lab tables they begin "Invetigation
Models -to Illustrfte meiosis and fertilization:" .Two b:!ief quotes 4

from the worksheet indicate the level of intellectual lophistication

demanded:

In the case of fertilization, what we need most to
realize is how the random union of diffeient kinds
of male reproductive cells, or gametes, with dif-
ferent kinds of female reproductive cells will turn

out.

In the case of meiosis, we need to see how these
different kinds'of gametes are produced by a single
diploid individual, through the synapsis and segre-.

gation of homologous chromosomes, with or without
crossing over between them; and with independent
behavior of different pairs of chromosomes.

Because in the flowering plants and in animals, in
general, meiosis leads directly to the production

u of the gametes (sperms and eggs.), and fertilization
results when sperm unites with egg, we shall take
the model of meiosis first. 0

And later: t,

Meiosis always requires two successive cell divisions,

so that from each diploid c911 that enters meiosis
always a quartet of monoploid cells results. (It is

not correct to talk about a reduction division--there
are always two, one after'the other, to complete the
process.) ,In the first division of meiosis, while
each Chromosome replicates itself and consists of two
twin strands (chromatids) held' together at the contro-

mere, the homologous chromosomes...

A brief interpretive aside captures a reaction relevant to this

general point.
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(Obs - For me to follow the substance I would need
to read a bit beforehand.)

The notes pick up the student activity:

Kids keep lab books, work cooperatively by pairs
of tables. Each,of four tables 11:s five or six kids.
Miss C suggests One reader and several others doing.
She floats around and helps. The group at my, cable
seems to differentiate into those 1,4b have read and
know what they are about [one boy a 'id one girl];
others read, half follow, and occasionally question..

During the experiment the teacher stops to chat with the observer.
"Miss C clues me in." Several points recorded' in the notes repre-
sent a part of her outlook on Alte's science program.

J. Distinctive aspect is "hands on" approach.
2: In recent years, a shift-in kids from quantitative

biology to general biology--four sections vs. six
sections. Used to be the reverse. She aZtri-
butes to lower parent expectations'and the fact that.
an able kid might get a three or four in general
biology but only a two or three in'quantitative

p biology. The kids want the higher grade average,
regardless of learning, for the college admissions
race. I asked re a possible 50% A's vs. 25% A's
in different levels. This they do not do.33 Spread
in both. Seldom, however, is there an F in quant-
itative biology.

34 She shows me the lab books which she wants to be
like a working scientist's lab book: notes and
pre lab an the left and data, results and 'conclu-
sions on the right, etc. (Obs - I'm reminded of
a library exhibit of.physicist Arthur Compton',*,
lab books. I wonder re these as models: sources,
generality, variety, etc.) The books are full of
red ink. She spends a lot of time marking, grading,
reacting. Last night she had to get some done for
'this a.m.

4. Talks of better facilities in other schools. Labs
here are jammed with kids, apparatus, other experi-
ments (planaria and fruit flies) from biology; also
;one from other courses.'"

t
33 Some inconsistency exists regarding this and other courses in the
program, according to other teachers' comments,.: No examination
was made of Actual grade distributions.

34A similar point was made by one of the site visiting teams, who
commented regarding lack of ,pace for live materials--greenhouses
and animal rooms. In terms of resources, Some parts of the hiTh
,school are 'less adequate than the elementary and junior high school

. facilities. 4 75
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Toward the end of the period a final comment or two was made in

the notes:

One of five here seems out of it to me. =Another

asks, "What's wrong?" ShetrepliesvP1 don't know
what's going on." Miss C hasn't picke'd her up yet
(time spent talking to me?). Leader of group
activity is extremely able, according to-Miss C.

a

Kids gradually getting organized to leave, finish
up, talk quietly. No bells, they gradually drift
out. Tuesday is the period and a half.'

(Obs - The difference between here 'and in the
Alternative School are immense.35 The program ,

here seems vigorous, Intellectual, challenging.
Can make of it whatever one wants.)

Almost as if to make that last interpretation with an exclamation
point, an assignment sheet was given to the observer as he engaged
in some brief chit chat with the teacher while cldsing out the
observation. It appears as gure 18.

Insert Figure 18 about here

A final entry in the notes reads:

I go over to look'-'7at Planaria. Talk to Miss C and
pick up assignment sheet, note text,.t5quizzes, labs,
supplementary reading, Other materials.

A Traditional Textbook Lesson: Mr. D36

When one is away from classroom settings it is ease to be

ideological about the intrinsic goodness of one mode of approach
to teaching or the inherent evils in another. The observer saw
several "classical" textbook lessons, one of these was in a slower

algebra section. Mr. D was substituting for a fellow teacher who
'was out for the day and because "The subs won't come first hour."
Before class, he was tutoring two youngsters, one on each side. The

notes pick up the interaction:

35 The week before the observer hod been in the Arte Alternative
School. More on that'later.

35 This and the remaining vignettes are shortened to just a glimpse
for reasons of space and time. In the observer's eyes they were
"stunning" performances and required more extended description
and analyses.
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Biology 6th week second semester Feb. 22 - Feb. .25, 1977
7th week second semester Feb. 28 - March 4, 19-77

0 4

Text:
1st part Chapter # 13. - Reproduction- -pages 299-311 Quiz on or
after Feb. 28, 1977

2nd Part Chapter # 13 - Reproduction--pages 311-321 Quiz on or
after. March 7, 1977

Supplementary reading:
Quiz on or after Feb. 28, 1977 -- Protopsychology, by Best,
Sci. Amer., 'Feb., 1963

Memory transfer through cannabilism in planarians, by McConnell,
Jour. of Neuropath. Aug., 62

quiz on or after March,7, '1977 -- Moment of fertilizatidn, by
Sci.'Ather. July, 1'959 ,

"Fertilization" by Metz, Frontiers bf Modern Biology pp. 132-142

Laboratory:
Complete Lab S-18 Behavior of a Slime Mold -- Write-up due --

February 28, 1977 .

Continue Lab 14-16 Regeneration in Plan'arians -- note references
above.
Each team will be responsible for'a 1/5 page summary of their
part of'inlostigation

o
Mimoegraphed Lab -- Models to illustrate meiosis and fertilization

Popit bead Lab -- complete diagrams of each step of meiotic cell
div. %

Lab 13-6 In(/. reproduction in flowering plants -- Lab S-9 Growth
of pollen goes with 13-6
Reference: Germination of MI), pollen respiration -and tube
growth, by Dickinson Science, Dec. 31, 1965

Lab 13-10 inv. the life cycle of insects -- Obseyte development
of this lab for two - three weeks. Note reference --
DroSophila guide

Other materials

Mitosis and meiosis, programmed text

Structure and function of the cell, progi'ammed text

PollenT-by Echlin, Sci. Amer.?April, 1968.

Germination, by Koller, Sci. Amer., April, :1959

The fertilization'of flowers, by Grant, .Sci. Amer., June, 1961

tab repOrt due -- Feb. 28, 1977
Lab S -18 Beha0or of a Slime Mold

Figure 18. The Assignment Sheet From Quantitatiop Biology
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. 1

They go back and forth re problems.
"Do you have_the same thing I do?"
They do.
!!Simplify both., "

8:15 M9st kids in and out. They ask about test
pampers anti scores. Re oni fellow who missed test
and the feacher'pins down carefully re his,free
period which ks 7th hour. "Be sure and be there,

he says.
(Ob's - He'has an easy but definite way.)

8:20 "OK, attention please. 1Try to do three
things.
1. check paper

.2. new material, division of binomials
3. do some problems in clals; 15 at home."

6

They moveaquickly through the problems from the test. He stops

and works those that are more complicated and have given a number

of the students difficulty, for example:

I22 Pretty fancy
4 w (w 3)2'
First, square the binomial, how many, (w - 3) (w - 3)?

(w 3) (w - 3)

4w (w2 - 6w + 9)
4w3 24w2 + 36w.

As they weqc.. through- the problem, he calls on different youngsters,

seems to -know about half of them, occasionally comments, "Don't have
much time" and "Joe, if I have to stop and yell...," and continues

the rapid pace.,

Thenew materials begin about 8:35. 0A simple illustration

' of 16/2 = 3, the check for it, 8 X 2 = 16, and the comment, "Think

exactly like that." Together, with the teach.:.i: £n the lead, they
work a series of problems of increasing difficulty.-

'4X3/X2, 6a2 '71.5c5/-gc, 18d2/+6d2, 20aca/-ac

Throughout,,runnin, comments of the teacher appear:

"I'm getting tricky."
"Close, write it down."
"Ask sopmeone fof-help."
"Lot like the other."
"Look at this part." (I -re boxes the element.),

"Come up with a rule."

As they come to problems with-the denofiiinator larger than the

numerator, he comments, "a little different approach," demonstrates
on. the board) and remarks:

".
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3/12 =
3A1 pair this simplified version is 1/4

(3),

X3 X

1X3.0. almo'st, x2.0 = 1/X2
A ,

And later,

\ "Let's do a couple more before giving the rule."

After presenting the rule, he moves toward a total class
exercise, in which he writes a dozen problems on the board, mixes
up the kinds, -and has the, kids close their books and do them oh
scr tch paper. He moves about the room checking individual papers.
The observei reflected:

(Obs - Teacher in motion. Respond p to one kid's
&nitiation--hand up., Personalized interaction!
Exiend analysis from Complexities.
Different kind of thinking? Big is ue.)

They begin on their homework in the remaining few minutes. As the
bell rings he reminds them that their regular teacher will be back
tomorr9w.

Adversarial Teaching: Mr. EN

Ostensibly it was a review lesson to help, the students in a
western civilization class write better essays on Magna Carta. The
original assignment was:

Utilizing the essay on Magna Carta by S. Pailiter,37
show how the document brought forth:
1. the concept of limited sovereignty
2, the concept of "Right of Rebellion"
3. The concept of "consent of the governed' .

4. the concept of "due Process of Law"
In your essay cite specific' examples taken from the
readings to illustrate your points.

Th class began at 10:04 with Mr. E passing out copies of the
axt cle, which the class had read previously, and asking, "Where
in. the article can we find questions?"'and.then the discussion
moved too rapidly for complete note taking by the observer: ,

Limited s.9vereignty -
Consent?
Look at four questions?

page and paragraph?

37 Originally published in The American Historical Review, 1947,.
53, 42-49., ,
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c,

(Obs - He pushes kids to rook carefully.
Kids seem with it.)

-

Page 249, last paragraph...tould never be an absolute
ruler. . What is there about a contract? ...Defini-
tion of contract? Where. are my Latin scholars?".,

.

He illustrates with' a brief (comment about marriage contracts,
eventually, pulls "an agreement between two .or more parties', from

one of the pupils. He extends with; "CinWot be broken by one...
neither party can.vioiate it.'..limitseven a king can't violate

it." Rapidly, aspects of "written vs oral...equally binding...,
Henry 1st Charter,qf Litierties...Barons ,tholight binding on

Henry and all ..the succeeding kings" are rais'e'd. The observer
commented :. ,

(Obs - He raises his voi,ee, almost yells, then quiet
again).

What are Barons saying?..--,..You have ignored your
grandfather's,co,ntract. We'll :Write this one ...let's
look at King jolvilIsTO4tion.:.

, ,

. (Obs - In effect, he's telling A story, a narrative
pf west. ciV. with-isome.highlights. Story telling38,)

-.ft.__

The lecture/discussion continues,-dontrasts to American y re

raised re constitution, Lincoln,Aad the Civil War, and Nixon a
Watergate. Then he's- pack to Kirfg John. At 10:35 he shifts to
"right of rebellion." "Is its. in\the Constituti.on?" One of the
youngsters .v 'And-hdris'hadk at Washington, Jefferson,
Madison, and "Did.you'take American hi-stdly? Did you study the.'
Constitution?" jfie obsefver commnted in the notes after these
self evident" rhetorical questions.

.

fr

(Obs - He crowd's individualc, and Class intellectually,
e.g_, what haPpenedt,o your Tights 'of rebellion? Very
ai-iferenf strategrimo.teachidg here than with Mr. F.39
He really pro'b'es haraer. .

(Obs,- He offers,:kids'a,hAnce-,to fight him, to take
him on: Disuis;oyi''gOt toofast,.1, Need a tape re-

_ corder-:.=ac!'ffilx of MagnaCart.,, Declaration of Indepen-
. ,dence (not raised yet] ,constitution, Nixon, etc.)

.Why no lo'ngoril a 'right to.re-bel?
4

4 .

, 38A refer,ence to an agenda of broader teaching skills on the
ObserVer.'s min4.

, .

35 Anothe? ocial studies teacherwho had been obserVed earlier.

c

on -
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(ObS One boy keeps pushing and teacher keeps fighting.
The teacher's cantankerous approach is so much in his
general personality; same thing he was doing to me, he
does to kids. They aren't sophisticated enough to win.)

Later, as one of the students made a point about "limited orderly
rebellion" and another, "might makes right," and the discussion
on the point moveVtoward closure, the teacher comments, "Fascinat-
ing. The observer notes. (Obs - He backs off). And one of the
kids gcts in a last lick, "Don't you ever answer yotrquestions?";
and the teacher, ,not to be bested, comments, "No, they're too

So the hour went. It was exciting. It was stimulating. How
other days go is not clear. The teacher commented that the kids
bounce back and come at him again and again. He perceives them
learning independent critical thought. Other teachers comment that
they hear favorable, thing's from the kids.4° The major antecedent,
as the teacher reports it, was an esteemed,rrofessor he worked with
at the university.

Summary

These vignettes are but a few instances of interesting lessons,
teaching, and teacner3. The array of instances that might have
been presented leaves the observer/analyst feeling he has slighted
dozen of others. It even raised anothel alternative to the pre-
sent report--a compendium of classroom protocols with minimal com-
ment--more in the tradition of Terkel's Working, perhaps just
called Teaching Science. The reader would be left to his own
conceptualizations and interpretations, his own judgments and
evaluations. In this way we could have captured a beautiful con-
cept deVelopment lesson on fcrce, mass, weight, and vectors. We
could have seen the nuances of telling illustrations interwoven
into dialogue and into clever questioning,,, of careful preparation
over the years, which has tightened all the-instrumentalities to-
ward clear and specific goals. Or another teach(r clarifying
Mendelian genetics, phenotypes, genotypes, heterozygous, and
homOzygous to which the observer Dade an aside.

(Obs - He has a soft gentle way. with the kids, jokes a
bit, e.g., "red-eyed males," keeps after the kids for
answers, kids are Attenive.)

"The kind of data needed to explore and tie down carefully the
implicit propositions regarding antecedents and consequences of
such a teaching style would be a project in itself.
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And thirty minutes dater in the same clasS:

(Obs - I'm struck hy the kids who aracpart.of the
silent majority, good kids," not especially aca-
demic, teacher helpful, easy going moves around the
room, class is small enough that he can get around
and attend to each youngster. He does.).-4

Then, there was a math. 'teacher laden witn an armful of papers

and books (the math officeissome distance away, and inconveniently
located) who was teaching advanced math to a group of seniors, many
of whom were in a physics class the observer Had Visited a few
weeks before., Theywe e "feeling good" here, as they had been
feeling also in sciA e. The math teacher fed this feeling with

r rigging participation with a class for the

benefit of a supervisor. Everyone was to wave a hand at every
question, Those who knew the answer were to raise thei.r.righ-
hand, those who did not, their left .hand. That way everyone was
a winner. Then theyrstarted-on math. "Any, problems, giving you

difficulty?" The students would read a prdblem from their ,home-
uprk. ,The teacherovould write on the board, pace about, engage
them in math and byplay as he broke the problem apart and teased
out the difficult component. 4To his "How come when I do them they
come out?",he got a retort, "Why don't you take>our tests?" As

the give and take continued and as they worked/their way through
.
problem 11, in Dolciani's,text Introductory Modern Analysis,
the Observer commented in the notes:

a story of a teach

(Obs-- He kind of engages in a three, -way jousting- -
him, them, 'and the problem. All good ,fun."- Kind of --

why aren't ,you as good as me?).

Then they hit a problem involving graphs, rotated angles, slopes,
tangents, sines and cosines. The teacher Worked it out, commented
"Hard to know whAt they mean?" checked out the answer key, found
'a different answer there, reworked the problem the other way, got
the answer. The observer was dazzled andtcommented ;n the notes:

1.4

(Obs--- The jousting then becomes a four-way--me, you,
the problem, and the text's author).

The teacher finished up with, "Enough of that. I won't ask you
anything as hard as that," and moved on.

Then there were junior high social Studies classes with
simulation activities-,a continent with countries resembling Europe
pre World War I, and social studies with an imprbmptu elaboration
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of the concept of democracy to a youngster's confusion re "democratic"
both as party and/or'derivative of democracy. And an elementary
science lesson using a kit from ESS; in a room with a sewing machine
'used for the geometry of patchwork quilts; and social studies, in
part taught with a unit of free enterprise economics in which the
kids built wooden flowerpot holders for profit; and some more of
science taught out of doors in field trips. And then there la as
the .conversation with an extremely abl' and creative sixth-grade
pupil on a social studie.s field trip to the city hall where the
youngster commented about liking a Rolls Royce we passed 13)7.42 The
observer as: him if he'd ever heard of Thorstein Veblen. He
said no. The obierver teased him that he was a victim of "conspicuous
consumption." He looked, pexplexed. His teacher joined in :pith a,
"You can figure that one out." And he did. And we played Torrance
vs. Getzels and Jackson for a wh.le as we toured City Hall with r.1
unfortunately bland and uninformed tour guide.

This, then, is curriculum as what is taught: vignettes of
science"teaching in Alte.

42Several weeks earlier, the observer had sat next to him in a

Databank lesson and listened to and doeen impressed with his sotto
voce monologue and also he'd been around as he pleasantly tried
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Aspects of Curriculum-as-What-i'S-Taught:
Latent Patterns

Each of the vignettes of teachers and teaching carries

particular images. While the reader can make his own interpre-

tations and judgment, the observer/analyst looked for patterns

that would interrelate these discrete images with other particu-
lar images and other aspects of science education in the
This involved us in a search for patterns and some provisional
conceptual order in the wealth of diversity exemTlified in the

vignettes. The analysis highlights Alte's concept of the "strong

teacher," the percentage of good/strong teachers, the centrality

of the teacher in the classroom and "staleness" as another point

on the continuum.

'The "Strong" Teacher

Early on in the district we kept running into the expressions,
"strong teachers" and "good teache s," ae-casionally appellations of

prima donna. More rarely, "weak teachers" or "mediocre teachers"
were mentioned. The conception seemed to be district-wide--teachers
referring to their colleagues, administrators speaking of the staff:
within and across buildings, parents and school board members com-
menting on science education. Pupils used the simpler good-Tbad
labels on occasion, or more colloquial, "she's great," "she's nice"
references.' Within the district there's more than a fair amount
of agreement on what this means. Almost universally, the following
are included:

1, a: deep and abiding knowledge and interest in the
subject matter (especially true for junior and
senior' high teachers);

2. knowing what they want to do with the subject
matter with kids at the age/grade level they are

teaching;
3. being "turned on," motivated, interested in their

field;
4. conveying, stimulating, engaging the children in

this set of learning, thinking, motivational
processes; and,

S. multi- dimensional aspects of personality and
background -- !'second suits" of strength.

In .brief, the norm seems to be, "What can you do educationally
with kids." As one teacher expressed it about another teacher,
"He's a hard act to follow."

Evidente for such a conception comes from a number of sources

and observations. The system hires for this, supervises toward it,
evaluates in terms of it, and ultimately relates to the citizenry

in terms of it. Brie fly, the hiring process involves an initial
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Alte children if they are from out of town. The paper credentials
give an immed:i.ate overview of the kind of institution, patterns
of coursedork, level of attainment (e.g., with honors).43 The
interviAws permit an assessment Of articulations in general and
in-tlerms of subject matter to be taught. They permit an assessment
of the ..dcher's perspective, e.g., '!What do you want/try to do
with kid: dt this age level in this course, in this setting?" They
permit a wide: view of the personal and intellectual resources of
the applicants, e.g., "What else do.you enjoy doing with kids?"
The ubservatien of teaching, usually by two or three staff, permits
an assessment of whether the teacher can put italltogether with a

. group of youngsters. Here ,.?:ticularly, the se.rch committee looks
to the reactions and comments of the children in

'

the class, theop
'teacher's enthusiasm and his/her style.

4

A similar :view can be seen regarding teacher evaluation in a
document entitled Professin 1 Evaluation, produced within the Iast
year by,a committee Of teachers and administrators of the Alte
School. District: The document sketches out "expectancies" for
."professional educators." Four models of assessment are included:
supervisory, collegial, client, and a combination. Procedurally
they are quite explicit. For instance, the supervisory model
calls for a pre-evaluation conference, goal setting conference,
cIassroomvisitations (at least three), post classrooth conference
(after each visit) and a final evaluation corference and report.
Items discussed in conference are grouped into goals, strengths,
and weaknesses; items observed include broad categories of teacher
as a professional, classroom atmosphere, and interacting with

- people. Each of these divides into a half dozen' or more compon-
ents.. A's staff tal,k of the system as it is beginning to be used,
one gains the impression thaethere is both clarity and potency
in the evaluation attempts. One of the most intriguing aspects
is the implicit quality of "this is the kind of s)rstc.,m we want,
the kind of people who should staff it, the kind of teaChing and
learning that should be going on" an' "these are the ways we are
going to achieve it."

As the observer met the teachers,--in gro,...ps and one by one--
he was forming his own perceptions. These cralesced into cwo inter-
related clusters which came to be called "three dimensional teachers"
and "career professionals." The former refers to the simple observa-
tion/judgment that they we -I-L. interesting people to be around and
to talk to." In the notes, the observer made comments of the order

"Brief accounts of new teachers appear in the,Alte News each year.
Vita items such as these are part of the "description" of the
newly hired teachers.

-

"Earlier, on another occasion, Professor Harry Broudy of the UniVersity
of Illinois has talked with the observer of a similar idea which be
called the aesthetic dimension of personality, the novel, the inter-
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"Other extreme from most of the teachers described by McPherSon in
Small Town TeaCher" and "Conversations'sparkle with references to

- , contemporary music, discussions of language and nat,ional character,
relalions4of verb forms in Latin and early French, and such varied
astivities as gardening :7 weaving, sc-iba diving." Another example was the
fact that peoplg into outdoor education included administraters.,
shop teachers, language and math teachers, aides-and secretaries,
As indicated elsewhere, this brought' striking resources into that
part of thecurricula. Overall the observer's reaction was that
the staff was a distant cry from the stereotype of the dull; un-
interesting image of "those who can't do, teach." Not only did
most teach vety'well, but they also did (number of interesting
things besides.

The "career/professional" .category arose from a number of
particulars. In one of the first interviews with a principal, a

/6

Nance observation and an intentional comment were made by the
observer about two bcoks, Homans',HaTan Group. and Webb,et al's
Unobtrusive Measures. The principal replied that he had studied,
worked, and published with several of the major figures in the
"social science approach to administration" in other parts of the
country. Hei4as one of several perceptive theoretically sophis-
ticated administrator practitioners the observer encountered. It

seemed as though everyone the observer met had an M.A. (actually
the figures are 75 to 80%) and that every other one either had a
doctorate, had everything but the dissertation finished, or was in
the throes of course work." A number of the faculty tecilpart
time in local colleges and univvsities. These assignments vary
across methods ,courses and substantive courses in their disciplines.
The sabbatical activities include research positions in industry
And in university laboratories, different teaching assignments, and
curriculum development work, as well as further prefessimal train-
ing and advanced degrees. Scanning of the Alte School News indi-
cates a number haye won local and state awards as "Outstanding
Science Teacher of the Year." Many have been involved over the
years in, na,ional organizations, e.g., taking and/or teaching in
NSF Institutes,' and consulting on college board committees and
examination w_iting and scoring. Finall:, a number have developed
their own course materials, outlines, laboratory experiences; a
few of these to the point pf commercial publication as textbooks,
filmstrips, curriculum units. In short, as a group they are busy,.
active, career oriented professional teachers.

The twin phenomena of ."three dimensional personalities" and "career
professionalism" come together in what might be an "overlap of

*5-The exact figures were not obtained. All the administrators (but
onedO fit the category. Several of the "science educators "" have
completed their degrees and are addressed by pupils as "Dr.
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abiding life interests and teaching." Figure 19 indicates someof
the elements-in tile conception and in. antecedents and consequences.

Insert Figure 19 about here

The conceptions are barely developed, quite hypothetical but
consistent with the data and the overall impressions of science
educatioh in Alte. As seial studies teachers do oral history
inquiry, as science teachets,work,as park rangers and pursue
avocations of bird watching, rock hounding, or photography, they
bring interrelated activities to their teaching.

4,

Some years ago, in,,synthesizing several studies toward a general
point of -view in teacher education, we Lketched a several strand-
model of "phases and emphases" in the development of a professional
teacher. That is reproduced here as ;:igure 20.

Insert Figure 20 about nere

These comments were made about the strand on idiosyncratic styles
of teaching.

The. idiosyncratic styles ofteaching, which we have not
emphasized explitly but which we hope are implicit
throughout this paper, would be in gradual development
from the first experiences in teaching and should con-

. tinue to blossom long into one's career as new emphases
in curriculum, in instructional processes, and in the
psychological' and social foundations arise on the broader
scene and as ,one thetd.,into-or Keformulates'ene's
practices. 'In a fundamental sense the artistry of
teaching should be a major focus and satisfaction in
the profession of teaching. In our research'we
ly do not have direct data on this from our dozen`ap-
prentices. More,indirectly, the cooperating teachers'
seemed,qUite varied in this regard, although our data
are not gbod in that we did not 'observe them_teach to
any great extent. Further examination of idiosyncq.cy
as a means and as an objective in a psychology of
teaching seems very important.

set

(1972, p. 161)

In a sense, it seemed as though we were waiting for a setting zilch
as the Alte Schools and its cadre of "strong teachers" and "living
legends." Our vignettes have carried forward the- descriptions.
The analyses, while remaining mostly implicit, should suggest the
exciting possibilities.
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1. General Liberal Arts
Education and Academic
Speralizaton

2. Concrete perceptual
,C) images of teaching

3. Core interpersonal
survival gills
3.1 Classroom pontrol
3.2 Implementation of ,

the activity structure
13 Confidence

4. Idiosyncratic style
of teaching

5. Analysis. conseptuali- .

nation, and inquiry
about teaching

6. Non-classroom roles
in teaching

Prepradticum Apprenticeship First Year Probationary Professional
Teaching Teaching- Career

Tr T2 T3 T4 T.

Figure 20. A, Preliminary Model of Phases and Emphases in
Deyeloping a Professional Teacher (from Smith
19i2,,.p; 160 )
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But, winds blow for both good and L11, if our data can be
believed. One of the, core elements of-being a livirig legend is
prd\fessional visibility. And with professional visibility comes
a number of consequences-: we°hava tried to capture those in
Figure 21. The data come from conversations with teachers,

Insert Figure 21 about here -

. .

administrators, and parents. The consequences include items such as
steem frc.,m students and parents, social rank in the faculty, and
competiti;ieness in the faculty. These, i'n turn, engender power
and influence which can be used for alJ kindiai purposes. All
this may be good or bad,,depending on who you are and where you
stand as fellow teacher or administrator.

o Ater a long interview with one of the teachers, who is
commented upon by eVeryona as one of the best of the Alte staff,
but who was reca,L1:ing some of his clais effcirts, further insight
into the ne'gatf15 aspects of the teaching 'situation arose, In the',
summary'obslITC-ations and interpretations, the observer caught it
this way.

In thinking about the situation stataa by the teacher,
it seems to me that one of the things that remains is
`the notion of the need to build in, both .administratively
,and with one's peers, the kind of reward and reinforce-
ment and acclaim .that comes With doing a good job: Some-
how that didn't seem to come for him from anyone. That
left him with a very strong, unhappy, disappointed.feel--
irg. As he said. "I went into a depression for six
months." Somehow, that seems to me to be a pctent state-
ment on th.e nature of things.

One of the problems of sy3tems that are composed of .

"stars," highly individualistic, competitive types of
individualS; is that thCre isn't the .sense of community
that builds in the kinds of things that typically gite
those sorts of rewards and reinforc6ments. And that
might well be a dysfunction of the type of system we've
been talking about7-- It seems to me .that that runs through
some of the departments and between levels of schools in
the district. It seems to me that there is enough of '

that kind of dissatisfaction that I've run into from
several others to make it a reality.

The host of related.issues that need to be synthesized here await'
another time, project, and data.

90
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e

Staleness: Another Point on the Teachink Continuum

Mostpf the excerpts of teaching that have been presented
carry positive connotations=-at least in the eyes and values of

this observer. Not all 'the teaching was of this order. In some
of the early .observing, a sense of particulars coalesced into a
pattern labeled-7"'teacherg who have gone stale."

.

The mix-was a
flatness, a lack of vitality (physi-cally, personally, and inter-
personally), a seeming lack of interest 'in the curriculum (science,
math, or social studies) by both the'teacher and fhb children,. a /

lack of creativity and curricular risk taking, a negativism toward: 1

the children--they're spoiled, they don't care, they don't try--and
sometimes a negativism toward colleagues, adminigtrators, and
college and university training programs (often decades ago). Age-
seemed a correlate; gender did not. ..

,.

.
.

After this had been identified- tentatively, -i-twas-explored
.

in theplatterpart of a number of the exit iiiterviews with teachets,
administrators, board members, and citizens. Invariably, , "it; blew\
the interviews wide open"; that is, the interviewees agreed that

/.thets'enomenon' (or their own conceptualiLation O6f it) existed,
that it was the problem in the district generally. Some of(the,
individuals went on to 'explore t issue for upwards of an hour.
Some would have continued longer but for other appointments and

/ .

classes and the amount of time we had already spent.

L---\---,--nra----- I

t

Rhe major ideas that developediere these:
I. It was not just a problem in science education.
2. Some sawvit as not a problemof "going stare," but

a%problem ofsoMe teachers who were "average/ ,

adettudte" but .not "good/excellent" from ;he stari.V
Most intcrviewees eventual rame down. on the
tenability of both hypotheses , e-

3.a Most argued that Alte had man. Fewer teachers ,in
in this category.than other school districts,

.-,

both absolutely/and in terms of:percentages.
4. Many talked in detail of Alte's complex approach

as to resolving the problems at bqth the level of

;

the individual schools and .at- 1.the level 'of the
district. These approaches were felt by them to
be 'the most comprehensive and sophisticated in

As an isiue,itqed the obseritrviihralyst into a wide range'of'(

the metropalitan area., c.-
,

. c

-

°/.

.

15;..

additional phenomena, eveRts, and interpretations. As-with each
of th t'.:er major sections-of,the project, it tended to tug at an
obse V'e r's time and interest and threatened to become' thesis -

of a redefined project. Keeping. it _in the perspeetaxe of "Science.
education` in the Alte Schools" became difficult, indo4d. Hypothe-
sized antecedents and-cohsequences appeakip Figure 22..

4
%

;;.....

'

Insert Figure 22 about here:
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Ana vtically, a leey issue became, "What can a district do to
avoid or mediate the going stale phenomenon?" As the observer
was speculating on this, he discovered in the Alte Schoo] News,
a report of "The Committeeito Stimulate Excellence in Teaching,"
a set of proposals for general staff growth and development. Th.:

board of education voted $10,000 to help carry forward the recom-
mendations on mini conference grants, individual career panning
grants, cash subsidies to the Alternative High School Program,
and "04 installation of telephones for teachers in all the district
buildiMs."46 Figure 23 contains hypotheses regarding the pre-
ventionftemediation of staleness which arose in conversations and
reflections.

k4,

Insert Figure 23 about here

Percentage of Good Teachers
I

Very early in discussions with parents, adMinistrators, or
teachers, no matter how much one tried to talk of general dimen-
sions of science education in the Alte Schools, the conversation
would eventually turn to the capabilities and competence of the
individual teacher. Characteristically, the thought processes of
the parent would come back to a particularly "strong" or "weak"
teacher their son or daughter had had_in this grade or that in the
elementary school. Similarly, departments in the junior and senior
high schools would be described in terms of the percentage of
strcng and weak teachers. Contrasts and, comparisons would be
drawn by teacher-s and administrators bltween Alte and districts in
which they had previously worked. Invariably, Alte would come out
ahead. Nb one would speak of teachers who were "really bad" or
"shouldn't be in the classroom" as was Miss X or Mr. Y from Blank
District whom they'd. taught next to before thdY.came to Alte.
Usually Isuch individuals in those districts were described as not
knowing ,what they were supposed to teach (e.g., an ex businessman
who didn't know math or-science content) or who were hotile or
vicious in interpersonal relations with the children. At worst
in Alte were_a few "average" or "mediocre" teachers, in the
judgment'of most commentators.

For our, purposes here, the point is similar to that made about
the other dimensions. If science education in a district is to be
described and analyzed in a way rich enough acid mundane enough to

"This item came' up in conversation after conversation with teachers
at all levels. It was/is perceived as a major facilitator of eie
teachers' efforts--especially with home contacts. As the observer
was around offices and facLlty rooms, the phone seemed in constant
use. .
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t.,

a

deal with the way participants in thesystemcon'striie the system,
an assessment of something like "thb percentage of good teachers
in the system" must be made. If we take our proverbial fifty
school districts, does Alte have a higher percentage of good teachers
than any other district, about as man; as the middling district'or ,

fewer than most of the fifty districts?
9

Illustrative of local attempts to do this is the survey, How
'Citizens View the Alte Schools, cited earner. Parents were probed:

6

Based on what you know, ,how far ug the ladder'or how9

far down the ladder would you rate the job being done
by teachers-in ;the public' schools?

s
i

.

The citizens with children in the,schools responded: Eiccellent 31%,
Above Average 50%, Ave'r'age 15%, Below Average 21,,: Poor 1%, and
No Opinion 1%. ,:

,
. 9

From this observer's perspective (Smith 1977), teacher
effectiveneS's or teacher competence is "a complex valuational/.
theoretical /empirical judgment." Unless the problem is approached
at that level (and not just as a value-free technical problem), it
won't be solved. Alte seems to have made a major start i'n a con-
gruent diredtion. Of all'the "dimensions of science education"
discussed in the Alte School District, the "percentage of good
teachers" is the most critical one.47 The assessment and enhance-
ment of that aimension are tasks engaging personnel at all levels
in all parts'of the district.

Balance/Diversity in Staff
r

..

For a number of years, we have been enamoured with the concept
of balance /diversity in a school staff. The concept refers to the
kind of variety represented in our half dozen vignettes. Pre-
sumably, a series of observations/interviews/documents could be
used to assess individual teachers in the science education program
af fifty schools and judgments could be made regarding the degree
of balance/diversity that exists in each school district relative
to-other districts. At that point, antecedents and consequences
could be 'tested. -In Figure 24, we present a miniature theory, a ,
series of interlocked hypotheses, suggested by our data. The degree

,:.

Insert Figure 24 about here
la' -

. . '
-

to which they are true in the broader educational world is open to
question and 'empirical test. That they reflect important issues
in the theory and practige,of science education seems obvious.

47As mentioned earlier, Alte does not have problems of economic
resources, juvenile violeve, or racial' conflict. .

A
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$
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Centrality of the Teacher in the Classroom

On'occasion in observational studies,t4e presence and recurrence
of Tittle items jell into. pat -terns and cqncept.ions of larger signifi-

cance. Consider,fobvinstance,the presence and-recurrence of these
items acrossschaeLs levels, disciplines, and departments:

1. in most classrooms, a section of the blackboard with -

assignments for each day of the week; .

2, teachers' grade-bo,oks 1iterally full, cell by cell,
of pages Of.nymbers;

3. teachers carrying a stack of laboratory notebooks
home to be graded.(in the evening) or into class
tc be returned (inthe early.mornin.before schbol);

4. lab books-full.of red ink comments;
5. frequent classrbOm byplay around-the questiOn, "Does

it count?";,
6. reviews before tests, taking of quizzes and tests,

returning and checking of tests;
7. in the staff room of one school, the presence of a

small test scoring machine for rapid marking of
objective tests;

8., long faculty discussions and memos defining "cuts"
and "absences," clarifying responsibility among "

.teachers, administrators and clergs;vand
9.' sitting 'in offices and staff rooms as teachers talk

in detail with parents re a child's work, both its
quantity and quality.

Several lines of meaning seem implicit in these items:

1. the teachers play a dominant and'Ofluential role
in pupil learning;

2. students are expected to ,learn, assignments are
made, products,,,(homework, lab books, testg-)- are
,monitored carefully; and

3. points accumulateinto semester grades and grades
into class ranks.

Further, there is more than a fair congruencyiri these items
and their preSuted'meanings with (1) the conception of the "good"

or "strong" teacher i,n Alte, and (2) the drstrict7wide conception
of excellence ih teaching,Thod (3) the adTinistrative and organi-'
zational means of reaching excellence.

Finally and perhaps most importantly, the items can be placed
up against two more general pdsitions in the literature. First,
in a crassical review of classroom questioning, Hoetker and Ahlbrand
conclude regarding "the persistence of the recitation":

The studies that have been reviewed show a remarkable
stability of'classroom verbal behavior patterns over
the last half century, despite" the fast that each suc-
cessive generation of educational thinkers, no matter

Oct
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hOw else they differed, has condemiled the rapid- fire,`
question-answer pattermof instruction., This- opens
a number of intere§ting'avenues of inquiry. What is
there about the recitation, for instance, that-makes
it' so singularly successful in the evolutionary strug
gle with other,, more highly recomtended; methods? That
is, what .survival needs of,teachers.are-met uniquely
by the recitation?

Then there -is the question of what seems to be the
monumental ine "fficacy..of teacher graining institutions
in affecting the classroom behav0,,,,of teachers. If h

the' r'ecitat'ion is a poor method, as most
-feacher educators long have believed, why have they qt.

not beeh able to deter teachers from using it?

,

Or, is it not possible that the vracticing teachers are
right, and the professors unrealis'tic,'and that the -

recitation--for some reason--is the best pedagogiral:
method? Or the only practicable one for most teachers?

(1969, p. 163)

A most interesting s'et A questions!

C.

Secondly, there were some dej'vu aspects of these elements
in teaching. Items from an eariief study, The Complexities of an
Urban Classroom (Stith and Geoffrey 1968), kept reappearing.
Miniature theories of homework and textbook teaching from that,).
study are presented as Figures 25 and 26'.

Insert Figures 25 and 26 about here

the point t'tat is being made is that textbooks and homework_ahcfund
in Alte and have an array of functions--and some dysfunctions-;which
Hoetker and Ahlbrand hint at and Smith and Geoffrey hypothesized
about." While a lengthy comparison of each element would be neces-
sary, suffice it to say (1 ) that the "negative consequ'ences" seem
less frequentin Alte; and (2) that both texts andhomework are
embedded in a ffroader add richer program, as the vignettes and earlier
analysis'indicate, than the classes in the Washington School. Many
of the functions exist nonetheless.

48 If we had been onto this issueearli'er and if we had had more
time, the Smith-Geoffrey models would have made beautiful vehicles
for more systematic interviewing. f-
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. o

Nt. The accumulagng observations,and the accumulating interpretative
.a-.asides sugest. a beginning toward an accumulating analy§is.

e.

.

(Obs - So far, in junior and senior high, most of the
math has been text; high

.

demandL digging ..into it.)
..)

. Arid
.

., S .

(Obs -.Again, if the textis well written, and if fhe
kids plow tthroug4i it, -and if they are blight., much of
the outcome will be there. 'Assume you may lose a
little of the specifies, a bit more of th'e generality

4 and transfer, and a gradual dropping' out of interest
in math'by a couple more kids:J.

*
,i..-

That this kind o\f analysis into teaching can be carried further
appeared throughout thenotes. For instance, in a junior high Math

.
.

class: e %

I

',-

. The pupils' are all busy on text problems, .working

4
independently. ,She goes to the with questions.
Comments. ;Helps. .

.--

(Obs - Teaching in motion - ".
. V

,

personalized interaction
overcoming specific barriers to learning.) C' 7.

k.

All of whicha;are major _conceprts from the .earlier study (Smith and
Geoffrey, 1968) whose subtitle was "toward a g.eneral theory of

-.teaching."
.

, .

In the course of the semester we
-

collected.a numbei of "tests"
used in different parts of the curriculum. pore systematic ac-
cq, unting of what the pupils are expected to know wou-rd have tied
'dc(bin the intellectualA,substance of science education. We have .

ex'8erpted into Figure 27 a few items which capture the flavor of
some of those expectations., Some are'"fun," some involve intellectual

5

4.4

Insert Figure 27.abOut here'

skills, some tap developing concepts and some pull quite specific
information.' All seem tied to the broad goal of academic excellence.

.4

,.In short, the, teachers are central figures in science education
at Alto. One might say that Rousseau,doesn't Livedhere. The teacherg
playa vigorous role in classroom interaction; Many are skilled

artisticperformers. They make, strong and high ..cademic demands
on the youngsters. Even in aheavily Lab-oriented, hands-on experi-
ence, the work is guided by textbooks and materials (some of which
were written by the Alte staff), implemented .throlIgh nomework of
quite varied but demanding sorts,^judged in frequent And assorted
tests and examinatioAs.
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Quantitative Science
a.4

1. What is the,force with- which a three gram cookie
s.trikes a wall while accelerat4J1 at a rate of
6 cm/second per second?

.44

2a. What is the weight of a- caterpillar as.it accelerates
at a rate of 4.S centimeters per second per second
along the trail in Olympia National Park. Themass
of the caterpillar is SO grams,

2b. {Cat force would itatake to accelerate he caterpillar6
over a carpet of bryophytes (moss) at a rate of 2.3 ft/
sec/sec?

Junior_High Math

9ft.

.44

C

A bridge will be built from A to B.
4

1C Solve this proportion to find
its length. '.

144
9 12 X = feet

2 Complete'and solve this proportion
to .find the distance from B to C. .

1
13

Figure 27. On Being Tested in Alte

4 YR

feet

a

44,
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CIA Center for the Analysis of Teaching: . )
: .

Community Resource/ , - .

. c .

This long account of teaching--1.ts excitements and its
Toblems-leayes one with questions of,impiicatiOns and recommenda.

-tions. After many hours o.f observing and talking with teachers and
. t.,

many hours of talking with administrators, parents, board members,
arid university colleagues, many of the ideas coalesced into what
might be called a Center for the Analysis of Teaching. The idea
is intended to be.neither presumptuous nor patronizing. Actually `

f
ii grows, out of several cone rns, perhaps' the most basic that much

of the university's contribu.ion to the public schools is limited .-

and ineffectua1.4.9 The idea comes, in part, from teachers who haire

reputWons as being "strong teachers;" as revealed in such simple
-comments as -- "I need to get out of,my rut," to'the more complex "I was
in a depression for six months after that 1educiglional' experiences"
They, seem to -Se looking for kinds of resources and experiences that, are

rarely provided for in.public schools, even those as well endowed

as Alte.
. a

And finally, the idea springs from the questions of administra--
toxs and citizens: "What do you do with a Miss X or Mr. Y who has
lost interest, lost touch With the subject and/or thekids, who is just
putting in his/her time?" As they talk about their efforts to over-

. come what we have called staleness, they have been stymiid: in,,

-

in,

- a metropolitan area that boasts a half dozen institutions of higher
education and an array of other cultural and intellectieal resources.

4
The initial structure and agenda of such a Center would follow

from a combination of a relatively simple ',set of assumptions and a ,

statement of the manifest and latent issues and observations in :,-

Alter First, the assumptions:

1. It w,6114 be an organizational instance of what Atkin
(1972) has called "practice based inquiry." While
Lt would be,a service-oriented facility, it would have
'a commitment to thisblend of clinical research.

2. It would be attached to or located within a university.

1. It would begin small to see .if it 'could make demon-
strable contributions to individual teachers, schools,

and districts.

Theinitial,agenda follows simply upon the major parts of this

analysis:

1% In-depth investigation of teaching styles we have described

earlier. Bringing to bear intensive qualitdtive observation,

49 At one level this can'be taken as a personal view of one observer/
analyst in a particular education department of a particular uni-

omArsity. The degree to which anyoneelse believes the same -is an

euirical issue.

4 05
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.
intensive interaiews, careful video 'recording ofttlong sequences of
classrdom interaction toward an analysis of learnable/teachable
aspects. In a sense, doing for` 'teaching what Bloom and6,Broder

(1951) initiated in problem solving.
.

2. .Becoming a referral source for "teachers with teaching.
problems." In effect, providing a bhck-up facility for both
diagnosis and retraining,, patterned in part after the,5upervisory
model. of evaluation but with the resdUrces to Carry out more
intensive long- term analysis ,ed training. Some of this might be ,
handled in a course on, the analysis ofteaching. Mostly,the

wou-dimpact Il come from an "individualized case approach." °rice
. 4.?again, I'm reminded of psychoeducational, clinics working with

children with reading or arithmetic problems or medical clinic
working with specialized medical' p.rOtilems: In part, the clientele
would be self-referrals:, in part, school or-distri,ct referrars.

. 3. Short, term individualized an-al. ysis, discussion; and,
change in teaching. In every school the observer ran in-Co....teachers
who,warited to teachinx." IV this is meant they wanted to
show him something they, d'i'd" (.which 'often was well gone), have him
react to i,t, argue' about it in the' best sense of exploring its
latent oature and implications. Again, from the observer's' point
oview one of th6 most frustrating parts of the research was the
continuous, pull to spend long periods of time.in classes of
individual teachers, engage ill lengthy "interviev/di-scu4sions," ,-1

attempt to upderstand them, their situation, fheir.theory of teach-
ing, both espoused and in use. The observer wanted to; establish
relationships of the order of those-he Iad made on other occasions,
e.g., Smith and Geoffrey. (1968), Smith and Brock (197.0,,in press).

, t
.

. . ., ..
!,....

4, For those teachers whose content knowledge has become
dated or whose teaching, assignment has shifted substantially, and
who have therpossibility of extended summer work or a semester or
year sabbatical, the tailoring of a -more formal program of study.
Our observations of several 'stances GT this suggest that in a
district such as Alte it's lot .s'o simple an event as a course here
or there. Each of the schools has its own ethos, its own" context.
Retooling:0 elements y math or social studies, Jot instance, may
require work inithe eaching of reading because reading is the sine
qua 'fon of success i.,11 the elementary school... SimilarlA, changes
in high school science or social studies may. be implicitly but
fundamentally linked with Mathematics or literature or histoky. .A0
Center for the Analysis of Teaching would have to have resource
alternatives to expedite major program planning within and acro,ss
disciplines. P 1 . a

* /
5. One eeacher; in thinking about the issue, outlined a brief,. i

proposal. It is reProduced verbatim.
. ..,
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40 4

TEACHER-LEARNER: A Proposal for NSF for a
"New find of.Sabbatical"

I. The teacher would serve as -a teacher for the
academic year within the district but carry
only half the teaching load. The other, half
of his/her time would be spent in an academlc
pul-suit as described in the projects listed
below and the projects would be run in coop-
eration' with a'university.

THe NSy would "pay the 'district the' amount of
one half of the teacher's salary and absorb
the university cost and'supply.a consultant

.

fore'each project who wbuld make at least two.
site visits. The NSF wouldpublish annually
the final reports of all proiect'S. .7.

II. The projects would involve the teacher the
university- -and the NSF. All

. projects would be initiated.by:a,teacrier
except F as listed below. The application
would b' ubmiited by the teacher and dis-

jt

III. Types of Projects. t

A. 'Writing new curricular materials
B. Implementing new curriculum

'Writing a research papey on ;a ,..1rticular
topic

D. Investigating and applying learning the,ories
E. E,cecuting, an educati6nal research experiment
F. -Apprenticing- to a master teacher (This one

would be initiated by the district in en
_effort to, help a teacher improve his'stile.

4

\i
No distrisit could apply for this until it
had had oiie of uhe above.)

G. Retrain

IV. Qu- iversity involvement
e: I

The teacher is too often isolated within t}-e
classroom, and this proposal addresses' itself

%-to-this problem in two ways. Henke an 'integral
a'rt of the proposal is the involvemi..:. of an
individual or team -from- a.college or university
who would work with the teacher in defiaing.the'
problem, executing and writing the repor,t. The
teacher would be given free access to libra'ries,
herberium, etc.

107
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V cnopinl ,-/InciaArations for rural teachers-.-

A. Travel allowance to a university
. B. Reduce class load by only two classes,

but free one day per week for travel to
the university .

NI. NSF Consultant

The consultant avhelper who will visit the
site at least twice and serve the following

''f'unctions:

A. Active, sympathetic listener
' B: Expediter to handle red tape in NSF/district/

university
C. Resource person, such as getting copies of

documehts from L of C, or providing references
.f similar projects, etc.

T. Editor

.In summary, the observer was immensely impressed with the
idiosyncratic styles of teaching exhibited by a large number of
Alte's teachers: He was privy to the concerns voiced by others- -
some of which were major professional crises. In some
instances, he observed teachers who he ielt, and others corroborated,
had gone stale or burne out. In perhaps too quick an extrapola-
tion, it seemed that...organizations sack. as NSF and the universities
right make more of a -contribution than they have to those issues.
A Center for the Analysis of Teaching is one simple thought 'in
that direction. Several Alte teachers agreed.

108
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AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

Within the Alte Schools several areas of major controversy

exist. Mostly they impinge upon "'science education" rather,than

being central to it; consequently,, the discussion here will be

brief. IPI math, Individually Prescribed.Instruction in elementary

mathematics, is the curricular issue most in Contention in science'

education. That has been considered at length already. Several

other issues are worthy of mention: teaching average ability young-

sters, "the silent majority" as it is sometimes called in Alte,

and the "A Schools" the alternative high school. Finally; there

are some interesting differences of opinion 'regarding resources.

Teaching the "Silent Majority"

In a college prep high school where 90% of the students g.o to
college, where excellence is the overriding goa and where increas-
ing specialization of knowledge is ,the Primary eans to the goal,

the average student, sometimes called " e si ent majority," can

become lost. Multiple convers4tions,and multiple reports of sum-

mer curriculum development projects investigating curriculum and-
teaching for average pupils and slower learners,50 attest to the

presence of the p'r'oblem and the continuing struggle to do something
about it in science, math, and social, studies.

Actually, the labels are used inconsistently and "silent

majority".is a .misnomer for the overwhelming majority of'the high
school students are in a college prep curriculum and do go to

college. It's almost as though that group is broken into those
who,are the most able, who are in honors sections of he high
school ("Alte U") and who will eventually attend prestigious

eastern colleges and technical "unix-rsities (e..g., engineering

,:schools), and those who will attend other colleges. The strange-
ness of this was caught by one of the site visitors.

In the slow algebra class, 12 students actively parti-
cipated with the teacher in analyzing quadratic equa-
tions, while three students looked out the window; or
kept their heads on their desks. I was impressed with
how quickly the 12 learned' the algorithm, and was
startled with the realization that in many schools these
children would have been academic super stars.

50 On test scores Alte's "slow learners" are average and above on
national norms, below average on local norms: The situation is

a far cry from tested abilities reported in The Complexities of
an Urban Classroom where only three out of 27 youngsters tested
above 100 on group intelligence tests.

109
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Another site visitor, after a conversation with one of the science
teachers, commented in the "report:

The'teacher expressed concernthat the courses;in
the science at Alte High were too difficu4t
for some stu e i n the school. . . . *said that the
entire curriculum was designed to make the student
'think critically. Some could not. There was nothing
for these students. [The teacher]'felt that something
should be done for these.students . . . hoped to change
this. . . .

Such are the ppyspectives of two visitors who eacii spent a day in
the Alte Schools. -

As indicated earlier,- the curriculum in math and science is
tracked in terms of prerequisites which have ability and.interest
criterial'.This produces a fair degree of homogeneity in the
classes, though less so in the history courses, which tend to
have Qa more broadly based clientele. .It produces, though, as_the
summer curriculum reports attest, the continuing problem and frus-
tration of "what to do with the average and lower ability students."
In the day-to-day classroom situation, the multiple excerpts from
class protocols scattered _through the report sugg-est aspects of
the problep and attempts to cope with it.

While in no way trying to present a solution to'that problem,
-.the observer, one day in early May, after watching two beautiful
lessons, one (X) with a high ability science class and one'(Y)
with an average ability class, reflected-at .some length in the
notes. 51

(Obs There's a major difference running through the
teaching as I contrast-X and Y. Hard to pin down- -
1. both are on task
2. both are helpful - with ,individuals and total gkou?
3. both want kids to learn
4. difference in level of difficulty [ideas, vdcab, etc.]

in pace - one explanation vs. multiple explanations,
one problem vs. Multiple problems, one illustiation
vs. multiple illusI:rations
in one (Y) more a teacher than scientist.

[The observer broke_in with an interpretive aside within this broad
interpretive attempt to compare and contrast.

VA,

510nce agaiin, we are illustrating, methodologically, Atkin's (1973)
argument-for practice - oriented inquiry. The more intense analyses
of the latent implications remain to be spelled out and Synthesized
with similar approaches in the litera,ture, e.g., Bloom and Broder
(1950).
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(Obs - More likd undergraduate teaching, general
education,52 vs graduate and professional instruc-
tion at W.U..)]

5. differende in -bounding of units
a. one (Y) is .more common sense and in world-at-

large
b. other (X) is bounded more by scientists' categories
C. one (Y) is related to things one can do in the

7 world practical projects.)

In short, the point is that "solutions" for working with the
silent majority exist .3.n Alte, in another kind of silent majority,
a,group of teachers, many of whom tend to be less. visible and less
legendary than some of their colleagues. Exploring for, communicat-
ing about aryd rewarding those individuals, those teaching
strategies, and those settings seems a worthy agendaitem for the
District and perhaps implicitly for the structure we called earlier
a Center for the Analysis of Teaching.

The "A School"

The Alternative High School has been in existence five years.
Describing and analyzing it is like trying to clutch a phantom.
It is an evolving and changing phenomenon, system, entity. Briegly,'

when it began several key items were noted:53

1. Student initiative was a major factor in its
origination.

2. The Alte School News reported: "The request (to
the Board) was prompted, the committee reported',
because'a significant number of students, both
academically able and those,with problems, have
expressed a desire to 'drop out' unless something
broader and more immediate as an alternative is
offered."

3. An initial maximum size limitation of'35%,:of the
high school population was instituted and has been
maintained.

4, The program was'to "complement" the regular program.
5. The program of the regular high school was felt by

the committee to be "efficient and effective" for
the majority of students; but they agreed`it was "monolithic
and offers only one set of assumptions about learn-
ing and that a second choice should be provided-
students."

52It's been a long time since the observer read the Harvard report
on general education. Time prohibited returning to that and
similar sources and building them into the analysis.

53Most of these items are from several issues of the Alte School
News.
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6. The typical day involved such items as "advisory
meeting with counseldr, independent options, mini-
courses (c.reative writing, film viewing, contemporary!

. 'music, Yoga, ph4otography, comparative religion, and
nutrition), group dAamics, team project, town meet-
ing, and school project."
In the first year the faculty was one fdll-time
teacher and several part -time. teachers from the high
school.

o
From those initial characteristics the school has evolved

substantially. Cuirently, there are three Iull-time faculty,
some forty'-five students, and an .ev-olving program of studies. An
examination of,several of the major curriculum thrusts.places the
.program into science and social studies in several interdependent
ways. Several strands might be considered:

1.. community ideology of the A School, town meetings,
values classes

.2. commun.ity study - history and ecology of a town
whose nearby river is to be/may be dammed

3. multifaceted science study - plants, ornithology,-
. Nature Lodge at the sixth grade camp

4: .science, poetry, and writing

Briefly, one of the major educational experiences at the Alternative
School is the.Wednes.day morning town meeting., The students and
faculty- jointly decide the schdol program' and even who will
be accepted in the subsequent year. The more Controversial issues
which defy solution for the moment are referred to the "values
class""-taught by ,an instructor with background in psychology and
social science. These discussions are mixed with a variety of
activities, exercises, and readings geared toward self-understand-
ing and understanding of others. Much of this fits the contemporary
perspective of humanistic psychology.- In a sense its "hands on"
social science, in part-generated out of real experiences in the
day-to-day functioning of the school, and, in part, eeding back
into the system. It tends to be more oral and lessbookish, more
immediate and practical and less remote and theoretical, more
group involved and less individualistic than social science at, the
high school. 5l4

One of the larger projects involves a mix of history, social
science, science, and /language arts. A community study is der-.

way regarding a town which is near a river whose proposed d4mming
,,is under considerable controversy--locally, statewide, and nation-
ally (e.g., President Carter's current proposals on waterways).

SI'At this point, there is no intent to argue "better or worse"
regarding either end of these continua, only to indicate there
are substantial differences between classes at the A School and
at Alte High School.
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Contacts have been made with community leaders, interviews are
being collected (a mix of oral history and survey research), docu-

ments are being read, nature studies are being undertaken, and a

log cabin in the area is being restored. Theloroduct.is to be a

"magazine"=-a-report with feature articles, essays, poetry, and

pictures. A broad attempt to integrate with language arts and

communication.

Finally, brief mention might be made of a hdst of science\

'activities. The observer heard a goodbit about and saw the
massive notebook product of a science, 'irt, and literature project,,

a one-afternoon-a-week for ten weeks journey to an arboretum.
Observation, discussion, sketching, and poetry writing `produced

some exciting results.',The affect generated.was a major force in

the school. Parents cSmment.ed about both the quabity and quantity

of the work accomplished by their sons and daughters. This'year;

week-long stays at the cabin in arboretum have been implemented for

pairs of students. Nature observations are recorded through the

seasons. Keeping the cabin warm, preparing meals, and living

together have been major "curricular items." Other groups have

done eXtensive camping, bird watching, and visiting at conserva-
tion centers, swamps, and field,stations around the midwest. A

course in "plants"--their propagation, growth, and economics
tspring sale at the High School)--has involved others. Scraping
and tanning deer and coyote hides took the time and, efforts of

others. Commeets were made earlier about the Nature Lodge which
was,set up at the sixth grade camp.

The most fundamental differences in this kind of science

curriculum and that provideU elsewher4' in the district seemed to

be in two dimensions. The hands-on quality here tended to be with

problems more of the students' own choosing, although the instructor
was involved heavily in discussions- which sharpened,, clarified,
and helped shape the problems. The problems were "more real';
that is, they grew out of ordinary, practical, or everyday- experi-

ence rather than from more of a theoretical context. Once again,
no attempt is made here to argue "better or worse," but rather to pin-

point clearly differences and similarities.ss

To round out "science education"'at the Alternative School,
the math tended to be more practical alsp--essentially basic
arithmetic. In one lesson Which was'observed, the content was a
cluster of problems in fractions and decimals taken from a study
guide for the G.E.D. test's. The procedures and.discUsSions were
not .too different,fromwhat one might find in many elementary or
junibr high classes. The students seem to find them more than
difficult enough.

55At several points we have tried to indicate the complex valuational/
theoretiCallempirical 4thalysis needed to judge whether this is
"good" or "better" education. ,

,
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Current opinion of -the Alternative School by faculty at the
regular high school,anAkore generally in the Alte Schools and in
the Alte community at large, is miaed,.56 Parents of students attend-
ing the school are reported to be supportive." In most instances
they are pleased to have a school setting which their youngsters
aren't resisting. For, in turn, they don't have a daily hassle
with them regarding attendance. The importance of this is self--,.,*"
evident to anyone who has been through this experience or who's``'

had close friends or relatives who have.

The mixed feelings of the Alte faculty are attested to from a
variety of sources. The high school curriculum guide, for instance,
does not contain any reference to the "A", School; recruiting for
the school does occur visibly (e.g., signs posted in the corridors)
and is supported by the adRinistration. Comments by teachers in
committee meetings, "They are a part of Aite HighP, carry a flavor
of implicit separateness and/or exclusiOn. In turn, the A 'School
faculty sees itself as apart from, and sometimes hostile toward,
the regular faculty. The Alternative School students are explicitly
negative toward Alte High Stchoor. The stuck-up youngsters, the .

boring curriculum, the domineering faculty, the punitive adminis-
tration and the general lack of freedom for, doing one's own thing,
am.e recurring reactions in the school.

At this point, this observer/analystoneither wants to take
sides, for the issues are much wider than science education, nor
is able to take sides, for the data are too limited. Several fina
.observations, hunches; and speculations might be 'in order. First,
some irony exists in that the fo.-mation of the A School was entangled
with the Committee to Stimulate Excellence in Teaching.57. As re-
ported in the Alte School News:

Two of the budgeted activities'are subsidies for
innovative programs inaugurated this fall at Alte
High School [the Alternative High School] and Alte
Elementary School. The committee felt that these
programs will.) have a stimulating effect on the entire

. staff, whether through the techniques or programs
developed at these,schools.or through teacher-
initiated activities as a result of the activities
at these schools. 4

This has not'llappened between the Alternative High School and Aite
High School.

"In part this may be a function of our limited data, of Olaf year
of the school the faculty member has knowledge, and the degree of
direct personal knowledge possessed by the faculty members. All
of this suggests the importance of a careful study of the school:
historically, contemporaneously, and through a follow up of forme:
students and faculty.

57Our data here are not complete enough to unravel the complexities
of the story.
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Secondly, mth-h of the disCussion and exchange of- epithets

with and about the A School seems beside the point, e.g.,-cop.out,

dropout, spaced out, and so forth vs boring, regimeed, authori-

tar14n. The underlying fundamental isue, in this observer/analyst's

speculative'view,is at the A Scholl represents a fundamental(qI .,

critique of the c,.(i'ie va ues, e.g.., ,excellence spec:,a1/zed

knowledge, and the central procedures, e.g., high - demand; teacher

structured courses and classes of Alte High School, as well as of the

relationship between that kind of school and the lager society

of which the community of Alte is representative.
,

. -
S

But those speculations--right, wrong, or confused- -are apart

from the more restricted scope of this report. Suffice it to Say

that some students were unhappy enough at Alte to want something

different as their secondaiy education. The community, thorough

the faculty, administration,:and school board,were responsive to

those wishes in helping to create an alternative school in which

some oercentage (and here the figufes vary) of the forty to forty-

five youngsters are experiencing, among other things, some very
.

novel approaches to science education. ,

Resources and Their Use

One of the initial, impressive, and almost overwhelming
aspects of-the Alte School DistriCt is its resources. It begins,

as has been indicated, with fhe upper middle class community with
its high assessed property base -and taxes. The district's per
pupil expendituresare in the top ten percent locally and higher

statewide and nationally, Such financial resources are converted
into low teacher-pupil ratios, materi!ais and supplies (e.g., LRC's
ample physical space, and a variety of pleasantuand satisfying
working condition's.

An illustration of the working conditions appeared in the

field notes:

I've. been out for coffee (ylOcticup) and donuts (brought

in by one of the teachers). Teachers' rpom is air
conditioned. Prints of Picasso and Miro are on the
walla." Facilities include a lavatory, sink, stove,
refrigerata,T, coffee pots, lunch tables shpved together
as one big table. SOfa, chairs, and table for lolInge
area. Very comfortable.

6

58While this investigation centered on science education, an
equally interesting study could be made of aesthetic education.
The prints are reminiscent of the high elid of Toffler's (1974)

and McLean's (l975) positions. See our discUision in Smith (1977).

1.
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In the course of being a participant, thecobserve. kept meeting
and being impressed with the personnel called aides, clerks, and

. volunteers, Brief comments' were recorded in the notes.

Brief conversation with Mrs_ Jones. She is a-parent 14ith
kids at another elementary school in Alte. Ritd.done

volunteer work. A friend of one' of the - teachers. Got

on as "clerk." She's a bright, charming,, competent wvan.
Enjoys the kids, the work, the group of adults. (Obs -
Another resolution for putting meaning into L.ne's life?)
Other,aides.hired more directly through central ,office,,
app,lications.. She has, not' been trained as a teachers)

The addition al strength this brings to the district seems very ,

great. It warrants a separate analysis in its own right.

The material supplies were overwhelming--in the eyes of the
observer. One of his academi,-: biases is tpward the availability
of books 9f all kinds. To find each elementary school libraTy.
with five to ten thousand books seemed an unhei'id'of re..ource.
The junior high library with microfilm *d mic.k)fiche readers
and complete sets of the morning and evening metropolitan papers 4

seemed equally astounding. In addition, the elementaryd:RC's
Weie'full of science boxes, math, games,. social studies materials
of multiple kinds--not to mention language labs, spelling materials,
and SRA individualized reading sets.

A careful study of the utilization of the materials and
o facilities wars not made. Our "in and out" research style left us

with several impressions. The elementary LRC)'s usage varies some
across schools, but generally they hum with activity. The .junior
high library seemed much less "busy" when the observer was in to
write notes between' classes or after observations. The high school
library igas jammed, and according to several teachers, wa., a
facsimile of a student union. The firmness Of those comments as
generalizations is open to question. The antecedents and conse-
quences are even more provocative. ,

The most interesting and controversial implication arose in
comments from teachers and administrators early in the study. The
observer commentifkon several occasions about "being overwhelmed"
regarding the resources. Th'i.s led .to, 'comments of multiple sorts
from the Alte staff member. Several staff members, as the - discus-
sion- proceeded, raised some doubts about the "over abundance" of
materials and the twin consequence''s,-inhibited teacher creativity
,and fostered staff individualism and' lack of joint actiity. In

turn, the observer/analyst speculated About 4..he possible "curvilinear
hypothesis between amount of resources and teacher creativity and
cooperation. Later, other staff members were highly critical of
the validity of the hypothesis. Finding unObtrusiVe. measures of
resource utilization, of teacher creativity, ofNfaculty cooperation
and competition, and of teacher belief systems "I can't do,
this because..."), interrelating them within and aross district,
and looking for antecedents and consequences seems a problem worthy

Plirchni- 4nrill4iv
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Conclusion

While these "areas of controversy" exist in Alte, it should

be obvious that they are neither 'verwhelming nor the focus of

bitter conflict. In this investig4tor's opinion they art part of

the give and take'within and among the majdr gtoups within the

4istrict. As the district copes with the problems of education,

the sides line up and regroup from issue to issue. The larger\

.
impression is that of agrbement on most things.'

Zs A
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TOWARD A SUMMAR? ARD'CONCP-SION

An Overview
2

At the close of a study, t is often useful to sit back and
ask--What has been learned from the effort? For an educational
psychologists that has a certain ironic reflexive quality. Implicit-
ly, it,asks for one's concept of learning, how is one different now
from before? Essentially it seems to be that cognitiVe structures
are altered in these several ways:59

1. a few'specific new ideas or elements
2. some finer discriminations in the network of

relationshipsboth hierarchical and causal
3. alterations the overall integration of the

domain of inquiry, i.e.', science education in
a school district

4.' some shift in emphasis, importance, or centrality
6 of particular parts--"bright, bold strands"

S. some pieces isolated more clearly as problems,
puzzlements, questions.

The next few pages will review particular substantive issues which
seem to fit one or more of these changes. The ide.as have their
precursors, they are part of an evolving point of view. In a
sense, they are personalistic and couched in the form of what the
observer /analyst learned. By being grouded in the particulars of
Science education in the Alte School District and in some more
general literature in education and social science, it is hoped
that the learnings might be instructive for, several audiences- -
colleagues in Alte, in the CSSE project, in science education, and
in professional education more generally.

Tentative Thoughts About An Historical Perspectil'e

The historical perspective on the district's science education ,

program has seemed particularly instructive, even if only partially
developed. T see--in the 1890s --that most of the elements, struc-
tures, and processes were present in embryonic or rudimentary form
may be too obvious to everyone to be called an insightful perception
ar conclusion, However, the implications sprout in a dozen dif-
ferent ways. What was the direct and indirect influence of the
report of the Committee of Ten (1893) on the Alte community and
staff at the turn of the century when they oegan to think 'about

59Methodoiogically this has implications on the classical problems
of the purposes of research, foreshadowed problems, investigator
bias (seeing what one wants to see), criteria for evidence,
replicability, generalizability of case study findings, and so
forth.
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the high school program? What was the impact of the bulletins

from the State Departments of Education in the midwest and else-

where, such as Organization and Administration of Junior and Senior

1iijh Schools (Lee 1927)? Was Alte a recipient or was it among

"a number of superintiendens, principals, and teachers [who] rend-_-

erect --valuable assistance" in the preparation of such statements of

standards? Are national and state:committees and their pronounce-

4 ments more or less influential now than fifty or one hundred years

ago? 4
s'

The historical perspective can leitd also to a fundamental

reworking of one!s approach to the very nature of knowledge.

Reading Toulmin's and Goodkield's triad of books on the history s

of science., Architecture of Matter,Fabric of the Heavens, and

especially The Discovezor of Time, in anticipation of .the project

was both provocative, and unsettling-in terms of specific ideas and

conceptions An "sciente" and also in the investigator's own con-

ceptions of social science as it related to CSSE. In the Preface

to a later book, Toulmin .(1971,) expressed it this way.

The central thesis of the present volume...can be summed

up in a single, deeply held conviction: that, in science

and phi ltsophy alike, an exclu'siVe,.preoccupation with

logical
--Y-S---temart-ci-tyhas-Lbeem_destructive of both

historical understanding and rational
demonstrate their rationality, not by ordering their con-

cepts and beliefs in tidy formal structurals,but y their

preparedness to 'respond to novel' .situations with .,Teri

minds -- acknowledging the shortcomings of their former

procedures and moving beyond them. Here 'again the ,key

Trotions are 'adaptation' and 'demand' rather than 'form'

and 'validity'... The philosophical agenda proposed

here sets aside' all such assumptions in favor of pat
terns of analysis which are at once mare historical,

more empirical and more pragmatic.

. 1or (1971, pp viiand

His poidt of view is a large agenda, indeed. It leaves one feeling

more 'than a qt prestimptuous.

9 People and organizations who want to thange other people and

organizations should know where the people,and organizationhave

come from, how they are currently,structured, and where they want

to go. The zoning of parts of Alte into 1 1/2-3 acre lots sixty

years ago is a chronicled fact. The interpretations.that this led

to "executive city" or to the current upper middle class quality

of the community and the emphbasis on educational excellence is

overly simple and open to question. The, relevance of.this

to policy groups such as NSF or NIE and to more local immediate

"change agents, "however, does seem very great. Similarly Alte'

conception of the:good teacher is piNased colloquially as the

" "strong teacher,",a person with clear goals for children's learn-

ing,high demands, and imaginative ways to get there. Such a

.1-1- CI
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normative'slructure has been developing a long time, as far as
could be ascertained, and is the product Or resolution of a num-
ber of contending views. -It, like many otherpositions, is not
to be "given up" easily.

A Paradigm of District £:ructure and Process

Some years ago a perceptive social scientist argued that one
should focus one's observations on conflict, not for its obvious
sensational properties but rather for its proclivity in bringing
ti) the fore latent strictures and processes. The description and
analysis o'f IPI and the LRC's seemed to do that very well. The

' concluding metaphor is that:

'a school district is a quasi-stationary social.system
(equilibrium ?) of contending individuals and groups
with different agendas, points of view, omains of
interest, and power.

That may net be "news" either, although a review of texts in
educational administration and organizations, might be revealing.
The full implicationsfof the position'are not.clear., but several
suggest themselves, mos in the form of "A school district is
not just.. .

,

For instance, the Alte District is not ',ust

1 a political,system--although.it is/assuredly that in
. ?dome respects;

2. a formal organization with agreed upon objectives and
o rational, means to reach those, although there are

elements'of that, too;
'3. a community of. scholars, although it has _many scholars

(both faculty and students) who do live .together
.reasonably well (with a few notable exceptions);

4. a coercive institution,'even though pupils are required
by law to be there; nor totally a _emuneratie organi-
zation, even though teachers are paid to be there;

S. a leardipg system of inputs, throughputs and outputs;'
.although pupils 4,arrive at five years; leave at 18,
'and in the interi4,1earn well, by most criteria;

6. a.professlomal7get'iety, even though the facplty and
admin,istrators are very much profe'ssionals in the.best
sense'of that term;

7. a'mechanical system of replaceable parts and'pieces,
although incumbent teachers do fill,,certain positions
that will remain after they leave;*'

8. an organic system that grows through God's help and
some simple hunfan nurturance; and

9 a legal system, alt.:4061-h the district is enmeshed in
federal, state,, and local laws.

12.0
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Inefect., we are arguing for a point of view of a system of-
self-deteimiming actors with Andividual points :of view, previling
interests, and patterns of talents who coalesce into factions and

subgrdups around isslies-of the. moment. Each of the "nothing buts"

is 01 important but partial way of'stating the general position.
Further, we'are saying thft many of the facets of. science education

.in Alte, and perhaps.in some other places, cannot be understood nor
explained-4without such a'paradigm.

.Nature of Science Education

Some images desert one very e.uickly,.others,remain vivid and

bold. The acternoo the teacher said-that"NSF may view science
education as math,'scifence, and ncial studies, but no one in Alte

does" is one that has remained. It .May be .practical for NSE's
national policy and legislative puTposes to construe sciel;.ce edu-

cation that way (and perhaps Collo.ess wrote the enabling- laws

based on such.a coneeption)ibut othei people and organizations,
suen as Alte, hold differentConceptions and. solve their problems,

for botter or worse, with thosealternativn conceptions.
.

Substantively and organizationally math, science, and social

studies were separate entitLes in the junior and senior high schools.

In the elementaryschbolF this was partially true, for on some
occasions project activities brought a reconstruction of knowledge

boundaries. Thise facts played all.throu,gh the report-and the
accompanying -interpretations.. There is no nonolithic.science
education in.this di'Strict. Neither Hempel nor his heirs live in

Alte.

Curriculum: Domainsomains and Dimensions

Early on, an attenYpt was made ,to Pocus "at the distfict level ";
that is, with the-district as the linit of analysis rathor than at
the school or the classroomlevel of analysis. The guiding, if not
telling, questions were: How has the district changed over the

years? and, How can one compare one' school district, Alte, with f .

fifty other school districts? While one eye was always wandering,
the central view was always on science education - -as defined by

NSF. As the data from-documents,.conversations/interviews, and
qualitative observation accumulated, 'the patterns which emerged

we came to call curricular domains and dimensions. The domains

Awere large chunks--formal.curriculum, informal/enriched curriculum,
and curriculum -as -- what -is- taught. The dimensions included such
concerns as excellence, advanced specialization, breadth, and
interrelatedness.

These ideas opened up a aeries of issues.. Several remained,
for lack of.time, nagging puzzlements. We could not make Bernstein's
(1971) provocative concepts of codes, clasSification, and framing.

work. Whether the mode of thought is different, whether the con-

cepts are at root tar.i,;ed, or Whether we -just did not understand
_them is not clear. For sure, time was not available for the
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analysis and synthesis necessary. Similarly a long standing concern
for measurement procedures in education vies with the qualitative
thrust o.f our current participant observational mode of inquiry.
The insight into the parallelism between our CSSE efforts and the
"Evaluative Criteria!' came too late to do more than suggest the
possible fruits from a careful analysis of that instrument, its
underlying theory, and the available empirical data growing from
the tradition. We did not have the time to search, codify, and

- criticize that literature.

The Individual Teacher: Sine qua non of Science Education

This proje:t did not begin nor end as a study of the
idiosyncratic teacher. The observer was dazzled by a number of
teachers, lessons, and classrooms, Only a'few of which are recounted
in this report.. Furthei, as he sought general dimensions of science
education, the people of Alteadministrators, board members,
teachers, pupils -- always ei.ded up talking about individual teachers
Usualdy.theSe were categorized into a, large minority who were
intelle'ctuaily imaginative, -exciting, and creative and usually
humane but sometimes egotistical and prima donnaish. An early
summary observation and interpretation phrased it thus:

One isn't in the district long before one hears the
names of particular teachers mentioned,by other teachers
in staff rooms, by administrators.and by parents. This
seemed an interesting twist on the isolation, the
autonomy-equality patterns discussed in some -of the
literature. I was first struck by this when the names
of elementary teachers were mentioned across buildings- -
"S/he is doing a lot of that," or "S/he. is kind of the
district expert on that" or "5/he started thaiin the
district." In the junior and senior high schools the
same phenomenon occurred, but oftell with quite visible
symbols. "S/he won the 'teacher of the year' awards
from this or that state or local group." "His/her kids
made S's on the AP tests.'!" "S/he's particularly good
with average kids.", And '. "His /her kids are. always coming
back with grins and thanks for what they've'learned and
'how helpful their class was." And "S/he is teaching at
X College 'br in Y summer institute."

At the other extreme were a smaller group who were perceived as
stale, uninteresting, dull, burned out..Without solicitation, and

' independently from iifferent individuals in.:-differentsChools and
positiohs and from different parts of town, the same names in the
.same categories, would come up. The agreepent was surprising.
P2rhaps,as some argued, Alte is a small district. Perhaps reputa-
tions are a kind of stereotype. Perhaps, as has been argued in the
analysis, Alte has some agreement, a set of norms regarding the
nature of the good teacher. Further, 41ate has a number of public

'and semr-public events when a teacher and "what s/he can do with
"children" are on display. Recall, for instance, the sixth grade
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camp with,everal dozen stljf'members--teachers and administrators,

from every school in the district, from most of the subject matter

areas and with a sprinkling of aides, secretaries, and central

office personnel. And an unsolicited comment later while having

coffee in the faculty lounge at one of the schools: "She's a hard

act to follow." This is not to mention field trips, district -wide

art-fairs, and spring PTA festivals.

The possibilities for theoretical and empirical analysis of

the idiosyncratic teacher arose throughout the project and through-

out this report. Like many good problems it is a chestnut. With

exemplars. as vivid as some of the teachers in Alte, with organiza-
tional structures such as the proposed Center: and with the multi .

methods of observatiOn, clinical method, and practice- oriented
inquiry, the chestnut seems amenable to another round of roasting.

That is a major problem.

Items of Debate
o

qz

The A'te School District is an intellectually stimulating
place to be. The areas of controversy, except for IPI, seed' to

flow around, and mostly by, science education. We were tantalized

by the hypothesized curvilinear relationship between resources

and teacher creativity. So few piaces are as well off economically

as Alte that seldom does an opportunity exist for thinking in

those terms. If it is more generaLtly true, it would become an

interesting item in the cognitive structure of an administrator
as he works with his department, his school or his district. The.

continuous coping with youngsters of average ability is a story
with a long history in Alte and one whose ending has not been

written. We kept seeing partial resolutions, some ctf which have

been noted. Those are difficult t16 communicate,,are susceptible
to the eproneous reaction ("I'm already doing that"), and seldom
seemed clearly perceived and disp6sed by'larger groups of the -

staff. The Alternative High School is more a splinter under the
thumb nail than a stimulus for excellence on the entire staff,

which some of the early visionaries hoped for..

Concluding the Conclusion

In concluding the conclusion, one might note the items
mentioned earlier. In this investigator's ,opinion, one should
learn something from research; that is, one's cognitive structure

should be altered. Further, one of the changes should be an
alerting of oneself to novel problems and their solutions. The

array of observations and interviews produced a host of images of
idiosyncratic efforIz at science teaching and glimpses of the
complex three dimensionag personalities from which these arise:'
Clarifydrit those relationships and clarifying the intricate logic

of altering those relationships seems the most fundamental issue,

the next and most important foreshadowed problem raised by the

.present inquiry.
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APPENDIX I

Methodological Notes: Some Premises of Procedures

Time ran out on this methodological appendix. Instead of a
coherent integrated essay addressing the special. issues of the CSSE

.experience as it relates to and extends our previous case'study
'procedures, this is a collection of snippets, ideas born but not
,developed.

Origins of a project

Research strategy and tactics have complex roots and origins.
As one goes back to old notes one encounters numerous forgotten
items. For instance, in the fall semester before the project form-
ally began, the observer visited a former student, now a junior high'
principal-Ain New Suburbia, a middle-middle class district, and he
also participated in a three-day Northcentral evaluation of a local
high school. Figure A-1 is an outline oT notes made then, tIlree
months before the case study officially began. Eight months later,

tr

Insert Figure A-1 about here

in the middle of analysis and writing, idea number one, data sources, was
well implemented. Numbertwo,local and national standards, was
finessed in the sense of tire localist emphasis and the science
education emphasis. The interdependency of local, state, and
national goals was too big and broad a tafget. Item three, cross
district observations, went the way of limited time. However it
was indirectly implemented in that a major question for the site
visiting teams was always, "How do you see Alte in the context of
fifty other districts or schools in which you've spent time?" Com-:
parison groups can be generated in multiple ways.p

The major points, however, are: (1) tlie research begins before
"the project" begiAs. To neglect this, not to keep notes from this
"real" beginning, is to lose foreshadowed problems and procedural
tactics; (2) Sources of stimulation arise in all kinds of experi-
ences and activities. To ignore these is to lose some of one's
potential creativity and originality) (3) All this is a restatement
and partial extension of Glaser and Strauss' (1967) discussion of
theoretical sensitivity.

Choice' of Alte

The Alte School District was chosen for two sets of reasons- -
one substantive to the project and one personal to the investigator.

o
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1. Data and documents that would be helpful re CSSE,Project

1. North Central reports -- especially over time

2. Lo0A1 histoyiesof community grid school

3. Yearbooks
4. Documents for parents and kids

2. Major foreshadowed problem lies in

1. local goals and -standards and national goals and
standal,;.ds, that is, "judge in terms of-own goals"

2 the chance to think this one.through in a specific
discipline and a specific community

3. Tactics in stain ying Alte might involve lesser visits to

nearby distri is

1. District X
2. District Y
3. District Z

Figure A-1. Verbatim items from field notes "before" CSSE study

began (10/5)
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Substantively, it is a small, upper middle class subilrbar, school
district with a reputation for having a good science education pro-
.gram. We coded it as Alte because it was an older suburb (i.e.,
Altevorstadt).' As such it fits the,larger perspective of the ten
sites ,of CSSE wherein categories of urban /rural /suburban, .large/
middle/small, regional (north/south, east/west/middle westl, lower/
middle/upper middle class districts have been relevant to the choices.

,

On more personal grounds, the district was chosen because it
was small, nearby, and staffed with administrators and teachers '

known to the investigator. These factors were conditioned by the
project's brief time schedule in which data collection, analysis,
and write up were to'be accomplished in a single semester by a
single investigator working half-time: It was felt that prior
professional acquaintance and trust would facilitate the work.
This methodological hypothesis seems amply supported. In'innum-
erable ways, the observer's path was bro'ken, smoothed and facilitated.
"Old home'week" was a recurring experience.

- Other aspects appeared-. The pleasure in seeing, visiting and
exchanging reminiscences and ideas with former students and col-

, 3 leagues was "a real plus." It met some long-felt needs of the
investigator, who has lamented the lack of an effective mechanism
for keeping in touch with M.A.and Ph.D. students who' have stayed in
the local community. We have no organizational mechanism as effec-
tive for us as AERA is on the national lever.

In addition, several of the Alte staff had been trained earlier
by the investigator in participant observer techniques. They knew
the methodology as skilled practitioners "from the inside out."
They flooded the investigator with their Terceptions, documents,
and entry to situations fraught with theoretical' provocativeness.
In some unusual and extra way, the report belongs to them more
than is usual, in my experience, to the participants in-prior
research.

The two edged sword phenomenon

Early on, in the choosing of Alte'as a possible site, one of
the chief concerns was the brevity of the allotted time. One way
around that was to go where one knows and is known and trusted.
Entry times are speeded. AcceSs to valid data is easier. A back-
drop of knowledge, fa6ts and interpretations is implicitly avail-
able for developing hypotheses and foreshadowed problems and for
comparing and contrasting new data as it comes in. This issue came
up in preliminary discussions of research tactics and strategy with
the superintendent who had had,some years before,considerable
experience in field research (although, not with the present investi-
gator). The mite on that conversation contained the following
point arid aside:'

Also discussed some of the negative aspects of being too
close to the people in the district and taking liberties
as research,one-wouldn't ordinarily do. (Obs - a good
point.)

Inn
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The "two -edged sword" seemed an appropriate label and it became an

itemdn discussions with most of the "old friends" we encountered.

in the district.. Being conscious of it, bringing it out into open

oiscussion, urging people to speak out if and when they felt they-

were being compromised,became part of the continuing dialogue.

To the best of my knowledge., the only major violation, if it

really be that, was taking large chunks of time for'exten)ded inter-

views. One of these, which was partly "catching up on old times

and adqUaintances,uran three .hours; others averaged better:than

an.hour. In partial defense, it may be more the, methodology than

the prior acquaintance because several otter interviews ran between

one and ahaTf to two and a half hours with staff I had not known

previously.

A further aspect of the "two -edged sword phenom/enon" in the

analysis and write up is a tendency to "overcode" for anonymity.

-He's become she's, her'S become his's, and so on. Incidents lose

specificity in time and place. Interesting dyadic,and triadic
interactions become group discussions. In a sense the narrative
loses some of its particularistic punch and the account loses the
possibility of internal self consistency in validation, extended

case analysis, or situational analysis as .Van Velse]i (1967) calls

it. Contrasts can be seen with our earlier reports in Complexities

and Anatomy"...

Sampling

The logic of sampling in participant observation has not been

worked out well. Malinowski's.:early advice on "being around for

the eveats of everyday life" is an early principle. More recently,

Glaser and Strauss speak of theoretical sampling. Our work (e.g.,

Smith and Pohland 1976) has been evolving, in part,toward a posi-

tion which might be called descriptive sampling. By this we mean

that at a common sense or layman's level of analysis, the domain can

be broken up into sub-domains and each of these can be covered.
Early on, we built a chart of the territory and a way of cycling

through. This is Figure A;2.

Insert Figure A-2 about here

This plan vied with and eventually lost in part to an earlier

,plan, Before agreeing to do the study the observer checked inform-
ally with several staff members he had known and worked with before.
"Will it fly in your domain,:?" was the question. Each saw no major

problems. In the back of the investigator's mind was an earlier
sampling notion--"At a minimum, if I can work in detail in at least

one of the.elementary schools and either the junior or senior high
school,I an piece together a narrative and analysis." As time
problems mounted, the observer found himself retreating to two of
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Sampling Domains

1. Princtpals

2. Schools and teachers

3. Classes and teachers by weeks ,

Cycle i Cycle 2 Cyc'e 3 CyCle 4

High School Sci Soc Sci Math Alternative
O High School

Junior High Team 1 7th Team 2 8th Team 2 7th Team 2 8th

Senior High School A School B School C School D

4. ElemenVary Curriculum Committee
Science, Math, Social Studies .

5. High School Committees Preparing, for Northcentral Evaluation
Policy, Math, Science, Social Studies

6: Special Circumstances

1. Citizens, school board members
2. Knowledgeable professionals who have contacts in the

district
3. Faculty meetings, P.T.A. meetings, etc.
4. Special events, programs, activities

Figure A-2. An early sampling plan
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the elementary schools; one of the junior" high schools, and parts

of the senior high school. In that sense the focal data came from

several schools; the other buildings and parts of the system were

sampled more briefly--mostly to check out ideas developed in the

more intensively studied schools.'

.This kind of sampling was soon coordinated with the time and

effort of the site co-ordinator and the site visitors who spent

considerable time in the district And tended to concentrate in a

particular school or two and a cross section of programs. That too

evolved out of some dissatisfaction with site visits elsewhere in

CSSE and the personal/professional needs and possibilities of pro-

ject personnel. Such visits greatly increased "the coverage" and

also the range of comparison 'districts available for contrast.

CIRCE's contacts are national and international; so too were the

site visitors.,

Perhaps the Most critical part of sampling in obtaining a

valid"picture of the Vhenomenon under study is who determines what

Situations are observed) In £he discussions of informed consent

with the staff,the question came up regarding the frequency and

timing of observations. In general, the point was made that no

teacher would probably be observedmore than a few times because

of the size of the district and "the K-12, science, math, and

sogial science,scope" of the project. This seemed evident and

reasonable. Another usual question arose as to "when would the

observations be made ?" The observer argue,4 again. the size and

scope aspect, and stated his preferehce to "pop in" unannounced

and' as convenient. This, too, was received as reasonable. Requests

were made to try to come at the beginning of a lesson and stay

through its entirety (especially the more time - bounded junior

and senior Nigh schools). This to seemed reasonable And was

honored. The point to be made here was that these arrangements'

permitted the observer to guide his selections randomly, compre-

hensively (in one school all teachers were observed), or hypotheti-

cally (in pursUit of a particular issue). It precluded teachers

or administrators guiding the investigator into those classes,

committees, or activities which they thought appropriate, for what-

ever purposes. In fact, only one meeting Was closed to the observer;

the bigger problem was too little timeto be everywhere. In turn,

this led tp more reliaNZ on interviews--multiple perceptions of

individuals who had been in.various ''everywhres."

'Some aspects of these points arose in a fruitful discussion with

Eleanor Farrar of the Huron Institute. We were comparing her

reservations about her observations and my more "ultimate".faith

in mine; and our varied reliance on interviews of several kinds.
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When it's not-possible to come and go as the research evolves,
the-,-datas-uffer and, in turn, so do the_ description and the
theoretical interpretation.

Unanticipated time demands

Our experience has been..that in spite of ,careful planning the
activity of research always springs surprises, both methodologically
and conceptually. Making adjustments, then, toward, a synthesis of
thought and action is part of the creativity and joy (and frustra-
tion) in the research. One of the biggest surprises was three kinds
of unexpected time demands:

1. securing written statements of informed consent
2. coming to understand the point of view of large numbers

of teachers
3. having a supervisory /site' review team involved.

The research had been planned for a tight time line, one semester --
in, out, analysis and write up. The time constraints, the unexpected,
time demands, became a rack inflicting considerable stress.

Much of the observet's recent work has been in the context of
larger curriculum development and implementation efforts of CEMREL,
Inc., one of the Regional Laboratories. The concerns of informed'
consent lay wit the larger organizational and interorggnizational
commitments, agicements and "memoranda of understandings."2 In the
CSSE study, the investigator went through' several layers and domains
of the organization:

1. the superintendent
2, the principals
3. the department ,chairmen of the high schcol
4. 'each department in the high school sepavately
5.' the junior high school .

6. each elementary school separately
7. scattered ihdliduals in the schools and community.

In effect, some 10-12 group meetings were scheduled, trips were
made to have the forms. available beforehand, and pre'entations of
the project were made, and discussions entertaired. come were as
brief as ten "minutes (when the principal had introduced it at an
earlier faculty meeting) and some as long as an hour, when the social
studies teachers probed critically. Most of January was gone be-
fpre this was accompli shed. It did generate some early overview

2In retrospect, I think to some degree I neglected or minimized
individual responsibility in these instances.

o
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observations and interpretations that had considerable value,
Further, it -did solve well .the "Who'are you?" and "Why are you

here?" kinds of problems. Finally, it accomplished its intended
purpose, informed consent.3

The "Vignettes of Teachersand Teaching" illustrate the second

time demand. Initially the observer felt that he could "do" three

or four observations per day. In a sense he was extrapolating from
earlier studies, e.g., Complexities and Anatomy. What happened in
effect, was thTt the observer was confronted with:

1. a new "three- dimensional" person each time;
2. a particular lesson,. piece of content, embedded in a

larger, often sophisticated, context;
3. some of that context on occasion was text,athored by

a teacher, or a notebook indicating his/her conceptions
of knowledge in science;-

4. some idiosyncratic approa'ches to teaching which were
creative to the point of "blowing one's mind";

5. a particular group of youngsters with unusual talent
and intent; and

6. a dozen different schools.

Trying to understand each teacher, administrator, staff member,
see him/her from his/her own perspectiveand in the context of
department and school was overwhelming. Somehow each should be in
a lengthy, intensive inside/outside relation as was Geoffrey in the
Washington School. Somehow the internal, dynamics of each school
needed the time and attention we gave to Kensington. After each
observation and interview, the experience needed to De savored,
reflected upon, explored, and recorded. Time. There was never
enough time.

Lastly, there -!ere the time demands of a supervisor/co-ordinator
and his legions of site visitors. It's been a long time since the
observer had had s,meone "looking over hiS shoulder." The co-ordi-
nator was an old friend. One of the reasons, for agreeing to join
the project was the opportunity to work with the project director
and personnel. We talked and talked and talked. Sessions ran
until as late as one in the morning. The content ranged from his
bobks to my books, his research styles to mine, his conceptual
structures and processes to mine. The topics included concepts
and definitions of explanation, latent models and metatheories'in
in,educational research, cognitive structures and processes versus
more general personality theories and prok.-sses, physical science
and social science'. We'observed together and we interviewed to-
gether. And we talked. We observed separately and we interviewed

3lssues remain in professional obligations and organizational
obligations and implicit coercion when a superintendent or school
boatd grants approval. A teacher who de-lines must have serious
objections. K

`,
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separately. And we talked. It's been a long time since I've had
such an excellent tutor and have learned so much.

It wore us (me) out. It took time fr,om teachers, pupils,
classes, and schools.

What we needed(from NSF was a year's time For reflection,
argument and synthesis.4

The site visitors must remain anonymous. Each contributed
signific.'ntly to the data on Alte. One vignette illustraV6s wel, l
the time demand. Late in the semester the co-ordinator wanted to
bring in one last visitor--a retired headmistress from U.K. "The
fatigue, the press of a few final visits and interviews, an itch
toget on with the analysis and I have to put up with another
visitor, and a little old lady principal to boot," were the thoughts
going through the observer's mind. Then he met her. The four-
hour dinner discussion was an exquisite treat. She was as percep-
tive an observer as I'd ever run into. In the conversation she
would comment, "I talked with this boy, and he said something
curious... later I noticed the teacher did/said...," and then she
would reach for an inference--ofteh one I'd been struggling toward
for weeks. Shortly, she made an allusion to "Miranda," and as we
blinkedand tried not to look dull, she launched into a few minutes
on the Tempest and Shakespeare's treatment of the character whose
personality was generally similar to but subtly different from
the case we had been presenting. This then led to recollections
of several interviewees who had been a part of her earlier research
project. Their problems and outlook, so she related, were only
partially caught in the statistical analysis, cross-tabs and.mea-
Surement data they had in the study. And all of this was cloaked
in a language so precise, so colorful, so full of images. Later,
when I'clid the homework I should have done before, I found our
library had three books of hers. There may be more. She writes
as beautifully as she speaks. The interview quotes are selected
perceptively, juxtaposed with the artistry of a fencing master
making ':he fourth and fifth touches without an intervening parry.
The literary allusions and the telling inference appeared'on the
first page and continued throughout.

Each visitor took time we did Hot have) yet we did not have
time enough with them. Exciting and stimulating, but doubly
frustrating.

In another perspective, these unexpected time demands constitute
one af the most important side effects of participant observational
research--the intimate contact with fascinating people engaged in
fashioning their own existence, sometimes with skill and grace and
sometimes with troubling struggles.

4A related frustration.was minimal time and opportunity to interact
with the other-site observers. A six or ten week retreat in the
summer of '78, with reports, file of data, theories and recommenda-
tions would be helpful.
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The mix of observations, interviews, and documents

Since we began doing field-work some years ago,we have been

committed to triangulation or multi-method/multi-coAept/multi-
situational approaches to data collection (Smith and Pohland 1974,

1976). Illustratively, we have found it more productive to observe

an event (e.g., teaching and learning in a histor class or the

give and take of faculty meetings) and then to talk with

pants. Ata minimum it gives us a common concrete referent to

ground our elusive abstract educational language. iIn addition, it

helps keep everyone honest about realities and ideals.
I

One of the best illustratiuns of the triangulation occurred

this way. -The investigator had observed and taken part in An ,

assembly at one of the schools. As,several of us were on the way

out, one of the teachers, visibly upset, was "reading out" a group
of kids presumably for their noisy inattentive behavior. It was

not possible to follow, up on it at the moment. Later, iat a more

general discussion with several other teachers, I recalled the

incident, asked what had happened and heard an extended account of

.the interrelation of other assemblies and this one ("the worst all

year"), concerns for the teachers who had planned and developed it,

actions by administrators and staff regarding an upcoming program

which was full of humor and zest and hhich in their eyed had the
potential for "getting out of hand." A variety of substantive
issues in staff morale, organizational processes, school goals

were present in the illustration. The main methodological point

to be made is that the obServation of the particular situation

came beck a month later as the stem of a question in a discLission

. and pulled a variety of quite concrete and meaningful items regarding

the school.

Similarly, in talking to one of the administrative staff, a

reference was made to the public opinion survey conducted in the
district. 4 he commented about different aspects of theprogram
the observer was able to interpret his remarks in terms of the

specifics of the report. At other points, specific inforMation
was available from the Alte School News, which provided an agenda

and context for remarks, by-staff on district-wide events. The

array of documents available and consulted are included in Figure A-3.

Insert Figure A-3 about here

In a sense the interplay of observation,' interview, and
documentation in studying science teaching can be represented in

a flow chart of people over time. Typically, the observer would
receive a few minutes of orientation -- location in sequence, text,
today's lesson - -just as class was beginning. Then he would ,observe

for an hour. If there was laboratory work or in-class homework

or assignments, the teacher would often float by for a few minutes

for a bit more explanation as sthe was making the rounds of the

pupils and helping them. At the close of the hour we would often
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1. Texts, lab manuals, teaching materials

2. Alte Professional Evaluation

Alte Enroll.nervt Forecast

4. Alte Staff Handbook (Continuously Revised)

Alte Curriculum Guides'

math
science
social studies

0

6. Alte School News

7:. Local newsphpers

Morning News,
Evening News

1976

1976

1977

1958 - 1977

;

1962-

1977
1977

Outdoor.Educafion Documents (state and local) 1976-77.

9. Sufveys and Reports by' Outside Consultants

IPI
.Community Survey of Citizens'

'LO. Reprints of "articles, news notes, etc. that
friends thought I might be interbsted in

4

Figure A-3. Major Documepts Consulted.

1975-77.:

1976 -7.7
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talk for a few minutes more. In some instances if the teacher had

a free period we spent twenty minutes to an hour. In o.ther instances

this was the first of a number of brief.conta-cts over the semester,

and on occasion, lengthy interviews /discussions about science edu-

catiom and related items. Into these came a variety of doduments

Insert Figure A-4 about here

as well. The implicit view of social reality and the'relevant
methods for Spproach'ng that reality seem very important.

Exit Interviews
.

One of the variations in procedures for us this .rime was

engaging in a series of "exit" interviews. These-were lengthy
interview/discussionsusually about an hour, although one lasted

two hours and fifteen minutes. They occurred mostly in schools

where we had spent a,large amount of time. They involved initially

a general overview by the individual memberusually from his/her

position and perspective as teacher, prinCipal, counselor, super-

intendent, board member, parent, or citizen. Secondly, the Jis-

cussion "would move toward specific points, relevant tc the inter-

viewee's position on "which the interviewer sought further clarity.

Finally, in several iris'tances, concepts, hypotheses, and interpre-

tations of the observer would be tried out, debated, and explored.

That is, attempts would be made to see if the phenomenon existed,

e.g., "staleness," and whether alternative conceptualization were

possible, e.g., "long term lack of treativity." Further, antece-

dents, consequences, and interventions would be explored.

In many instances, these interviews turned out to be mutually

-exeting, stimulating, land lengthy. Onloccasion overtures were

made to terminate them, e.g., "I've taken enough of.vour time,"

but an idea hadn'c been explor6d fully and the interviewee would
finish'a ten-minute point'and then find him/herself stimulated by

another related issue which had to be clarified if the earlier
point was tb be clearly` understood. The observer was impre.sed

again and again by the interviewees' ability to carry long involved

threads of th-ughtsothrough multiple illustrations, minor side

issues and back to the central point. Provocative but exhausting.

Currently we are trying to integrate this kind of interview with

other aspects of participant observation.

y
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Generating Amalytical/Theoretical Conceptiens5

One of the most frequently posed questions in ethnographic
research is "the formula" for generating analytical/theoretical
conceptions or interpretations. In thinking through aspects of
the development of CSSE, that 'is, while we were suffering through
the.pre.cess per se, a number of items arose, some of which we
have highlighted before.

O

1. Foreshadowed problems: Always we seem to have an
agenda of questions from students, from. ersonal con-
cerns,about teaching /learning, from reading, frbm our
earlier work. A number of these are listed as part'of
Appendix 2.

2. Immersion in concrete perceptual images: This is
'really a.questien of ,how -much raw data does one have.
The day in and day. out involvement in the setting pro-
duces an'ocean of images of the phenomenon, a wealth
of particular -s° -- people, situations, events, occasions,
etc. The human condition in all of its varied, idio-
syncratic, unusual, mundane, exotic aspects plays itself
out before one's eyes.

3.' The interpretive aside: Along the way, a variety of
ideas; insights, interesting associations of ideas,
,events, people arise. We tend to jot these down into
the notes (Obs - ...). Later they become key points in
developing the analysis. They seem to "poi) out" in the
normal give and take of observing and talking with
people in the setting. 'Often they have a free associa-
tional quality..."reminds'me of..." and ,sometimes they
are simple perceptual comparisons or contrasts.

4. Conscious searching: COn)comieantly with the almost
unconsciously determined itefis of the interpretive asides
(item #3),there is the omnipresent question, "What does
it all mean?" This is a search for overall patterns, for..
broad themes which seem to break the phenomenon into
large chunks or domains. This is an active searching
fbr order. Sometimes, as with the historical emphasis
in the CSSE ca-se study, it came early (from reading Toulmin
in gen,eral and Westbury in particular). It seemed to
"keep working for me" both methodologically, in
guidingttoward interesting data, and substantively, in
turning up interesting problems and perspectives. It
finally became a major theme (section #2) of the report.
Further, it left me with a bit of unresolved tension in

5This discussion benefited greatly from the comments of my
Spring '77 seminar.
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the form of "Next time, or soon at least, I want to
do a for real historical study." With a bit of luck
that may be in the offing. That brings one back full
circle to a foreshadowed prdblem (in this instance, a
-mix of problem and procedure) and means that that
study is already cracked open enough to have a begin-
ning point of attack.

5. Similarities and differences: The essence of concept
formulation, and somehow I'd never quite seen it back
in the days when I was administering the Wechsler and
WISC is, "How are they alike and how are they
As items appear in the perceptual images, -as verbal
comments are recorded, as situations appear, as events ,

come.and go, one asks a simple two-sided questionHow
are they alike and how are they different? The similar
things, are grouped and given a label that highlights
their similarity. The different things are grouped, in-

'sofar as possible, and given.labels. There always seems
4 large' "miscellaneous" category of items which seem
important but which don't fit anywhere. . The -"seem" is
critical. There's always a hunch lurking behind the
"seem" and given more data, more time, and more thought,
the pieces find a place in relation to one another.
Earlier we called this the "jigsaw puzzle analogy."

6. Concurrent outside activities: Du'ring any project
a number of things seem to be happenlng concurrently in
one's,. life. Single strand existences don't exist.
During CSSE I was

1. at a conference in Germanyyhich'pushed'me to
read Decker Walker's book--and Westbury's chapter
and also involved me with a variety of people and kt,
points of xi,ew. ,SOme were new, some were old2 both
as individuals and from their scholarly Work.b

2. already reading Toulmin and Goodfield who had.
been suggested to me years ago as an overview to
the history of science.

3. chance reading - a graduate student had been
talking about Sheehy's Passages.

4. in a GIE committee, evaluating assistant and
associate professors and all the problems of
"effective professing " of which"effective teach
ing" was one major element.

5. at AERA- symposium and conversations with old
friends.

6A conference report, Theory and Practice in Educational Research,
was published by the Institute fUr Didaktik, University.of
Bielefeld in 1976.
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6- in seminar at GIE, everyone doing a p.o. project
'or case study. Mine was CSSE. Free for all in
these.

7. ,Project press.: As mentioned elsewhere, the short
time line on CSSE produced enormous pressure to move
qUickly, to begin intensive attempts at conceptualizing'
early to seek' workable outlines,. This produced a series
of 'stresses, some of which were toward conceptualiza-
tion and interpretation. '

8. Formal Analysis and Writing: Finally, in the. end of
° May,, and all through June, reading field notes, the summary
observations and interpretations, and the Tultiplicity.of
documents produced the intensive search for order and the
final patterns presented in the writing.

Implicit in other parts of the report and the appendix, one
can find other remarks which round out the biography of the project.

a

Conclusion

In conclusion, these snippets must stand in for a more developed

essay. But vignettes have their own kind of potency and pexhaps-they
will suffice. The interested readier might consulesevivral earlier
sources. In Complexities we wrote a long introductory chapter and

appendix on,methodology and procedures. Concepts and issues such as .
foreshadowed problems, basic guiding, constructs, interpretive asides,

two realities problem, and model building are all revised. In Anatomy

we scattered the methodological issue throughout--as the index
indicates. Paul Pohland and I tried to come to grips with Glaser and
Strauss in a paper published in 1976 but written a decade earlier and

in the appendix to the Rural Highlands Study (1974). Finally a
scatter.ed series of papers and symposium' addresses (Smith 1967, 1974,

_1977) clarifies further our me;thodological position.

,Finally, we have wrestled with and been guided by a number of
field workers: Homans.(1950, 1962, 1967), Malinowski (1922), Bccker

(1952, 1961); Bruyn (1967), Glaser and Strauss (1967), Denzin (1970),
McCall and Simmons (1969), Whyte (1955), Iar.iaccone (1962), and Van

Velsen (1967). All of them kept speaking to, answering, questions

that we kept running into. Perhaps the most amazing experience has
been re-reading some of the early favorites, i.e., Homans and Whyte,
and fillding.how much they had learned and had to teach the second
and third time through, several years later.

v
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CSSE - A Small Suburban District:
Preliminary Plans7

LouiS M. Smith
Graduate Institute of Education

Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri
January 1,.1977

1. InXroduction
It has been my experience that a brief introductory overview

of problems and procedures of an observational research project has
been helpful as an initial point of departure for the observations,
a reminder of the original focus (the forest) when the trees of
data are everywhere, and as a gyroscope for the later analysis when

s4.4e issues loom large.

2. Fore,shadowed Problems
The original purpose by NSF and CIRCE investigators lists an

array of problems to which we'll attend. At a morelpersonal level,
several additional items appear which I'm.eager to have the data
speak tO%

2.1 A number of issues in the nature of science, its history,
methods, formats of results, goals, and so forth. Briefly, the
list includes positions taken in the following books:

Toulmin and Goodfield - Fabric, Architecture, Discovery
Hempel - Aspects of Scientific Explanation
Scriven - Primary Philosophy
Maslow - Psychology of Science.
Ziman Public Knowledge
Romans - Na,ture of Social Science Theory
Diesing - Patterns of.Discovery in Social Science '

In effect how do the relevant groups (citizens, board, administrators,
teachers, and pupils) conceive of and operationalize into programs
the various possible conceptions of science?

2.2 A number of issues in science education, teaching, curriculum,
learning, and development. Typified by articles and books by:

J. Schwab
D. Walker
E. Anderson,
M. Otte
L. Shulman
P. Hirst

7 This project is 'supported by, NSF.' The project is a subpart of
casE, principal investigators aro Professors Robert Stake and
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2,3 A number if issues in school organization and governance
a. citizen and school board influences
b. teacher committees, reference groups
c. articulatiOn between elementary, junior, senior

high programs
d. alternative schools

A variety of people come to mind here:
Smith and Keith ,
Lortie
Charters

'-J arch and Simon
Bernstein.

3. Procedures
3.1 "Standard" partidipant observation technique will be used.
3.2 The major unit of analysis is the school district's science
program. The accent is on both the "district" and "science
program." In turn, these break into level of school, subject
areas, teachers, pupils.
3.3 My initial hunch is to focus concurrently on the high
school, the juniqr high, and. one elementary school. Perhaps
this will be chine\ best by "waves," that is, a week's cycle at
each revel and-ba.`61 again.
3.4 Many of the educators in the district are colleagues,
former students, and close personal friends. My hope is that
this will make for ease and flexibility of entry observation
and interviewing. The greatest difficulty will probably.lfe
in making the final report honest and critical where necessary -
if it implies negative judgments on friends.
3.5 Historical contextual aspects and unobtrusive measures
from school yearbooks, North central evaluations and other
documents, library usage, counselor comments and records,
follow up studies and so forth, will be noted.
3.6 Because of the interrelationships with other elements of
CSSE, my hope is to implement the "memo's" strategy we used
in the AEP X Pilot Study. Essentially these were vignettes,
tentative interpretations, and questions and asides that were
occurring along the way. This had of formati'Ve evalua
tion and presaging of the final.repor . At a minimum, these
should appear once a month, that is four or five times durin
the semester; they may be considerably more,frequent. An
added aspect of this kind of reporting lies in the brevity of
the project; the final report is due almost immediately at
the close of the semester, rather than six to twelve months
later. .

I

.4. Results
c

4.1 Our usual procedure has been to accent description and
analysis, that is, an overview in lay language of the phenomenon
(science education in a small suburban district) and a theoreti-
cal interpretative analysis. That still seems reasonable al-
though it may be interpreted or focused in terms of NSF's
overriding concerns on its'current status of science curriculum
and science teachbt,s' activities they have supported.in the
past.
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